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Foreword 

In his 1974 Boyer Lectures on housing and government, Hugh 
Stretton said that housing policies are not about building. 

The hard problems of housing are not chiefly technical, 
they are problems of justice, social values, social and 
economic understanding; and they are riddled with 
conflicts of interest 

He felt most of the real issues had been neglected, that 'the 
housing policies of our seven governments are really a rag.bag 
of bits. and pieces', and called for some radical re.thinking 
which he then proceeded to outline. 

The following year (I 97 5) saw the Henderson Poverty 
Inquiry documenting for the first time in thirty years exactly 
how housing exacerbated poverty because of its uneven 
distribution and the piecemeal policy approaches taken. The 
Poverty Inquiry argued that 'direct income support would be 
more effective than public housing' for reasons of availability, 
cost and personal choice. 

The years since then have seen improvements in housing 
policy, but one could still describe the overall picture as a rag· 
bag of bits and pieces. One could also suggest that housing 
policy discussion is still dominated by economic and technical 
issues rather than the more important issues of social values, 
justice and community understanding. 



This volume is an attempt by the Institute of Family Studies 
to re-direct the housing debate_ Housing is, first and foremost, 
about families and the quality of family life. The relative 
advantages of home-owners over renters, access to private 
versus public housing, the deposit gap and its effects on family 
formation plans, the uneven geographic and social distri
bution of types and qualities of housing are all, we hope, 
embraced by the chosen title A roof aver their heads. 

The Institute commissioned three researchers on housing 
and urban studies whose work we felt showed a broader grasp 
of the social importance of housing than some of the more 
typical 'housing experts'. Terry Burke, of the Centre for 
Urban Studies at Swinbume Institute of Technology, outlines 
the changing nature of the housing market and its relation to 
family needs and economic inequalities in Chapters 1 and 2. 

Peter Newton, of the CSIRO's Division of Building 
Research, asks the question 'Public housing for whom?' and 
suggests some unexpected answers in Chapter 3. And Linda 
Hancock, also from· Swinbume Institute of Technology, 
examines in Chapter 4 the new issue of youth housing as an 
illustration of how family change often runs ahead of housing 
policies (among others). 

This monograph will be used as the basis for a series of 
Family Impact Seminars throughout Australia. I wish to 
express our thanks to the three authors for their challenging 
work and my hope that the monograph will stimulate a better 
public understanding of the vital necessity of ' a roof over their 
heads' for every family m~mber in Australian society. 

Don E. Edgar 
Director) Institute of Family Studies 

Xll 



Introduction 

The quality of family life is inextricably linked with housing: 
with the type of housing, size of housing, cost of housing, 
location of housing and tenure of housing. Unfortunately, this 
relationship has been so taken for granted that there has been 
little effort made to develop a body of knowledge on how 
family structure affects the housing market and, conversely, 
how changes in the availability, cost and diversity of housing 
affect family structure. The relationship between family 
structure and housing opportunities remains a neglected area 
of sociological analysis. As pointed out in the English context, 
by straddling two sub·disciplines - the sociology of the family 
and the sociology of housing - it has remained marginal to 
both (Forrest and Kemeny, 1982). 

Throughout the monograph, both the terms family and 
household are used. The term family implies a group of 
persons who are related, whether by blood or by marriage. 
The term household refers to a group of people who share a 
dwelling, whether related or unrelated. It is therefore possible 
for more than one family to be in a household. The term 
household rather than family is also used for a single person 
living independently. 

In the nineteenth century and earlier this century, the need 
to make such a distinction was perhaps less necessary. In that 
era, the process of household formation and family formation 
were closely related; children did not normally leave the 
parental home until they were married, i.e. until they had 



formed a family of their own. The family was therefore the 
dominant unit of decision making as to the type and location 
of housing. For that reason, housing needs were tied to the 
rate of family formation. However, with rising individual 
affluence, marked improvements in the availability of housing 
and changes in the age and duration of marriage (including 
rising divorce rates), there has been an increasing need for 
housing to accommodate those persons wishing to live outside 
the family unit (see Staples, 1982 for discussion of emergence 
of single person households). Households have therefore also 
become important decision making units and, for those 
planning to meet household needs, the important questions 
are no longer about family formation but about how many 
households and in what form. 

The monograph has four chapters. Chapter 1 reviews the 
major demographic and housing changes occurring in Aus· 
tralia over the last decade. Chapter 2 examines some of the 
implications of these changes and in particular considers the 
connections between housing change, demographic change 
and social change. Included in the second chapter is a brief 
discussion of the issues arising from the emergence of two new 
housing forms, factory built housing and cooperatives, and an 
outline of the possible effects of these on family and 
household structure and quality of family life. Chapter 3 
reviews the changes that have occurred in the public housing 
sector in the post·war period, while Chapter 4 is a case study of 
young, often single person households, the growth of which, 
along with childless couples and single parent households, 
represents one of the most significant changes in Australian 
family and household structure. This last chapter examines in 
some depth the constraints on young persons seeking 
independence from the family. 

xiy 



1 Housing: the economic and 
demographic context 

Politicians in Australia often attempt to make political capital 
out of Australia's high proportion of home ownership. As 
Table 1. 1. shows, by world standards, Australia does have a 
particularly high proportion of home ownership. The table 
also suggests that there is no simple relationship between 
proportion of home ownership, level of affluence, or political 
form, as is often implied by Australian politicians. Many of the 
most affluent countries of the world, for example Switzerland, 
West Germany and Sweden, have low levels of home owner~ 
ship, and some of the poorer ones, for example Turkey and 
Yugoslavia, have high proportions of ownership. Similarly, 
there are socialist countries with high rates of ownership, such 
as Yugoslavia, Hungary and Czechoslovakia; and capitalist 
countries, such as England, Sweden and West Germany, with 
lower rates. This suggests that, firstly, each country will have 
certain specific cultural, economic and. policy characteristics 
that structure a housing context particular to that country 
and, secondly, that one must guard against universal truths in 
housing, i.e .. that home ownership is inherently superior or 
public housing is inherently inferior. (For an expanded 
discussion of these points, see Kemeny 1977, 1981a.) 

The dominance of home ownership in Australia does not 
come about through random factors, but rather reflects a 
major policy commitment to this tenure form at the expense 
of the two other major tenure forms, private rental and public 
rental. 



Housing: the economic and demographic context--· 

Table 1.1 Percentage of households owning own home -
international comparison 

Turkey 81.4 Italy 50.8 
Yugoslavia 70.7 Czechoslovakia 50.4 
Ireland 68.8 Austria 49.4 
Australia 67.3 Denmark 47.0 
Hungary 62.9 Portugal 44.5 
USA 62.9 France 43.3 
Canada 60.0 England 43.0 
Belgium 58_9 Sweden 35.2 
Japan 58.2 West Germany 33.5 
Norway 52.9 Swiuerland 28.5 

Source: G. Kurian, 1980, The Book of Rankings, Macmillan Reference, Table 
235. Data refer to period 1973-76. 

While always the largest tenure category in the twentieth 
century, home ownership only achieved its dominant position 
after World War 11. This is clearly illustrated by Table 1.2, 
which shows tenure status in Australia over the last 70 
years. 

As late as 1947, other tenants, predominantly private 
rental, accounted for 43.4 per cent of tenure status. By 1981, 
the equivalent tenure category was 20 per cent. Owner 
occupancy experienced only a slight increase between 1941 
and 1947, from 49 per cent to 52 per cent, but rose rapidly in 
the post-war period to be 68.1 per cent by 1981. This growth 
in owner occupancy was facilitated by the. emergence of a 
wide range of government policies to assist home purchasers, 
matched by a corresponding neglect of private rental policies 
and a halfhearted commitment to public housing. 

There can be no questioning the strength of commitment of 
the Australian household and family to home ownership. The 
perceived attractions of home ownership (security, freedom, 
investment potential) and the pervasiveness of policy support 
(as reflected in home savings grant schemes, mortgage tax 
deductibility schemes, artificially low mortgage interest rates, 
failure to tax capital gains) have been such that few Australian 
families express a preference for any other tenure form. A 
study conducted for the Committee of Inquiry into Housing 
Costs, for example, found that 93 per cent of Australian 
households would prefer to own rather than rent a dwelling 
(Maddocks, 1978). 
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Table 1.2 Tenure status of occupied private dwellings/households, Australia, 1911-81 

1911 1947 1954 1966 1971 1976 1981 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Owner 402637 45.0 838025 44.7 1121814 47.9 na na 1306293 31.5 1548873 33.2 
Purchased by 

Instalments 39318 4.4 147677 7.9 353093 15.1 na na 437770 34.7 1542282 33.0 
OwnerlPurchaser 

Undefined na na na na na 17434 0.4 87110 1.9 
Owner/Purchaser 441955 49.4 985702 52.6 14704907 62.9 2231913 70.8 2468993 67.3 2761497 66.7 3178265 68.1 
Government Tenant 0 0.0 99376 4.2 161722 5.1 202613 5.5 204627 4.9 228938 4.9 
Other Tenant 404371 45.2 812750 43.4 699854 29.9 673357 21.4 798700 21.8 839873 20.3 935543 20.3 
Other Methods of 

Occupancy 48063 5.4 48867 2.6 56257 2.4 59552 1.9 120928 3.3 232477 5.6 190647 4.1 
Not Stated 'na 26304 1.4 13027 .6 25382 .8 79319 2.2 102047 2.5 135516 2.9 

Total 894389 100.0 1873623 100.0 2343241100.0 3151926100.0 3670553100.0 4140521 100.0 4668909100.0 

na = not available 
Source: Censuses and Yearbooks: 1911-76 data refer to dwellings, 1981 data refer to households. 
Note: "Included with 'Other tenant'. 



Housing: the economic and demographic context 

However, while ownership may be preferred by most 
Australian households and may bring very real benefits to the 
individual households fortunate enough to become home 
owners, this does not mean that it is inherently a better 
tenure form. Other societies have different tenure patterns, as 
Table 1 showed. More affluent countries than Australia, such 
as West Germany, Sweden, Switzerland and Denmark, have 
evolved a tenure pattern more dependent on public and 
private rental housing without sacrificing economic growth 
and political stability, a sacrifice some Australian politicians 
have stated is inevitable if there is any movement away from 
house ownership (Kemeny, 1977:48). Moreover, contrary to 
beliefs about the equality of opportunity made possible by 
home ownership, it is not a tenure form which necessarily 
contributes to social and economic equality. Rather, as will be 
illustrated later, it can accentuate inequality. 

There has been increasing concern that home ownership 
will no longer be attainable for many households because of 
the nature and dimensions of the changes in the housing 
market in recent years (Kilmartin and Thorns, 1978). This 
means that there will be a substantial gap between what 
households prefer and what they can actually afford. 

What has caused the increasing costs of housing over the 
past decade? The varied responses to this question can often 
be interpreted as special pleading on behalf of different 
housing interest groups. Developers, represented by the 
Urban Development Institute of Australia, are committed to 
maximising the decision making freedom of developers. As 
such, they resent local government and metropolitan plan
ning regulations and building codes, and argue that these are 
the cause of increased costs. Housing consumer groups often 
point out the high transaction costs, referring to the level of 
fees charged by estate agents and lawyers. More recently, a 
range of groups, with the common interest of reducing their 
loan repayments, have blamed the federal government and/ 
or the finance industry for increasing housing interest rates 
and the cost of housing. Included among the latter are owner 
occupiers, builders and developers. 

Attempts to reduce the housing question to simplistic 
explanations deny the complexity of the housing market and 
overlook the fact that the housing market cannot be isolated 
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Housing: the economic and demographic context 

from changes taking place in the Australian and the inter· 
national economy. One of the major changes is the growth of 
a more diverse and sophisticated finance industry. In the early 
post·war years, the Australian financial system consisted 
primarily of the Reserve Bank, the Commonwealth Bank, 
trading banks, State savings banks, life offices and the 
burgeoning building society and finance company sectors. In 
the 1960s and accelerating through the 1970s, there occurred 
a major transformation of the finance system. Building 
societies and finance companies matured and other financial 
institutions, such as credit unions, merchant banks, authorised 
short· term money market dealers, unit trusts and special 
purpose banks, developed. Coinciding with these changes 
came a diversification of finance techniques and some 
relaxation on government controls on the finance market, e. g. 
removal of ceilings on bank term deposit interest rates. The 
Committee of Inquiry into the Australian Financial System 
has recommended further 'de·regulation' of the finance sector 
with a view to increasing competition and increasing the 
supply of investment funds. The increase in mortgage interest 
rates in 1982 and the forthcoming entry of foreign banks are, 
among other factors, outcomes of this de· regulation. 

To understand how these changes have affected the costs 
and availability of finance, it is necessary to comprehend how 
most of our housing finance becomes available. Most Aus· 
tralian households, after paying taxes and meeting expen· 
ditures, have some savings. Each and every household must 
make a decision where and in what form they will hold their 
savings. Most will decide on a form that provides a return 
for their money; for example, banks, building societies" 
government bonds and securities, property, gold, diamonds, 
stocks and shares. The finance institutions that offer these 
savings opportunities will use the money in different ways. 
Stocks and shares are normally used to finance new plant and 
equipment, new products or new mineral explorations; 
government bonds, to finance public spending on electricity, 
telephones, roads, etc. Savings banks and building societies 
have, in contrast, tended to use a large proportion of savings 
invested to fund the purchase of housing. 

What determines how much of household savings is chan· 
nelled to banks and building societies rather than to stocks 
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Housing: the economic and demographic context 

and bonds, gold, or other fonns of investment? In part, it is 
the security of the investment, but mostly it is the rate of 
return, that is, the monetary return offered to households or 
finns for depositing their savings or profits in a particular 
fonn of investment. For financial investments, the rate of 
return is measured by the rate of interest. 

In the 1960s and early 1970s, banks and building societies 
dominated in the receipt of household savings and lending. 
This was partly because households were unaware of other in· 
vestment outlets and partly because of suspicion as to the 
security of some of the newer types of financial institutions. In 
consequence, banks and building societies had relatively large 
amounts of money to lend for housing at low rates of interest. 
This process enabled one financial analyst recently to con· 
clude 'home·owners and investors were subsidised by the 
saving public's conservatism and ignorance' (R. Morieson; 
Australian Financial Review) 7 June 1982). 

From the mid·1970s, Australia's finance industry became 
more diverse with new investment outlets emerging, such as 
unit trusts and merchant banks. Moreover, inflation was 
making households more sensitive to returns on their invest· 
ment. Why invest in a savings bank at 3.75 per cent interest 
when you could get 9 per cent on government bonds or 11 per 
cent in unit trusts? As a result, building societies and banks, 
whose interest rates were regulated by government policy, 
found it mcreasingly difficult to attract depositors. This not 
only meant an inability to lend on housing, but also placed 
pressure on the government to allow banks and building 
societies to offer more competitive interest rates to lenders. 

The changes in the finance sector of the Australian 
economy are only part of the explanation of the changes in 
the Australian housing market. The past decade has been 
characterised by major changes in the structure of our 
economy, including the decline of the manufacturing and 
construction industry, the growth of the so· called 'resource' 
sector, the end of the era of full employment, and the 
emergence of inflation as a key economic issue. These 
economic changes have been paralleled by political and social 
change. In most Western countries, the past decade has seen a 
return to conservative political and social values and the 
consequent election of conservative governments. With what 
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Housing: the economic and demographic context 

they perceived as the mandate of the electorate, such 
governments have implemented policies designed to reduce 
the size of the government sector and to put more of the 
initiative and burden for welfare provision on the individual, 
the family and the local community, rather than the state. 

These changes, through direct and indirect processes, have 
substantial implications for housing. They include: 

• The combined effects of unemployment and cutbacks in 
federal public housing funding (the latter falling in real 
terms from $789 million in 1974-75 to $255 million in 
1981-82) have placed increasing demands on the private 
housing sector to meet low income housing needs. The 
effect of such demand pressures is to push up the price of 
housing, particularly rental housing, and to encourage the 
emergence of alternative cheap housing types, e.g. 
residential caravans; 

• Inflation and the need for individual households and 
companies to seek investments which offer some hedge 
against inflation created an immense demand for property, 
an asset of which the investment value is generally believed 
to increase at a rate greater than inflation. As a result, real 
estate, particularly in the early 1970s, absorbed an 
increasing proportion of Australian funds (Cardew, 1979). 
While much of the corporate funds went into office 
development, individual household investment went into 
owner occupancy. As the 1970s progressed, an increasing 
proportion of housing investment went into the turnover of 
existing housing and into renovations and additions, rather 
than into new housing. The increased demand for real 
estate generally, and for established owner occupied 
property in particular, helped, along with other factors, to 
push up capital city house prices at a rate greater than 
incomes and the general level of prices; 

• The restructuring of the Australian economy and, in 
particular, the recent emphasis on resource development 
requires substantial capital, given the capital intensive 
nature of such development. Where is such capital to come 
from? At the Conference of the Australian Institute of 
Management in 1979, the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. 
John Stone, expressed the view that construction of 
dwellings was an inefficient use of the Australian economy's 
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resources and implied that resource development could be 
financed through savings in this sector. In short, a 
contraction in housing expenditure was seen as a pre· 
condition for resource development (Stone, 1979). In view 
of the influence of the Secretary of the Treasury (arguably 
the most senior of public servants) and the fact that many 
politicians and policy makers share his views on free 
enterprise and resource development, it would not be 
difficult to interpret the federal government's lack of 
concern for housing in terms of a policy decision to restrict 
housing expenditure in the interests of economic develop. 
ment. The lack of finance for housing which characterised 
1982 can therefore be seen as the reflection of a shift in the 
priorities of economic management. 

Whether a shortage of finance for house purchase and 
construction continues beyond 1982 depends on the attrac· 
tiveness of alternative investments for finance institutions 
and on whether the Labor government makes a greater com· 
mitment to housing than its predecessor. If the economic 
recession deepens, the industrial sectors to which finance was 
diverted in 1982 - i.e. minerals and energy and, to some 
extent, manufacturing - will be unlikely to require much new 
expenditure in plant and equipment. In the absence of such 
investment demand, the household savings that flowed into 
finance organisations, such as banks and building societies, 
following last year's increase in deposit interest rates will 
accumulate, enabling a redirection of funds into housing and 
will perhaps bring about some reduction in deposit and 
mortgage interest rates. 

The above changes are largely economic. Just as important 
to the housing market, but less visible, are the demographic 
changes that are progressively altering the family and house· 
hold structure of Australia. 

Demographic change and housing need 
Changes over time in the structure of Australian families and 
households have significant implications for the structure of 
housing because there are major variations between family 
types and households in their housing requirements. Young, 
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single households tend to prefer a housing tenure and a 
housing type that allows them flexibility and mobility and 
which is relatively cheap, for example, renting is preferred to 
owning and flats are preferred to detached dwellings. Families 
with children as a rule prefer a housing form which is appro· 
priate to the requirements of child·bearing and child·rearing, 
that is, spacious and safe from traffic and pollution. In 
Australia, this tends to mean ownership of a detached 
dwelling. Elderly persons, with a need for compactness and 
low maintenance, are increasingly showing a preference for 
villa units. 

Given these and other variations, it can be seen how the 
rapid growth of one household type relative to another, for 
example, of the independent young relative to families, or the 
aged relative to the young, will mean a change in housing 
needs and housing demand. In planning for housing needs, 
the important questions are therefore how many separate 
households will be formed, whether the growth of these 
households will be in the form of families, individuals living 
alone or individuals sharing, whether married or separated, 
how old will be the households requiring housing, and where 
will these households choose to live? This paper cannot seek 
to answer these questions; it can, however, suggest the 
directions of change and the possible housing implications. 

The dominant trends in Australian household and family 
structure are: 

• The slow down in population growth; 
• The decline in the numerical importance of the traditional 

nuclear family and the growth of childless households, 
whether in the form of childless couples or individuals living 
alone or sharing with others; 

• Increasing divorce rates; 
• The ageing of the population. 

Table 1.3 illustrates the trends in family structure and indi· 
cates the declining importance of the nuclear family, that is, 
the married couple with dependants. 

While the nuclear family is still the largest single family type 
(48 per cent in 1981), its growth is extremely slow relative to 
other family types (less that 1 per cent per annum). One· parent 
families grew fastest between 1969 and 1981 (11.5 per cent 
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Table 1.3 Family types in Australia, 1969-81 

1969' 19792 1981 J 

Family type '000 % '000 % '000 % 

All families 3176 100.0 3779100.0 3878 100.0 

Married couple families4 2867 90.2 3302 87.4 3380 87.2 
with dependent children 1702 1844 1851 
no dependent children 1164 1457 1529 

One· parent families with 
dependent children 130 4.1 270 7.1 282 7.3 

male head 23 45 45 
female head 108 225 237 

Other families with no 
dependent children 179 5.6 207 5.5 216 5.5 

male head 52 58 53 
female head 127 150 163 

All families with dependent 
children 1832 100.0 2114 100.0 2143 100.0 

Married couple families4 with 
dependent children 1702 92.9 1844 87.2 1861 86.8 

One·parent families with 
dependent children 130 7.1 270 12.8 282 13.2 

Australian population 
aged 15 and over 10501 100.0 10909100.0 

Individuals not family members na 1460 13.9 1656 15.2 

Family members as percentage 
of total population na 9041 86.1 9253 84.8 

na = not available 
Sources: lABS, Income Distribution, 1968-69. 

2ABS, Labour Force Status and Other Characteristics of Families, 
July 1979. 
3ABS, Labour Force Status and Other Characteristics of Families, 
July 1981. 
4Includes legal and de facto marriages. 

per annum), followed by married couples with no dependants 
(5 per cent per annum). Such was the growth of the latter two 
family types that one-parent families accounted for 22 per 
cent of the total increase in families between 1969 and 1981, 
and married couples with no dependants for 52 per cent. As in 
Europe and the United States, an increasing proportion of the 
couples with no dependants are middle aged (Donnison and 
Ungerson, 1982). The reduction in the size of families 
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throughout the post·war era and early marriage and the 
departure of children into independent living at a younger age 
have meant early completion of child.rearing responsibilities 
for many married couples. 

As a number of overseas studies show, (and the Australian 
experience is unlikely to be much different), middle aged 
households with heads aged between 45 and 55 have 
historically been one of the richest of all household groups 
(Townsend, 1979, Fiegehan and others, 1977). In the past, 
when families were larger and the last child did not leave 
home until parents were relatively old, much of this wealth 
went on child (dependent) expenses. However, with more 
children now living independently, many middle aged house· 
holds now find themselves with considerable discretionary 
income. Little is known about what this means in terms of 
housing needs and expenditure. Is this trend linked with the 
increase in renovations and additions? Is this household 
category generating the demand for holiday homes which is 
placing severe stress on some local housing markets, for 
example Bright in Victoria and the Gold Coast of Queensland? 
Do such households desire a housing form more consistent 
with their smaller family size, such as villa units and town 
houses? 

One· parent families are the other rapidly growing family 
type, a growth larely associated with rising divorce rates. The 
proportion of first marriages in Australia resulting in divorce 
within the first five years of marriage has gone from 7.9 per 
cent in 1966 to 20.7 per cent in 1980 (Stewart, and Harrison, 
1982). The implications for housing of rising divorce rates are 
varied. First, the number of households needing independent 
accommodation will be greater than if couples remained 
married. Secondly, and an aspect sometimes overlooked, 
divorced households will normally want houses as large as a 
married couple. A single parent with two or more children -
the case in 39 per cent of all divorces in 1980 - will require the 
same space standards within and external to the house as a 
couple with two children. Yet, many public housing auth· 
orities appear to believe that the act of divorce changes 
housing needs to the degree that a flat is the appropriate 
housing form. Thirdly, unless housing is readily available and 
can be freely exchanged, divorced people may be forced to 
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stay with divorced spouses or parents, thereby preventing 
adaption to independent status, and accentuating existing 
tension and trauma. Fourthly, a new group of low income 
households is created, given the constraints of single parents, 
particularly women joining the workforce. This low income 
status creates a need for cheap and readily available 
housing. 

The dominance of home ownership in Australia, relative to 
some other societies experiencing the same demographic 
processes, is arguably a source of concern in this context. 
Owner occupied housing is not as flexible for separation and 
divorce as rental housing. In addition to problems of resolving 
property settlement, there are delays and costs associated 
with the sale of the dwelling and in some areas (e.g. outer 
suburban areas of Melbourne and Sydney) where property 
values are currently less in real terms than those of a year or 
two ago, there may be actual loss of wealth because of the 
need to sell as part of the divorce proceedings. Rental housing, 
by contrast, does not complicate divorce proceedings in terms 
of property settlements and enables more flexible movement 
to and from housing. A more viable rental sector in Australia 
could ease some of the tensions and burdens associated with 
divorce. Similar flexibility is required by young independent 
households and, to some extent, by ageing families. Finally, 
whatever stresses exist between a married couple, and which 
may precipitate separation and ultimately divorce, are likely 
to be accentuated by high housing costs. The effect of high 
housing costs is to overlay marital pressures with severe 
economic pressures. Yet, housing market changes of the last 
decade have been such that the pressures of housing costs, 
particularly home ownership, are severe in the initial stages of 
ownership, a stage which tends to parallel the crucial first five 
years of marriage when marital pressures and separation are 
high. 

Another major change in family and household structure 
suggested by Table 1.3 is the growth of individuals in 
independent living who are not family members (13.4 per cent 
growth in 1979-81). Again, this is a trend shared with other 
advanced industrial countries, (Donnison and Ungerson, 
1982:29). Much of this growth is associated with young 
persons leaving the family home at an earlier age than has 
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been the case historically and for reasons other than 
marriage. 

Data from an Australian National University family 
fonnation project found that for young people leaving home 
in the 1950s and 1960s, eight out of ten left home after 
marriage (Young 1974). By the early 1980s, in contrast, only 
four out of ten left home after marriage and six out of ten left 
before marriage for reasons of employment, education, or 
merely the desire for independence from parents (Hancock 
and Burke, 1983). Table 4.1 in Chapter 4 indicates in greater 
detail the number and the age at which young persons are 
leaving home and the type of household structure they are 
going into, that is, independent household or married family. 
The housing implications of the growth of independent living 
among young persons are discussed separately in Chapter 4. 

A final major trend in Australian demographic structure is 
age. In most advanced industrial countries, including 
Australia, the proportion of people over 65 has increased 
considerably. The very young (0-19) and the middle aged 
(40-49) have declined proportionately (see Table lA). 

As Donnison points out in reference to the European 
context, it seems likely therefore that the competition for 
housing, which used to be fiercest between young, newly 
married couples struggling to find their first homes, will in 
future arise between the smaller numbers of newly married 
couples and the growing cohorts of elderly people wishing to 

I maintain their own homes (Donnison and Ungerson, 1982). 
One reason for such a struggle is the lack of small dwellings 
available at convenient rents and purchase prices and in 
convenient places for older people to move into as their 
household dwindles in size with children leaving home. The 
Melbourne Housing Study (King, 1981) illustrated for 
Melbourne a shortfall of some 16 000 villa units, terrace 

Table 1.4 Age distribution in Australia. 1954. 1971. 1981 
(million) 

0-19 (%) 20-39 (%) 40-49 (%) 50-59 (%) 60+ (%) Total 

1954 3153 (35.0 2634 (29.6) 1203 (13.4) 876 (9.8) 1120 (12.5) 8986 
1971 4860 (37.5) 3665 (28.3) 1554 (12.0) 1289 (9.9) 1591 (12.3) 12959 
1981 4902 (33.6) 4585 (31.5) 1540 (10.6) 1477 (10.1) 2070 (14.2) 14574 

Source: Australian Year Books. 
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houses and other medium density housing (the· type appro· 
priate for retired households). Similar shortfalls probably exist 
in other capital cities where post· war construction for the 
married couple and dependants has built up a big stock of 
large detached dwellings but an inadequate stock of housing 
types appropriate for an ageing population profile. Hugo 
(1979), in a study indicating probable trends in the form of 
families and the effects on housing demand, reaffirms in par· 
ticular the importance of ageing of the Australian population 
and suggests it will have implications for both the nature and 
the distribution of housing demand. 

These observations about the types of households and 
families in Australia tell us little about the actual rate of 
household formation in the future. Some people have 
expressed concern that anticipated low rates of population 
growth will affect the demand for housing. It is, however, 
household formation rather than population growth which 
determines housing demand. There have been a number of 
estimates of household formation trends for Australia. These 
estimates necessarily require a number of assumptions, and 
variations in these assumptions will affect the estimates. 

Assumptions normally included in household formation 
estimates relate to the following: 

• The rate of economic growth with associated assumptions 
of growth of income (including those from government 
benefits), and unemployment and workforce participation 
rates; 

• The rate of net overseas migration and, for State estimates, 
internal migration and the proportion received of overseas 
migration. Such data to be sex and age specific; 

• The rate of marital separation, divorce and remarriage and 
marriage (sex and age specific); 

• Sex and age specific death rates. 

These assumptions are typically based on historical patterns 
of demographic and economic change, with the population 
census being the key data source. 

The most comprehensive studies of household headship 
ratios in Australia are by Di Iulio (1981), The Indicative 
Planning Council for the Housing Industry (1982) and the 
IMPACT Research Team at Melbourne University (1982). 
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Di Iulio examined the long. term actual and forecast trends 
in headship behaviour between 1911 and 2001 and found that 
there was a clear long.term trend to higher headship ratios. 
The rate of headship accelerated in the post· war period, linked 
both with the baby boom and, since the mid· 1950s, with 
separation and divorce. A continued increase in headship 
rates for all marital status groups was forecast for the 
remainder of the century, although the rate of formation 
would not be as fast as in the other decades of the post·war 
period. 

The Indicative Planning Council for the Housing Industry 
produces regular estimates of household formation as part of 
its role in informing government about the level of housing 
production necessary to 'maintain improvement in aggregate 
in the access of the Australian community to housing'. Early 
Indicative Planning Council estimates (1977, 1980) assumed 
relatively pessimistic rates of net migration, but the most 
recent report (1982) has outlined five different estimates 
largely reflecting assumptions of migration ranging from 
50 000 to 90 000 per annum. On the 'optimistic' assumptions, 
national household formation is anticipated to rise con· 
sistently to the end of the century; on the more 'pessimistic' 
assumption, household formation will continue to rise in 1991 
but decline marginally thereafter. 

The Impact Research Team at Melbourne University has 
used an econometric model to evolve projection of Australian 
household formation (1982). The model is heavily dependent 
on the economic scenario underpinning these projections. 
The most important aspect of the economic scenario is the 
apparent assumption that the present economic recession is a 
temporary phenomenon and a return to a moderate long. 
term growth rate is anticipated for the remainder of the 
century. This assumption requires an unemployment rate of 
4 per cent and net overseas migration of the order of 80 000 
per annum. With these optimistic assumptions, the annual 
average growth of household formation between 1981 and 
2001 is 1. 9 per cent, representing on average an additional 
10 000 households per annum for the period 1981 to 2001, 
with smaller levels than this in the 1980s and higher ones in 
the 1990s. Despite the optimistic assumptions, the estimated 
number of new households per annum is considerably less 
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than those of the Indicative Planning Council, e.g. an average 
of around 150 000 per annum compared to 120 000 between 
1991 and 2001. 

The Impact Team also offers estimates with alternative 
'high' and 'low' scenarios, but even the low scenario has a 
6 per cent unemployment rate and a migration rate of the 
order of 80 000 per annum nationally. The 'lower' scenarios 
reduce the rate of household formation from 1.9 per cent per 
annum to 1.7 per cent per annum. Clearly, if unemployment 
were to remain at current levels and the rate of migration 
reduced, the rate of household formation would be reduced 
even more. 

In summary, while the range of estimates by the different 
research groups is broad, they nevertheless all produce 
estimates which suggest lower rates of household formation 
than have characterised the post-war period. The 2-plus per 
cent growth rates in household formation of that period will 
not be achieved in the decades to the end of the century. 
Nevertheless, a declining rate of household formation does 
not mean an absolute decline. There will still be an additional 
110 000-150 000 new households per annum for Australia 
(depending on which estimate) needing accommodation to
ward the end of the century. 

The private housing sector 
How are the families and households that characterise 
Australia in 1982 distributed across the different tenure 
sectors (ownership, public and private rental) and different 
dwelling types (separate house, semi-detached and terrace, 
flats, etc)? Table 1.5 shows how various family household 
types were distributed throughout the owner-purchaser, 
private rental and public rental sectors for Melbourne in 
1981. 

While all household types both of the non-family and family 
type are, in total, more concentrated in home ownership, the 
variations are substantial; only 49.8 per cent of single person 
households are owner purchasers compared to 80 per cent of 
a family made up of a head, spouse and dependants, (the 
stereotypical nuclear family). Within household types, the 
variations are even greater, illustrated at one extreme by the 
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Table 1.5 Types of households by tenure, Melbourne, 1981 

Total 
Owner/ Tenant Tenant including 

Purchaser (%) Public (%) Private (%) other 

Non-Family 
Households 
Single Person 

30 years 10869 (19.4) 251 (0.4) 41532 (74.0) 56058 
30-44 years 16923 (44.6) 287 (0.8) 17873 (47.1) 37917 
45+ years 80955 (65.0) 6687 (5.4) 23274 (18.7) 124578 

Total 108751 (49.8) 7228 (3.5) 82679 (37.8) 218551 

Family Households 
Single Head 
Household 

1 dependant 10349 (50.2) 1620 (7.9) 7699 (37.3) 20630 
2 dependants 8391 (58.2) 1125 (7.8) 4265 (29.5) 14423 
3 + dependants 4222 (57.8) 965 (13.2) 1831 (25.0) 7304 

Total 22961 (54.2) 3710 (8.4) 13794 (32.6) 42353 

Head, Spouse 
No Dependants 

Head,age30 23399 (56.2) 265 (0.6) 15436 (37.0) 41624 
Head, age 30-44 15747 (69.5) 140 (0.6) 5007 (22.1) 22644 
Head, age 45+ 107305 (83.3) 2364 (1.4) 9422 (15.5) 128689 

Total 146453 (75.9) 2768 (1.4) 29866 (15.5) 192960 
Head, Spouse 

With Dependants 
1 dependant 52842 (74.0) 1024 (1.4) 13431 (18.9) 71411 
2 dependants 98491 (82.3) 1725 (1.4) 13876 (11.6) 119680 
3 + dependants 61936 (83.1) 1701 (2.3) 7552 (10.4) 74515 

Total 213266 (80.0) 4450 (1.7) 34858 (13.0 265603 

Other" 158310 (72.6) 5724 (2.6) 21640 (9.9) 217997 

Total all 649743 (70.9) 23879 (2.6) 182838 (19.9) 915821 
households 

Source: ABS, Census 1981. 
Note: "Includes head only living with other adults and dependants and 

couple living with other adults and dependants. 

under 30 single person household, of which 74 per cent were 
in private rental, and at the other, the nuclear family with 
more than three dependants, which had 83.1 per cent in 
owner occupancy. Between home ownership and private 
rental, the bulk of Australian families are, however, in the 
private sector. 
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Given the absence of empirical research on specific family 
types and household types, it is difficult to be precise as to why 
these tenure patterns exist and why, when and how these 
types move from one tenure sector to another. In the case of 
single persons under 30, how important in explaining their 
predominance in private rental accommodation are budget. 
ary factors Uack of savings, low incomes) relative to lifestyle 
factors (flexibility, convenience, location)? The former reflects 
constraints; the latter, choice. If the latter, a continuation of 
the relative decline in the private rental sector that has 
characterised post· war Australia may be denying a rapidly 
growing proportion of Australian households the opportunity 
to participate in their preferred lifestyle. 

Similarly, we need to know whether the relatively low 
proportion of single head households with dependants in 
owner occupancy (54.2 per cent compared to 75.9 per cent 
head, spouse and dependants) reflects long. term budget 
constraints or whether the situation is a short· term stage 
between remarriage. 

One problem in assessing causal relationship between 
family structure and housing tenure is the intervening variable 
of dwelling type. Because certain dwelling types tend to 
correspond with certain tenure types - historically, detached 
dwellings have been owner occupied while flats have been 
rented - it is difficult to disentangle the motive for 
occupancy. Do some households own because it is the only 
real way of acquiring a detached dwelling? Do other house· 
holds rent because they require a form of accommodation, 
such as a flat, which is consistent with their transient lifestyle? 
Table 1.7 illustrates the distribution of family and household 
type across dwelling type, using Melbourne data. The table 
appears to illustrate clearly the strong relationship between 
the nuclear family and the separate house; 93.2 per cent of 
couples with 3.plus dependants lived in a separate house and 
only 1. 9 per cent in a flat. Does it, however, also reflect a 
preference for home ownership which can only be achieved in 
many areas by the purchase of a detached house? 

While all household types shared this apparent preference 
for a separate house to a greater or lesser degree, single 
person households have a much more dispersed pattern, with 
only 47.6 per cent of residents in a detached house and 
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40.2 per cent in flats. The relatively strong orientation to flats 
declines among single persons as they age (48.5 per cent for 
those less than 30 years of age compared with 35.6 per cent for 
those over 45). 

While small proportionately, the absolute number of 
households with dependants who are living in flats (24020 in 
Melbourne) is perhaps worthy of research. What length of 
time are these families resident in flats? How appropriate are 
they for child·rearing? What are the factors that determine 
this pattern? 

Affordability of private housing 
At the 1982 Victorian elections, the issue of housing costs and 
affordability, achieved a prominence equivalent to that of the 
immediate post·war period when there was also a 'housing 
crisis'. The difficulty in investigating the issue of housing costs 
and housing affordability is one of separating the rhetoric of 
political debate from the realities of the housing market and 
related finance market. The superficial treatment of housing 
issues by the popular press does not do justice to the corn· 
plexity of the issue and often obscures important distri
butional and efficiency questions. 

The following section of this paper attempts to describe and 
analyse changes in housing costs in Australia over the past 
decade and to suggest the social implications of these 
changes. 

The term 'housing costs' embraces a number of elements. 
With regard to owner occupied housing, the tWo most 
important costs to distinguish between are the price of the 
house, i.e. the market value of the property, and the finance 
cost, i.e. the deposit requirements and repayment levels 
necessary to purchase a dwelling. With reference to rental 
a!=commodation, the two principal costs are the level of rents, 
and the establishment costs required as a condition of 
lease. 

Home ownership affordability 
Owner occupied dwellings can be categorised into two types: 
newly constructed dwellings, for which the price is normally 
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the cost of production plus the builder's profit margin; and 
established dwellings, for which the price is determined by the 
prevailing market conditions for such dwellings. 

Table 1.6 shows the trend in house prices for new and 
established dwellings in Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide. 
The table shows the rapid escalation of both new and used 
house prices that occurred in all three cities in the early 1970s, 
the subdued growth for Adelaide and Melbourne from the 
mid·1970s onwards, and the accelerated growth for Sydney 
between 1978 and 1981. The table clearly reveals the increas· 
ing disparity between Australian cities, as well as the trend for 
established housing to become more expensive than newly 
constructed housing. Unfortunately, there are no equivalent 
data for other capital cities. 

Whether these increases indicate a declini?g affordability of 
housing can only be determined by relating these price in· 

Table 1.6 Cost of established housing and new housing 
(110 square metre house), Sydney, Melbourne, 
Adelaide 

New House Established 

Land House Total House (mean price) 
S S S S 

Sydney 
1972 13500 12700 26200 na 
1978 24500 25500 50000 44700 
1981 60120 28500 88620 76670 

Melbourne 
1972 6200 11200 17400 14800 
1978 14900 25300 40200 42319 
1981 17300 38800 56100 53821 

Adelaide 
1972 3800 11600 15400 na 
1978 9600 24500 34100 35979 
1981 (Dec) 10200 27700 37200 42815 

na = not available 
Source: Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Housing Costs, The Cost of 

Housing Vol. 1, Table 14 (Land 1972); Property Sales Statistics of 
Victorian and New South Wales Valuer-General Departments (Land, 
1978, 1982); South Australian Department of Environment and 
Housing, Land Monitoring Report, 1978, 1981, ABS publications 
Catalogue No. 8702-8704 (new house price). 
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Table 1.7 Family/household type by type of dwelling, Melbourne, 
1981 

Total 
Separate Semi-detached including 

hOUSing (%) or terrace (%) Flat (%) other 

Single Person 
Age 30 20434 (36.5) 6121 (I 0.0) 27173 (48.5) 576059 
Age 30-44 16017 (42.2) 3918 (I0.3) 16395 (43.2) 37917 
Age 45+ 67564 (54.2) 9479 (7.6) 44384 (35.6) 124577 

Total 104012 (47.6) 19521 (8.9) 87953 (40.2) 218551 

Single Head 
Household 

1 dependant 13061 (63.3) 1446 (70.0) 5606 (27.2) 20631 
2 dependants 10708 (74.2) 718 (49.8) 2666 (18.5) 14424 
3 + dependants 5836 (80.0) 350 (48.0) 973 (9.2) 7295 

Total 29604 (69.9) 2510 (5.9) 9245 (21.8) 42351 

Head, Spouse 
No Dependants 

Age 30 28527 (68.5) 1246 (5.3) 9553 (23.0) 41625 
Age 30-44 16416 (72.5) 1513 (6.7) 3940 (17.4) 22644 
Age 45+ 105248 (81.8) 5693 (4.4) 15415 (12.0) 128689 

Total 150188 (77.8) 9452 (4.9) 28907 (15.0) 192959 

Head, Spouse 
With Dependants 

1 dependant 59600 (83.5) 2729 (3.8) 7397 (10.3) 71409 
2 dependants 109185 (91.2) 2801 (2.3) 5225 (4.4) 119679 
3 + dependants 69408 (93.2) 1410 (1.9) 2153 (2.9) 74515 

Total 238191 (89.7) 6940 (2.6) 14775 (5.6) 265603 

Other 171221 (87.2) 7371 (3.8) 14333 (7.3) 196357 

Total all households 693218 (75.6) 45795 (5.0) 155213 (16.9) 915823 

Source: ABS, Census 1981. 

creases to changes in household income and changes in the 
conditions of the other component of housing costs, 
finance. 

The ability of households to save the necessary deposit for 
the purchase of a house depends, in part, on where a house· 
hold is in the housing market. A renter looking to gain access 
to home ownership (i.e. a first home buyer) will normally have 
to build up a deposit from income earned and to rely on a 
housing loan to bridge the difference between deposit and 
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purchase price while still paying rent. Established home 
buyers wishing to buy their second or third family house can 
use the equity they have in their current house substantially to 
supplement their savings from income and to increase their 
deposit. 

A measure of a household's changing ability to save for a 
deposit can be shown by either the size of the deposit (amount 
of equity) which would be required to purchase an average 
house (Table 1.8) or by the number of years' saving required 
(Table 1.9). 

Table 1.8 shows the size of the deposit required in 
Melbourne, Adelaide and Sydney, given the lending con· 
ditions of banks that, first, the maximum loan which lending 
institutions are willing to offer, based on a household's 
repayment ability, is not more than 25 per cent of income; 

Table 1.8 Deposit requirements for single and dual income 
households, Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide 

Single income household Dual income household 
(AWE) (AWE + 50% AWE) 

Mean 
house Borrowing Deposit Borrowing Deposit 
price capacity required % capacity required 

Sydney 
1978 44700 29000 15700 35 37000" 7700 
1981 76670 32000 44670 58 46000 30670 

Melbourne 
1971 14800 11100" 3700 25 29000 3700 
1976 41281 23000 18281 44 37000 4281 
1981 53821 32000 21821 41 46000" 13455 

Adelaide 
1977 35421 23000 12421 35 39000" 8855 
1981 42815 32000 10815 25 46000" 10703 

AWE = average weekly earnings 
Source: Mean house price data are from Valuer· General Property 

Statistics (for Melbourne and Sydney) and the Department of 
Environment, Land Monitoring Report, for Adelaide. 

% 

25 
40 

25 
25 
25 

25 
25 

Note: Data are based on a savings bank loan over 25 years at interest 
rates prevailing in respective years. In some circumstances, 
marked .. , the amount that potentially could be borrowed 
exceeds the loan to value ratio or 25 per cent deposit 
requirement. In such cases, a 25 per cent deposit is assumed to 
hold. 
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Table 1.9 Number of years to save a deposit for the average priced 
house, Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide 

No. of No. of 
Mean Rate Average Maximum years yean 
howe of annual bank saving saving 
price interest earnings loan ReqUired (Single (dual 

S % (Awtralia) (Awtralia) Deposit income) income) 

Sydney 
1981 76670 10.5 14628 29800 46870 25+ 4.1 

Melbourne 
1971 14800 7.25 4410 11100 3700" 3.8 0.9 
1977 41281 9.75 9916 21300 19981 17.0 2.4 
1981 53821 10.5 14628 29800 24021 10.7 1.9 

Adelaide 
1977 35421 9.75 9916 21300 14121 9.5 1.6 
1981 42815 10.5 14628 29800 13015 4.2 1.0 

Source: See Table 1.8. 
Note: See Table 1.8. 

*25% deposit requirement applies. 

and, secondly, that the amount of the loan in relation to the 
value of the property is not more than 75 per cent of mean 
house price. In practice, bank valuations may be substantially 
less than market price. Building societies are normally less 
stringent with lending rules, but charge a higher rate of 
interest. 

The table reveals the serious deterioration in the ability of 
first home buyers to purchase a house. Where in 1971 a 
deposit of 25 per cent was required to purchase the average 
priced house in Melbourne using bank finance, by 1976 this 
figure had risen to 44 per cent, and in 1981 was still of the 
order of 41 per cent. In Adelaide, the respective proportions 
were 35 per cent and 25 per cent. In Sydney, the situation in 
1981 was critical with a 58 per cent deposit required for a 
single income earner. The position improved, however, if 
there was a second income earner. 

A recent Victorian Ministry of Housing home finance study 
confirms, at least for Melbourne, the magnitude of these 
figures. In March 1980, first home buyers using bank finance 
had an average deposit or equity proportion of 33 per cent 
(Victorian Ministry of Housing, 1981). 
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Those households unable to meet the equity criteria of 
banks must either seek finance elsewhere or defer purchase. 
Those seeking finance elsewhere normally turn to permanent 
building societies. However, although equity requirements 
may be lower, interest rates, and therefore monthly repay· 
ments, are higher, with the result that 'significant numbers of 
borrowers, particularly in the lower income ranges, have 
committed themselves to a level of home loan repayments 
which leave little potential for absorption of changes in 
circumstances - such as changes in interest rates {and hence 
repayments}, changes in the number of income sources, etc.' 
(Victorian Ministry of Housing, 1981). Written before the 1982 
escalation in interest rates, this observation suggests a 
significant number of households would have been placed on 
the margin of home ownership in 1982, as interest rates have 
increased substantially above those at the time of the survey 
and unemployment has also increased significantly (affecting 
the number of income sources). 

The other measure of ability to save for a deposit is the 
change in the number of years' saving required to accumulate 
the necessary deposit. Table 1.9 shows the requisite saving 
period for the average priced house in Melbourne, Adelaide 
and Sydney. Three factors emerge from the table: first, the 
significant increase in length of the saving period, particularly 
for single income households (3.8 years Melbourne 1971 to 
10.7 years Melbourne 1981); secondly, the effect of the second 
household income on ·savings ability (reducing, in the case of 
Melbourne in 1977, savings time by 15 years); and, thirdly, 
reinforcing earlier data, the differences in ability to achieve 
home ownership between the three cities, (Sydney being 
clearly less affordable and Adelaide currently more afford
able). It also reveals, at least for Melbourne and Adelaide, that, 
despite the high interest rates of recent years, houses were 
more affordable in 1981 than in 1977. That many people were 
not buying houses in the latter period was probably a 
reflection of the lack of finance rather than its cost, and of 
greater uncertainty as to the economic future. The differential 
between cities, which is in no way matched by differentials in 
earnings, suggests that universal or national housing policies, 
such as the home deposit assistance scheme, may in some 
circumstances be inappropriate. To offer the same subsidy to 
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Table 1.10 Building society mortgage servicing ability. Australia. 1970-71 to 1981 ::r: 
Interest 

Weekly repayments 
Average loan approved 

rate 
(25 years) 

Mortgage servicing 0 
>= 

ability 
Cl) :r 

a.'9 
Year New Existing % New Existing AWE New Existing 8-
1970-71 12715 11190 8 22.67 19.95 84.80 26.73 23.53 

('1) 

('1) 

1972-73 15090 14390 8 26.90 25.65 101.50 26.50 25.27 n 
0 

Dec. 1975 24400 21740 11 55.32 49.21 148.30 37.30 33.18 ::l 
0 

Dee. 1977 27850 25890 11 62.99 58.60 190.70 33.03 30.73 e. 
Dec. 1979 31230 29020 11 70.69 65.69 225.60 31.33 29.12 n 

Dee. 1980 33930 32360 12 82.53 78.71 247.90 33.29 31.75 ~ 
Dec. 1981 38720 35610 12.5 97.50 89.67 281.30 34.66 31.88 0-

0-
('1) 

8 
0 
~ 

AWE = average weekly eaInings 
Source: ABS, Mortgages of Real Estate Lodged for Registration: Building Societies. 

!>l 
'"0 a: n 
n 
0 
::l .... 
('1) 
~ .... 
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purchasing families in Adelaide as in Sydney is to deny the 
regional inequalities in housing opportunity. 

In summary, whether measured by ability to save a deposit 
or by weekly repayments, there has been rapidly decreasing 
affordability of owner occupied housing in Sydney and Mel· 
bourne but some improvement in Adelaide. Adequate data 
are not available for other cities. 

Dominating the deba~e on housing costs and affordability 
in the last year has been the issue of mortgage interest rates 
which, in the 18 months to the end of 1982, had gone up by 
around 30 per cent. As this chapter has pointed out, any 
analysis of housing costs requires a distinction to be made 
between the price of the house and the finance costs. The 
debate over interest rates has diverted attention from the 
former factor in housing costs to the latter. Yet, if policy 
makers are seriously to confront the issue of housing afford· 
ability - particularly for first home buyers - the question of 
house prices cannot be ignored. 

Table 1.11 enables one to distinguish between the effect on 
housing affordability of changes in the interest rate and 
changes in the level of house prices for a first home buyer. The 
table shows the mean Melbourne house price for certain years 
from 1970 to 1982 and the level of repayments that would 
prevail at different interest rates. If, for example, Melbourne 
house prices in 1982 remained at the 1978 price oU42 319 but 
interest rates increased to 13.5 per cent, the appropriate 
weekly repayment would be $79.61 instead of the current 
$101. 76. By comparing this figure with those of Column 3 (re· 
payments at interest rates prevailing in respective years), it is 
possible to estimate the increase in repayments due to interest 
rate increases and the increase due to house price increases. 
Thus between 1970 and 1982, weekly average repayments 
increased by $93.96, of which $10.77 or 11 per cent was 
accounted forby interest rate increases ($28.34-$17.57) and 
$83.19 by the increase in house prices. Or to take as the 
appropriate example 1981, the year in which the public 
became increasingly concerned with interest rates, we find 
weekly repayments increased from $75.80 in 1980 to $91.15, 
an increase oUI5.35. Of this amount, $5.08 or 33 per cent was 
accounted for by interest rate increases and the rest by the 
general inflation in house prices. 
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Table 1.11 Mortgage repayments for different rates of interest and level of house price, Melbourne 

Mean Weekly Weekly repayment at other rates of interest 
house Interest repay-
price rate ment 7.25% 8.75% 9.25% 10% 13.5% 15.0% 

Year S % S S S S S S S 

1970 14046 (7.25) 17.57 17.57 19.99 20.82 22.09 28.34 31.14 
1975 31541 (9.25) 46.75 39.46 44.88 46.75 49.61 66.63 69.92 
1977 41281 (8.75) 58.74 51.64 58.74 61.19 64.92 83.28 91.51 
1978 42319 (8.75) 60.22 52.94 60.22 62.73 66.56 85.38 93.81 
1980 47278 (9.25) 70.08 59.15 67.27 70.08 74.36 95.38 104.81 
1981 53821 00.0) 84.65 67.33 76.59 79.77 84.65 108.58 119.31 
1982 55282 03.5) 111.53 69.16 78.66 81.94 86.95 111.53 122.55 

Source: Valuer·General's Property Sales Statistics; Victorian State Bank Rate for June of each year; Repayments calculated assuming 
loan of 75% and 25 year repayment period. 
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It is perhaps unfortunate that the dominance of home 
ownership combined with the public visibility of interest rate 
charges has created a political climate highly sensitive to 
variations in interest rates. While there is no doubt that many 
recent home buyers may have been economically disad· 
vantaged by rising interest rates, perhaps many more 
potential home buyers, viewed over a longer term per
spective, have been denied home purchase by the general 
inflation in house prices. The policy ramifications of the latter 
are very different and much more complex than those relating 
to interest rates, requiring, for example, consideration ofland 
costs, construction costs, capital gain taxes, wealth taxes and 
planning legislation. A further complication is that rising 
house prices, whilst being a substantial cost to intending first 
home buyers (predominantly young, recently married house
holds), are, in contrast, an economic gain to established home 
buyers by virtue of the equity effects of capital appreciation. 
Given the numerical and electoral predominance of 
established home owners, it is not .surprising that political 
parties of either persuasion are unwilling to tackle this 
complex issue. 

Nevertheless, if inflation in the economy continues and 
households, in the absence of any countervailing policy, see, 
and purchase, housing as a hedge against inflation, there can 
be little hope of housing returning to the levels of affordability 
experienced in the 1960s and early 1970s unless there is a 
rapid increase in incomes. 

It can be argued that high mortgage interest rates could, in 
the longer term, make housing more affordable for first home 
buyers, rather than less affordable as most observers argue. 
This outcome could occur if the high interest rates subdued 
housing demand to the degree that house prices remained 
relatively stable over a two-year period. Stability in house 
prices, in terms of level of mortgage repayments, would be 
equivalent to a 5 per cent reduction in interest rates. 

Private rental (affordability) 

Much housing debate, research and policy is premised on 
certain value or ideological assumptions about the relation
ship between tenure and the quality of social and economic 
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life. On the one hand, home ownership is perceived by many 
to provide the conditions for social stability, individualism, 
hard work and thrift, while, on the other, public housing is 
seen to provide the conditions for social equality, individual 
security and freedom from exploitation. In contrast, the 
private rental sector has few advocates, other than the 
landlords and their agents, and in consequence is neglected 
both in terms of research and policy. 

The post-war absence of policies supportive of the private 
rental sector in part accounts for its decline from 43.4 per 
cent of private dwellings in 1947 to 20.3 per cent in 1981 (see 
Table 1.2). In absolute numbers, however, this latter pro· 
portion still represents close to one million households, with 
the possibility of further increase, given the increasing 
inability of many households to obtain access to owner 
occupancy. 

Issues of absolute numbers aside, the private rental sector 
plays a crucial role in the housing careers of specific household 
and family types. Table 1.5 suggested the importance of the 
private rental sector for the young. However, this is more 
clearly illustrated by Table 1.12, which shows tenure by age of 
household head for Melbourne for 1976 and 1981. 

For those aged 15-19 and 20-29 who are in independent 
living, the private rental sector dominates, with 76.5 per cent 
and 49.4 per cent, respectively, accommodated in the private 
rental sector in 1981. As one of the more important changes in 
Australian household structure is the rapid growth of inde
pendent living among young persons, the relatively small size 
of the rental sector is of some concern. The implications of this 
trend are detailed later. The table also suggests a trend for 
more of the young 'household formation' category, 20-29, to 
live in the private rental sector, with a related decrease in the 
number in this age in the house purchase category. Whether 
through choice or economic constraint, the tendency for the 
young to seek rental accommodation appears to be declining. 

Table 1.12 is also significant for what it indicates about 
housing tenure directions of the older age group, that is, 
persons over 60. Between 1976 and 1981, 22 per cent of the 
3400 increase in the 60-plus age category was housed in the 
private rental sector. 

As two of the important changes in the Australian 
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Table 1.12 Nature of occupancy by age, Melbourne Statistical Division o:q ... 

15-19 20-29 30-59 60 plus Total ::r 
(b 

(b 

1976 1981 1976 1981 1976 1981 1976 1981 1976 1981 
,.., 
0 
::l 

Owner 442 503 7240 7405 118060 114296 116432 134118 242174 286333 0 

2. % 7.6 7.8 5.0 5.0 24.4 27.4 65.4 63.2 ,.., 
Purchase 294 396 58158 55243 237942 249587 23380 22956 319774 328182 ~ 

% 5.0 6.2 39.9 37.5 49.2 47.5 13.2 10.8 0-

Owner/purchaser 0-
(b 

unidentified 84 72 374 1039 1998 9772 1378 6977 3832 17860 3 
% 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.4 1.9 0.8 3.2 0 

~ Public tenant 128 162 2748 2875 12544 11262 8094 8767 23514 23066 ~ 

% 2.2 2.5 1.9 2.0 2.6 2.1 4.5 4.2 '1;l 

e: 
Private 4555 4942 68498 72771 77376 80594 12957 20321 163386 178628 ,.., 

% 77.8 76.5 47.0 49.4 16.0 15.3 7.2 9.6 20.1 20.0 
,.., 
0 

Other 214 211 4246 8065 37722 30292 15884 19244 60668 57977 ::l ... 
(b 

% 3.7 3.3 2.9 5.5 7.8 5.8 8.9 9.1 7.5 6.5 >< ... 
Total 5882 6462 145726 147398 483644 525803 178125 212383 813348 892046 

Source: ABS, Census 1981 (Table 20020). 
Note: Totals include "Not Stated". 
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household structure identified earlier are the growth ot 
independent living among young persons and the growth of 
the aged, one wonders about the long. term ability of the 
private rental sector to accommodate these changes. 

Households on low incomes are another important group 
dependent upon the private rental sector. The small size of the 
public housing sector, for reasons that will be examined later, 
prevents those households who are on low incomes and who 
would be eligible for public housing from obtaining access to 
such housing. In the absence of an adequate public housing 
stock, the private rental sector plays an important role in 
accommodating the poor and low paid. A study by the Social 
Welfare Policy Secretariat (1983), for example, found. that 
some 670 000 pension and unemployment beneficiaries were 
in the private rental sector, representing over 80 per cent of 
those persons or families on benefits. 

Finally, the private rental sector plays an important role for 
those persons who are unmarried and therefore require a 
housing form with costs and flexibility consistent with the 
needs of being divorced, separated or never married. Table 
1.13 illustrates the degree to which private rental dominates in 
the accommodation of this group of persons. 

Despite the fact that the private rental sector accounts only 
for some 20 per cent of the total stock of dwellings in 
Melbourne, it accommodated 56.4 per cent of the unmarrieds 
in 1981 (reflecting its importance to young persons), 45.4 per 
cent of the separated, and 38 per cent of the divorced. As the 
growth of separation and divorce has become one of the 
important trends in Australian family structure and as the 
private rental sector plays such an important part in housing 
those affected by marital dissolution, there is seri9us need to 
consider whether the neglect of this sector in policy terms is 
appropriate. Carter, in an article on lone parents and the 
private rental sector, argues that the private rental market will 
continue to be an important accommodation source for lone 
parent families, but questions whether the political will is 
there to tackle the problem (Carter, 1980a). The inability of the 
private sector to accommodate this expanding family type 
adequately has important ramifications for public housing, as 
discussed in Chapter 3. 

Illustrating the need to rethink private rental policy is the 
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Table 1.13 Tenure by marital status of household head, Melbourne, 1976, 1981 S-
(I) 

Marital status (I) 
(") 

0 

Never ::s 
0 

married Married Other Separated Divorced Widowed Total Total 8 
1976 1981 1976 1981 1976 1981 1981 1981 1981 1976 1981 Pi' 

Tenure % % % % % % % % % % % ~ 
0-

Owner 21.8 19.4 28.3 33.5 40.4 40.2 14.4 19.5 61.2 29.8 33.1 0-
(I) 

Purchaser 13.2 17.2 48.3 47.2 19.0 20.8 28.9 32.3 11.9 39.3 38.0 8 
Private 0 

~ 
tenant 53.9 56.4 14.0 12.4 24.5 25.3 45.4 38.0 11.6 20.1 20.7 ~ 

Public 
'"0 
e: 

tenant 1.9 2.3 2.2 1.7 6.1 6.2 6.9 5.5 6.2 2.9 2.7 (") 

Other 9.2 4.7 7.2 7.5 
(") 

5.2 10.0 4.4 4.7 9.1 7.9 5.5 0 ::s ... 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 (I) 

~ 
Total 85434 114896 582016 594777 145898 182373 34259 50886 97228 813348 892046 

... 
Source: ABS, Census 1981 (Table 20020); Census 1976 cross·tabulation Table 00145. 
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rapid deterioration in the availability and affordability of 
private rental accommodation in recent years. Where 3 per 
cent is generally accepted to be a vacancy rate indicating a 
reasonable balance between supply and demand, there has 
been a deterioration in capital city rental markets to the 
degree that by July 1982, the vacancy rates were close to 
record lows in most cities (see Table 1.14). 

That there should be a marked increase in rental costs is 
inevitable under such conditions. For the renter, two costs are 
important: the bond (an entry cost), and the level of rents 
(a continuing cost). The level of rents is largely an outcome of 
market forces, that is, of the interaction between the demand 
for and the supply of rental accommodation. With an increas· 
ing demand for rental accommodation, for reasons already 
explained, and a tight supply situation, the level of rents, as 
measured by newspaper advertisements, has risen rapidly in 
recent years. As Tables 1.15 and 1.16 illustrate, the rate of 
increase in rents for advertised properties in Melbourne and 
Sydney has been greater than the rate of increase in average 
weekly earnings or consumer prices generally. For Mel· 
bourne, the annual average increase from 1976 to 1982 was 
12 per cent. For Sydney, the annual average increase over 
the five years to 1981 was 15 per cent. These rent levels and 
rates of increase are higher than for other measures of rents, 
such as the private rent category of the consumer price index 
or the mean rent from census data. The difference is largely 

Table 1.14 Vacancy rates - capital cities (Vacant properties as 
percentage of properties on estate agents' rolls) 

Melbourne Perth Sydney Brisbane Adelaide 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

January 1978 4.0 na 1.6 na na 
June 1978 3.6 na 1.4 na na 
February 1979 3.2 4.9 1.4 3.3 4.5 
July 1979 3.2 6.7 2.9 4.8 4.5 
February 1980 2.6 4.7 3.2 3.9 3.1 
June 1980 1.8 6.5 2.1 2.7 3.5 
January 1981 1.4 3.6 2.8 2.5 2.8 
July 1982 1.2 3.4 2.9 0.8 2.0 
June 1983 1.4 3.6 2.8 1.7 1.3 

na = not available 
Source: The Real Estate Institute of Australia, Market Facts. 
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Table 1.15 Median rent of advertised properties, Melbourne, June 
1976, 1981, 1982, 1983 

Median 
rent 

I Index 

1976 40.00 100 
1981 70.00 175 
1982 75.00 188 
1983 80.00 200 

AWE = average weekly earnings 
Source: Hancock and Burke, 1983. 

Consumer 
price 

index AWE AWE 
(Melbourne) I index 

100 180.30 100 
163 296.00 164 
180 309.40 172 
208 338.40 188 

Table 1.16 Median rent of advertised properties, Sydney, June 
1976, 1981, 1983 

Consumer 
Median price 

rent index AliVE AWE 
S Index (Sydney) S index 

1976 42.00 100 100 183.00 100 
1981 85.00 202 167 300.80 165 
1982 na na na na na 
1983 85.00 202 208 360.40 197 

AWE = average weekly earnings 
na = not available 
Source.: Hancock and Burke, 1983. 

Table 1.17 Median rent of advertised dwellings by region, 
Melbourne 

June June June June 
Average annual increase 

1976 1981 1982 1983 1976-83 1981-83 
Region I I S S % % 

Inner East 50.00 75.00 90.00 100.00 10.4 15.5 
Inner Urban 34.00 65.00 75.00 75.00 12.0 7.4 
North East 40.00 55.00 60.00 75.00 9.4 16.8 
North West 38.00 60.00 65.00 75.00 10.2 11.8 
Outer East 50.00 65.00 87.00 90.00 8.8 17.7 
Southern 40.00 75.00 83.00 80.00 10.4 3.3 
Western 38.00 55.00 65.00 65.00 8.0 8.7 
Westernport 42.00 60.00 65.00 84.00 10.4 18.3 
Melbourne 

(whole) 40.00 70.00 75.00 80.00 10.4 6.9 

Source: Hancock and Burke, 1983. 
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Table 1.18 Median rent of advertised dwellings by region. 
Sydney 

June June June 
Average annual increase 

1976 1981 1983 1976-83 1981-83 
Region $ $ 1982 $ % % 

West 41.00 80.00 na 79.00 9.8 -0.6 
Inner West 41.00 80.00 na 85.00 11.0 3.1 
North 50.00 98.00 na 100.00 lOA 1.0 
South 42.00 75.00 na 84.00 lOA 5.8 
South West 40.00 68.00 na 80.00 lOA 8.5 
Central 40.00 83.00 na 80.00 lOA -1.8 
Sydney 

(whole) 42.00 85.00 na 85.00 10.6 0.0 

na = not available 
Source: Hancock and Burke, 1983. 

explained by differences in the methodology. The consumer 
price index and census data measure rents of occupied rental 
dwellings and include properties on controlled rents and the 
rent of very low cost accommodation, such as bungalows and 
sleepouts. The consumer price index and census data are 
more appropriate measures of rent levels facing existing 
tenants. Dwellings advertised for rent in newspapers are a 
measure of the rents of properties vacant and awaiting new 
tenants. As landlords are likely to renegotiate rents when 
properties are vacant, advertised rents for vacant property are 
likely to be higher than for occupied dwellings. Advertised 
rents. are in consequence a useful measure of rents facing 
potential tenants rather than existing tenants. 

Average rents disguise a number ot variations important 
in any discussion of affordability. First, they disguise sub· 
stantial regional variations in rents within metropolitan areas. 
Tables 1.17 and 1.18 show, tor Melbourne and Sydney, the 
differences between regions in the level of rents and the rate of 
change therein. 

Table 1.17 suggests some changes in the characteristics of 
Melbourne's rental housing sub·markets. Sydney, by contrast, 
has experienced little change (Table 1.18). Between 1976 and 
1983, the inner urban area of Melbourne experienced more 
rapid growth than any other region. Where in 1976 it was 
clearly the cheapest region, that is no longer the case. Given 
that the stock of rental dwellings in the inner area is older and 
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disproportionately made up of one· and two·bedroom -flats 
(traditionally cheap forms of accommodation), this rise 
represents a change in the status of the inner urban region: it 
no longer fills the role of the region of cheap rental housing. In 
more recent years (I 981-1983), some of the outer suburbs of 
Melbourne were those that experienced rapid rent rises. 
Again, Sydney, by contrast, has experienced relatively slower 
growth of rents in recent years, with no spatial trends clearly 
apparent. 

Comparing average income to rentals is a limited measure 
of affordability because the type of household and family that 
is dependent on private rental is likely to earn less than 
average earnings, for example, the young, the aged, the single 
parent and the low paid or unemployed family. 

Table 1.19 illustrates the hardships imposed on low income 
households by renting in the private sector. Both in 1976 and 
in 1981, the median rent represented a disproportionate share 
of income for most of the above groups. Only for persons or 
households with an income equal to or higher than average 
weekly earnings was median rent less than a quarter of 
income. Young unemployed persons have been particularly 
disadvantaged in the private rental sector and are becoming 
increasingly so. 

One could, of course, argue that there are abundant 
properties renting at below the median rent, thereby enabling 
lower income groups to find a property consistent with their 
incomes. There is, however, only limited validity in this 
argument. For example, a married couple on the pension in 
1983 would require a property to rent at $34 per week to be 
affordable (i.e. for their housing to consume less than 
one· third of their income). Of the 1350 properties advertised 
for rent in Melbourne in June 1981 (Age Classifieds), only 227 
(or 17 per cent) were 'affordable'. A similar study of Sydney 
Morning Herald Classifieds (June 1981) showed that only 81 
properties (or 6 per cent) were 'affordable'. For single persons, 
and widows, the number·of houses available would be even 
fewer. For young persons, even sharing does not provide 
much housing choice. Consider a household of two unem· 
ployed persons and two Tertiary Education Assistance 
Scheme (TEAS) students sharing. To keep their housing costs 
to one·third of their combined incomes, and to enable them to 
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Table 1.19 Rents as a proportion of income, Melbourne, Sydney, 1976, 1983 

Median rent as Median rent as 
proportion of income proportion of income 

1976 Melbourne Sydney 1983 Melbourne Sydney 
I % % I % % ::c 

0 
Median Rent - Melbourne 40.00 80.00 ~ 

Cl> 

Median Rent - Sydney 42.00 85.00 
r:r 
~ 

Average Weekly earnings 179.80 22.2 23.4 348.20 23.0 24.4 S-
o 

Minimum Weekly Wage (adult male net of tax) 129.68 30.8 32.4 na na na 0 
(") 

Pension (married couple) 
0 

68.50 58.4 61.3 137.30 58.3 61.9 ::l 
0 

Widow's Pension 41.25 96.7 101.8 82.35 97.1 103.2 e. 
Junior Male (mean earnings) 

(") 

100.50 39.8 41.8 na na na 
~ 

Unemployment Benefits, over 18, married, no dependants 68.50 58.4 61.3 137.30 58.3 61.9 0.. 

Unemployment Benefits, 17-18 years 36.00 llLl 116.7 40.00 200.0 212.5 
0.. 
0 

8 
Unemployment Benefits, over 18 years, single person 41.25 96.7 101.8 68.65 116.5 123.8 0 

Student (TEAS) 30.70 130.3 136.8 59.62 134.2 142.6 ~ 
~ 

'"0 

na = not available; TEAS = Tertiary Education Assistance Scheme g: 
(") 

Source: Hancock and Burke, 1983. (") 

Note: Average weekly earnings and adult minimum wage are June quarters to correspond with rental figures for June. 
0 
::l ,... 

(.)0 0 
~ -.. ,... 
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have a bedroom each, would require renting a four·bedroom 
dwelling for $68 a week or less. In June 1981, only 9 per cent of 
four·bedroom properties advertised in Melbourne had rents 
ofless than $68 per week. In Sydney, the relevant proportion 
was 2 per cent. 

As these figures are for advertised properties, certain types 
of property which are likely to be cheaper are not reflected in 
the above rental statistics. Dilapidated houses, a bungalow in a 
person's backyard, or rooms in a dwelling, are more often 
filled through word of mouth than through newspaper adver· 
tisements. Although of low quality, the availability of such 
housing widens opportunities marginally more than the 
above figures would suggest. 

The other component of rental housing costs is 
establishment costs. There are a number of costs which have 
to be covered before gaining access to rental accommodation. 
These include a bond, rent in advance, stamp duty, utility 
connection fees, and so on. Moreover, there are expenses 
which do not have to be outlaid to acquire accommodation 
but which nevertheless are necessary for a reasonably 
comfortable existence. For newly formed households, such 
expenses include cooking and eating utensils, appliances, and 
furniture. The sum of these establishment costs can be 
prohibitive to persons on low incomes, such as many of the 
youth population. As the bulk of' establishment' costs relate to 
the weekly rent (the bond and rent in advance), rapidly rising 
rents also mean rapidly rising 'establishment' costs. 

Table 1.20 illustrates typical establishment costs in 
Melbourne in 1982. Some estate agents and landlords require 
four weeks' rent in advance, so that establishment costs are 
greater than indicated. With an establishment cost of the 
order of $600 to $800 for two· to three·bedroom properties, 
the degree of difficulties for persons on low incomes wishing 
to obtain access to rental accommodation are severe. 

With rental costs of the order outlined in this section, the 
traditional role of the rental sector as a stepping stone to home 
ownership must be questioned critically. If rental costs 
continue to increase to the level where they consume a 
disproportionate share of household income, the ability of a 
household to save the deposit for home ownership is limited. 
In the absence of countervailing policy, the direction of 
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Table 1.20 Establishment costs (in dollars), Melbourne, 1982 

Dwelling size 

I bedroom 2 bedroom 3 bedroom 4 bedroom 

Bond (4 weeks rent) 176 343 468 626 
Rent in advance (2 weeks rent) 88 172 234 312 
Utility connection, stamp 

dutylleasing fee 91 92 93 95 
Total establishment costs 355 607 795 1033 
Cost per bedroom or person 355 303 265 258 

Source: Hancock and Burke, 1983. 

housing market change, at least in Sydney and Melbourne, 
may mean that rental accommodation becomes a permanent 
way of life for many more households than has been the case 
historically. 

The private rental sector represents a dilemma for policy 
makers. Given the high costs of home ownership and the lack 
of public housing, hundreds of thousands of households will 
be constrained to, or will choose to, live in private rental 
accominodation. At the current level of property prices and 
rents, however, the returns for landlords considering entry to 
the private rental industry may be too low to warrant 
investment, at least in certain locations and for certain types of 
dwellings. On the other hand, the current level of rents for 
many tenants is too high; any increase in rents in order to 
bring about an adequate return on investment would rep
resent very real hardship for many thousands of current and 
future tenants. How to resolve this dilemma requires difficult 
policy decisions. Are tenants to be subsidised through bond 
assistance and rental relief? Are landlords to be subsidised 
through tax incentives and allowances? Should unfettered 
market forces determine rent levels, or should government 
intervene to keep rents in line with some measure of 'fair 
return'? Should subsidies and incentives be universal, or 
targeted to specific types of dwellings and specific locations; 
for example, low income housing in areas deficient in rental 
accommodation? An important research program would 
therefore be to assess, firstly, whether private rental in its 
current form is appropriate to future housing needs and, 
secondly, to examine appropriate forms of government 
intervention. 
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2 Housing market change: the 
socio-economic implications 

One issue emerging from the rising cost of home ownership is 
the effect on workforce participation of the female member of 
a household. One survey of potential home buyers concluded 
that 'dual income in families is now almost a necessity for 
home ownership' (PS Consulting Services Pty Ltd, 1978:137), 
while the Australian Committee ofInquiry into Housing Costs 
observed that, overall, 'the position of the single income 
family has deteriorated much more than the dual income 
family' (Maddocks, 1978:54). Table 1.8 clearly shows the 
difference between dual and single income households in 
ability to afford owner occupied housing. 

Dual income households 
There has, however, been little analysis into, firstly, how the 
income of the second earner, norinally the wife, contributes to 
house purchase or, secondly, whether rising housing prices 
are pressuring women into workforce participation. 

One study has attempted to throw some light on the role of 
the second income earner, particularly with regard to 
determining the nature of the working wife's financial 
contribution to the purchase of housing - is the second 
income required for the initial deposit, to assist in on· going 
house payments, or to enable the purchase of a higher priced 
house? (Wulff, 1982). Drawing on the experience of two 
hundred home purchasers in Adelaide, the study showed that 
the role of the second income was most significant in terms of 
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building up the requisite deposit, but was less significant in 
either the contribution to mortgage repayments or the price 
paid for the house. Whether the same results hold for Sydney 
in particular, and Melbourne, with their considerably higher 
prices, and whether the interest rate change subsequent to the 
date of the study (I980) has dictated a different role can only 
be answered by further research. 

Whether the income earner from women's participation in 
the workforce is related to the acquisition of the deposit or to 
the mortgage repayment, consideration must be given to 
changing labour market trends and the ability of women to 
obtain the employment necessary to save the deposit. Labour 
force statistics indicate a weakening of female participation 
rates (the proportion of women in the workforce), a trend that 
is not unusual in times of recession. As Chapter 4 of this study 
shows, young women have particularly severe difficulties in 
entering the workforce. Moreover, it would appear that the 
ability of women to obtain full·time employment is declining. 
Since the early 1970s, the proportion of women in full· time 
employment relative to those in part· time employment has 
contracted substantially. 

This trend towards part· time employment (whether 
through choice or constraint) has two significant implications. 
First, because part.time work normally doesn't attract the 
rights and security of full·time employment, it may affect the 
decision of lending institutions to take the working wife's 
income into account when determining eligibility for housing 
loans. Secondly, the uncertainty and greater insecurity of 
part· time employment may affect households' housing 
decisions. They may, for example, decide to curtail their 
housing consumption in line with only the male income, 
thereby restricting the family'S housing choice either in terms 
of location or type of house. 

Intra-urban housing market effects 
The changes in the price of housing, cost of finance and level 
of rents must also be analysed for their spatial effects. The 
increases in house prices discussed earlier are not spread 
uniformly throughout Australian cities. Some areas will 
experience particularly rapid increases and others quite slow 
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increases. Consider the case of Melbourne, where the differ
ences in growth of house prices between the local government 
areas of Melbourne have been substantial. Dwellings in 
Hawthorn, for example, increased by 16 per cent per annum 
between 1970 and 1980, while those in Footscray increased by 
9 per cent. 

Similarly, Tables 1.17 and 1.18 revealed the differences in 
growth of rent between regions in Melbourne and Sydney. 
There is some pattern in these differences. Inner urban areas 
with high accessibility to the Central Business District {CB D), 
along with areas of high environmental and resource amenity 
(often middle urban suburbs), have experienced rapid in· 
creases. Outer urban areas, particularly those with problems 
of accessibility and, in many cases, resource provision, have 
tended to experience slower rates of increase. 

These intra-urban differences in the level of housing prices 
and rents have the effect of increasing spatial and social 
segregation of our cities' residents and, through this segre
gation, of generating further social and economic inequality 
(via differential access to urban resources). 

House prices, and differences in house prices between 
regions, act as signals to purchasing households, directing and 
dictating, subject to the household's income, their choice of 
residential location; the richer households generally settling in 
high price areas and the poorer households in low price areas. 
The effect is to segregate residents of the city spatially. 

There is no doubt that the combined effect of rising house 
prices and rising housing finance costs of the last decade have 
accentuated the social segregation of Australian cities. One 
study undertaken for Melbourne suggests how strong the 
forces for social segregation through the housing market are 
(King, i 980). This study examined the situation of a would-be 
purchaser on a single income equal to average male earnings 
over a ten-year period. The study showed that in 1967, the 
household with income equal to average male earnings 
($64.80 per week), borrowing at 5.75 per cent and limited by 
the lending rules of that period (25 per cent of household 
income, 20 per cent deposit), could borrow sufficient to 
purchase the averaged priced house in all but nine of 
Melbourne's local government areas. By 1972, with average 
male earnings of $9 7.70 and an interest rate of 7 per cent, the 
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'average' household choice oflocation was reduced to 44 local 
government areas. Moving on to 1977, the choice of location 
had become severely constrained - only one local govern· 
ment area, Footscray in the western suburbs, was available to 
'Mr Average'. 

For a person or household on one·and·a·half times the 
average male earnings (e.g. the husband on average earnings 
and the wife in part· time employment), the choice in 1967 and 
1972 was unconstrained; but by 1977 was restricted to 38 local 
government areas. With higher interest rates and house prices 
subsequent to this date, the latter situation can still be 
expected to prevail. Of course, in any area there is always a 
limited stock of below average priced houses, nevertheless the 
point still stands: households or families with less than average 
incomes have a severely constrained choice of location 
relative to equivalent households or families a decade ago. 

Spatial segregation would not perhaps be of importance if 
the facilities and resources necessary for social and economic 
well· being were equally distributed throughout the urban 
area. These resources, educational, transportation, health, 
recreational, are, however, not evenly distributed but are 
disproportionately located in areas characterised by higher 
house prices and higher income residents (for Sydney, see 
New South Wales Council of Social Services, 1975; for 
Melbourne, Newton and Johnston, 1981). 

The more housing market trends exacerbate spatial seg· 
regation and deny lower income households the opportunity 
to settle in areas with adequate resources, the more social and 
economic problems our society is creating for lower income 
households and families. 

Higher density living 

In response to the increased housing costs, many households 
may be constrained to or choose to live in cheaper but higher' 
density dwellings. As construction and land costs continue to 
increase, developers will seek to provide dwelling types which 
are affordable. This suggests an increase in the construction of 
flats and villa units; dwelling types that are cheaper than the 
conventional house. The consumption of housing in this form 
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may mean that the level of home ownership in Australia will 
not fall and, politically, governments will still be able to use 
the rhetoric of 'Australia, the home owning nation of the 
world'_ In terms of family living conditions and lifestyles, 
however, it may mean quite considerable changes relative to 
the lifestyle provided by conventional detached housing_ 
There is evidence that this process is taking place_ A recent 
survey by the Victorian Statewide Building Society of its loan 
applications found that many younger buyers had been 
forced to lower their expectations and buy a flat. Similarly, 
data supplied by the Victorian State Bank showed that appli
cations for flat and villa unit purchases from those aged 25-29 
rose by 71 per cent (from 147 to 252 applications) between 
1977-78 and 1981-82, whereas loan applications for this age 
group generally increased by only 8 per cent. While still a 
small proportion, the rate of annual increase in such 
applications suggests that by the mid-1980s some 10 per cent 
of all properties purchased by younger households will be flats 
and villa units. 

During those post-war years when housing affordability 
was less of a problem, the accepted pattern of Australian living 
was focused on the detached house. Leisure activities, and to a 
large extent child-rearing, have been developed around the 
detached house and particularly its backyard, where children 
can play happily and safely (Halkett, 1976). Stretton, among 
others, has argued that the detached house provides a positive 
environment for parents as well as for children by offering 
'free and satisfying self-expression, . _ _ a mixture of com
munity and privacy, fond familiarity and quick change and 
escape' (Stretton, 1970:29). 

Any moves to higher density living in response to rismg 
prices of detached dwellings must therefore consider whether 
there will be any loss of economic and social well-being for 
residents. To consider the implications of this change requires 
placing the analysis of this issue in a broad economic and 
political context. 

Stretton has argued that one problem with housing is that 
policy is based on an assumption that the only productive 
activities are those which are paid for and which become 
recorded in official statistics (Stretton, 1974, 1983). These 
activities are those of the formal market economy. In recent 
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years, more attention has been given to productive activities 
which are outside the formal economy, the 'black market' or 
informal economy, where money changes hands or some 
form of payment is exchanged but which goes unrecorded 
and often unrecognised, for example a backyard panel 
beating job for cash payment. In addition, there is domestic 
production, the production of goods and services for friends, 
neighbours and relatives, for which no price is charged. 

It as been argued that, as growing numbers of persons are 
excluded from the formal economy through unemployment, 
there has been a large increase in the role of the informal 
economy (Mingione, 1981). It is difficult to gain any reliable 
data on the growth of the informal economy and on whether 
it is the unemployed who are most active in it (one suspects 
that those who are successful in the formal economy are also 
successful in the informal economy). 

There is less difficulty in ascertaining the trend in the 
domestic economy. As Stretton (1974) points out, the first 
industrial revolution had moved production out of the family 
into the factory; the second industrial revolution moved a lot 
of it back again (Stretton 1974:40). 

Today, the house is likely to have a relatively large garden, a 
garage which combines as a workshop, a television and hi·fi 
for domestic entertainment, and a battery of appliances which 
ease kitchen· and laundry tasks. According to people like Stret· 
ton (1974), and Donnison and Ungerson, (1982), the provision 
of these domestic resources enables the home to be used as an 
activity centre for producing goods and services which are 
more attractive, creative and productive than anything people 
do at work (Donnison and Ungerson, 1982:57). Unfortunately, 
not being part of the formal economy, the importance of these 
activities goes unrecognised in terms of policy and planning. 
'Neglect of the domestic economy and the informal economy 
has led planners, architects and the makers of housing policy, 
under widely differing regimes, to undervalue space -
indoors and outdoors - and the scope which people can 
be given to extend and adapt their homes and gardens' 
(Donnison and Ungerson, 1982:57). 

If the changes at present occurring in the Australian 
housing market are such as to push more households into 
forms of accommodation (flats, units, caravans and mobile 
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homes} that inhibit the ability to engage in productive 
domestic activity, we must be aware of and plan for it. 

There is no shortage of people, politicians and policy 
makers to exhort the unemployed to use their time creatively. 
However, research indicates that the unemployed spend the 
bulk of their time at home (Economist Intelligence Unit, 
1982). 

For the unemployed residents in cheaper forms of accom
modation, such as flats, caravans, and so on, the ability to 
employ their time creatively around the home is limited. 
Without garden, workshop or space, passive use of time, such 
as television watching, generally becomes the dominant time 
filler. If there are children involved in this situation, the lack of 
space, both for creative use of time and child-rearing, 
generates a setting for tension and resentment which is not 
conducive to productive use of time or to child-rearing. 

The dilemmas in policy terms are substantial. In New South 
Wales and Victoria, both governments are introducing 
planning legislation designed to enable construction of more 
multiple occupancy housing, such as flats and villa units. At 
one level, this legislation is long overdue, enabling some 
containment of urban sprawl, the provision of cheaper hous
ing, and the availability of such housing to those households 
who desire it; for example, the aged and the independent 
young. At another level, because it is cheaper, it has the 
inherent danger of providing, a housing form for the 
unemployed and low paid, trapping such households and 
families in a lifestyle they neither desire nor need. Careful 
monitoring is therefore necessary. If low income housing 
must be provided via multiple occupancy housing, the society 
generally and the community specifically must be willing to 
provide resources necessary to help compensate for the 
deficiency of internal and external space. Such resources 
should include local child care facilities, community workshop 
and repair facilities, and perhaps, as in other countries where 
there is a higher proportion of multiple occupancy housing, 
lots available for gardening. 

However, the danger exists that, simultaneously with lower 
income households being constrained to live in multiple 
occupancy housing to a degree more common than in the. 
past, political processes will operate actually to curtail their 
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access to community facilities. We already see the beginnings 
of this process. Reflecting the 'new conservatism' and the 
associated belief that goods and services are best provided 
privately rather than publicly, a number of community 
resources have been curtailed or threatened with cutback, 
including child care centres, community health services, 
libraries, leisure and community centres, and many social 
welfare services generally. The ability of State, federal, and 
local government to withdraw or restrict these services with 
only minimal protest is arguably linked to the characteristics 
of the Australian housing stock and the way it is distributed. 
As outlined earlier, most Australian households and families 
live in detached houses, adequately served in terms of space 
for domestic and informal economy activities. A reduction in 
many local facilities and services will not significantly affect 
these families and households, and their detached house 
provides many of the facilities for social well-being. Those 
who are constrained to live in multiple occupancy housing 
and who are more dependent on these facilities and services 
will be significantly affected by a reduction in these services. 
Unfortunately, heing in a minority, they have less political 
voice to redress their grievances. 

Unless there is adequate policy to the contrary, the rising 
cost of conventional housing, increasing unemployment and 
cutbacks in the provision of urban resources may combine to 
push many younger, recently formed households, and many 
poorer households, into a form of housing where they are 
denied privacy and space without compensating community 
facilities to use. 

The achievement of home ownership status through 
multiple occupancy - a process facilitated by strata titling 
legislation - also raises some longer term questions about 
management of the multi-unit development and about actual 
versus perceived benefits of ownership. 

Strata subdivision is a legal process used to subsidise 
property in a way which creates a title to a defined space, for 
example one unit in a block of flats. There remain, however, 
some parts of the property which are owned jointly by the 
owners of the individual units (the body corporate) as shared 
facilities, such as roads, footpaths, laundry, hallways, 
stairwells, and common elements such as roofing and plumb-
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ing. Maintenance and associated costs of these facilities are 
therefore shared, requiring joint management decisions as to 
the timing of replacement and cost of replacement. As strata 
titled flats age, the problems for owner occupiers will magnify. 
Sophisticated common elements, such as plumbing or 
roofing, may require expensive repairs and regular 
maintenance costs will increase. Will some of the lower 
income earners who are at present moving into owner occu· 
pied strata titled flats be able to afford their proportion of joint 
costs? Will conflicts between residents emerge as residents 
become unable to agree to maintenance expenses, and on 
timing and degree of expenditure on common elements. In 
the longer term, difficulties between owners in arriving at 
joint decisions may cause the quality of maintenance to run 
down, with flats becoming owner occupied slums. 

These potential problems may be accentuated when the 
new owner occupiers become aware that strata ownership 
does not provide many of the benefits of home ownership 
which attach to conventional dwellings. First, capital 
appreciation is likely to be less, partly because, given 
Australian housing values, it is a less preferred form of 
housing, but also because residents will be unable to add value 
through their own labour, such as renovations and additions. 
The latter problem emerges because of covenants in the title 
which prohibit building additions or renovations in the 
interests of the body corporate. 

Secondly and relate diy, strata title residents haven't the 
freedoms of conventional house owners. Legislation not only 
restricts renovations and additions, but also affects decor· 
ation, use of gardens, fences, parking, aspects of child·rearing, 
and pet ownership. 

Finally, in the form of the body corporate, residents will 
find themselves forced into processes of self· management and 
government. Some may find the role stimulating; many 
others will see it as just another interference in their lives. In 
short, it is likely that home ownership in the form of flats will 
be unable to reproduce the qualities and attributes that attach 
to home ownership of detached dwellings. It is not known as 
yet what this means to the social and psychological well· being 
of residents in such flats. 
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Housing and government benefits 
Housing is one of the largest expenditure items in the average 
family's or household's budget. The manner in which housing 
expenditure affects the household budget raises important 
implications for the level and form of government assistance 
to households and families. 

The changes which have occurred in the housing market 
and the economy in the last decade suggest that there is a need 
to review not only the level of government benefits and 
housing subsidies, but the assumptions on which these 
benefits and subsidies are based. 

In the post-war period, the major type of welfare benefit has 
been the aged and invalid pension. Over that period, the level 
of benefit has reflected an assumption that most of the elderly 
own their own house and therefore the benefit need not cover 
housing costs. Although around two out of three of those over 
60 do own their house outright, one-third do not. For these, a 
small supplementary benefit was available to help bridge 
housing costs. That this supplementary benefit was inade
quate was demonstrated by the Henderson Commission of 
Inquiry into Poverty, which found that extreme poverty 
among the aged was more than three times higher among 
those who paid rent than among those who owned their own 
house (Committee of Inquiry into Poverty, 1975:240). 

Over the last decade, other types of benefits have become 
more common, largely in response to the demographic and 
economic changes outlined earlier. Supporting parents' 
benefits have become more important as the number of single 
parent families increases and unemployment benefits have 
grown to keep pace with the general decline of the economy 
and the growing inability of many people to get into or remain 
in the workforce. Neither of these two benefits appears to be 
based on assumptions of need in terms of household ex
penditure. Unemployment benefits, particularly for the 
young, appear to be based more on assumptions of benefit
induced unemployment, that is, if the level of benefits is set 
too high, the effect is to deter the willingness to enter the 
workforce at all, or to prolong the duration of unemployment. 
However, this assumption is inappropriate when the causes of 
unemployment are structural and few jobs are available. 
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As outlined in Chapter 4 on youth accommodation, the 
level of unemployment benefit creates severe housing 
hardship and can actually worsen the employment situation 
of young persons; first, by limiting their mobility and 
therefore ability to search for jobs and, second, by creating 
homelessness for some, denying those persons the record of 
housing stability that many employers demand as evidence of 
suitability for employment. This housing hardship is a 
reflection of the fact that many young live in rental 
accommodation where the level of rents is currently such that, 
even when housing is shared, expenditure cannot be reduced 
to an accept~ble level. 

In the cas~ of supporting.parents' benefits, the level appears 
to be based on some concept of 'parity' with age, widow and 
invalid benefits. Need is less apparently a relevant criterion. 
Unlike the aged, supporting parents are dearly less likely to be 
homeowners and therefore have high housing costs. As al· 
most 60 per cent of supporting parents are under 30 years of 
age, the bulk of this demographic group will be accommo· 
dated in private or public rental. For those in the public rental 
sector, the level of benefits is barely adequate to keep the 
supporting parents above the poverty line. For those in the 
private rental sector, life is a constant struggle as rising rents 
consume a disproportionate share of benefits and therefore 
make such households dependent on the largesse and grace of 
voluntary welfare agencies, friends and family. 

In short, unless recognition of housing costs and needs are 
built into government benefits, many thousands of un· 
employed, aged, supporting parents and their children will 
exist on the margins of Australian society, denied housing and 
other social and economic opportunities enjoyed by the bulk 
of Australians. Any rethinking of the assumptions on which 
benefits are based should not only consider the levels of 
benefit but the form; for example, whether built directly into 
the benefit or as a supplementary benefit over and above 
ordinary benefit; tied directly to housing expenditure 
(e.g. housing allowance or voucher) or spent at the discretion 
of the recipient household; income related or not; whether in 
view of regional and State variations in housing cost, there 
should be a zone factor; whether centrally administered 
through Department of Social Security or administered 
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through State housing authorities or even local government 
and community groups_ Without such review, an increasingly 
large number of families in Australia will face major housing 
hardship. 

Housing and mobility 

There is an acknowledged but as yet not fully established 
relationship between residential mobility and housing. A 
large number of household mobility studies have indicated 
the links between rates of household movement and housing 
tenure (renters move more than owners), while other studies 
have found that house cost and dwelling characteristics are 
important criteria in the mobility decision. 

The way in which the bulk of such research has been 
conceived and undertaken leaves gaps in our understanding 
of household mobility decision making in relation to 
residential mobility. Most of the studies have adopted the 
assumption of consumer sovereignty. Households have been 
treated as autonomous decision making units whose decisions 
reflect their preferences and demand. Thus, the outcome of 
mobility, including the spatial and social shape such mobility 
gives to our cities and society, is seen as a reflection of the 
predilections of the household. As a result, there is little 
research into households who have been forced to move or 
those who wish to but cannot 'move because of external 
constraints. 

In Australia, those households which have little choice in 
household location decisions include public housing tenants 
(whose location and housing type are determined by State 
housing authority rules and procedures), private rental· 
households (generally victims of conversion, demolition or 
eviction), and owner occupiers (victims of compulsory 
acquisition and perhaps more recently inability to keep up 
mortgage repayments). 

For households and families resident in public housing 
estates, it would be desirable to know how well allocation 
through State housing authority rules and procedures meshes 
with the preferences and needs of tenants. Does constrained 
location diminish, improve or leave unaffected a household's 
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or family's access to relatives and friends (support networks), 
to community facilities and to employment opportunities? 
What is the pattern of movement within the public housing 
sector, and how do the rules and procedures facilitate and 
structure such movement? Who leave the public housing 
sector and where do they go? 

Answers to such questions would be desirable in terms of 
providing guidelines for the location of new public housing, 
for identifYing the social and economic hardships unintention· 
ally generated by public housing allocation procedures, and 
for evaluating the appropriateness of current policy, such as 
market rents. These issues will be discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 3 . 

. For forced movers in the private sector, there are also 
important questions to be answered. What stresses do forced 
moves place on the family structure? Where do these house· 
holds go? What sort of households are the forced movers? 
What factors create the forced moves and are there 
appropriate countervailing policies to alleviate the housing 
problems created by such moves? 

An even less researched relationship between housing and 
residential mobility is that concerning the housing conditions 
that prevent household movement from taking place at all, 
that is, constrain people who may wish to move to remain in 
their existing dwelling. The need to research this issue is 
perhaps more important than it was in the past. 

At the moment, there is evidence of a major restructuring of 
Australian industry and therefore of job opportunities. States 
such as Queensland and Western Australia are experiencing 
continued growth based on mineral exploration and tourism, 
while some other States, for example Tasmania, South 
Australia and to some extent Victoria, are experiencing low 
levels of economic activity. Within States, economic activity is 
not spread evenly. In Victoria, the Latrobe Valley and, until 
recendy Pordand have been singled out for rapid growth, 
which brings its own particular set of housing problems (see 
Newton, 1982). In New South Wales, the Hunter Valley is the 
key growth area. Gladstone and the Gold Coast typify the 
regions of concentrated development in Queensland. Con· 
versely, there are areas of economic contraction within States, 
for example Newcasde and Wollongong in New South Wales, 
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Whyalla in South Australia, and in most States, some of the 
provincial cities and many small country towns. 

Similar processes of industrial restructure and location are 
taking place within metropolitan areas as industry and jobs 
move from the inner city to suburban locations. Conversely, 
in growth centres, the high level of housing costs, as well as in 
some cases the non· availability of housing, act as a deterrent 
to movement, denying some households and persons the 
opportunity of employment in those areas (Newton, 1982). 

In the absence of any coordinated economic and land use 
planning which will direct industry, both secondary and 
tertiary, into areas of high unemployment, individuals and 
families may be forced to move from low growth to high 
growth regions in order to gain job and economic security for 
themselves and their children. There is, in Australia, very litde 
understanding of the role housing, particularly home owner· 
ship, plays in constraining the ability of households to take 
advantage of job opportunities through residentiallocational 
mobility. With owner occupied housing, not only are selling 
costs high, but the differences in the market value of owner 
occupied property may well 'trap' families in their house. 
Consider the situation of families in Whyalla. Whyalla, a 
steelworks and shipbuilding city of some 34 000 persons in 
South Australia, is in rapid economic decline as the shipyard 
and part of the steelworks are progressively closed down. Al· 
though unemployment is extremely high, many households 
are reluctant to move (Aungles and Szelenyi, 1979). Obviously, 
friendship and kinship ties are important constraining factors, 
but the value of the property no doubt acts as a significant 
deterrent for the owner occupiers. A move to Adelaide or 
Melbourne, or even further afield, may only be possible if the 
sale of the property in Whyalla provides sufficient revenue to 
purchase in these other areas. As the average price of a house 
in Whyalla is perhaps one-half of Melbourne's average of 
$53 821 in 1981 and perhaps not much more than one·third of 
Sydney's $76670, households would suffer a very real 
economic loss by moving. Of course, one could argue that 
people in such areas could sell their property and rent 
elsewhere. However, with the stock of such accommodation 
having declined progressively relative to owner occupancy, to 
the degree that there is now a severe shortage of rental 
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accommodation, this possibility is also limited in many 
areas. 

Whether current housing conditions are affecting labour 
mobility (or, more particularly, labour immobility) is therefore 
an important research and policy issue, even within urban 
areas. Recently, the Director of the Bureau of Labour Market 
Research pointed out the immense informational gap in 
Australia in terms of urban planning (which includes housing) 
and its relationship to labour markets. Recent studies have 
identified that the traditional labour market, the inner city, is 
in decline and that the labour market areas in which employ
ment opportunities will be greater in the future tend to be in 
selected suburban locations (O'Connor 1977, 1981). The 
ability of families and individuals to realise these employment 
opportunities will reflect their housing situations. If there is a 
mismatch between where people live and where they work 
within the metropolitan area, their job search cost may be 
high and so will be the cost of their journey to work. These 
costs may well affect the employability of individuals, and 
perhaps prevent employers from attracting the most appro
priately qualified person. 

Housing and wealth distribution 
No discussion of the relationship between family and housing 
can ignore the equity issue of which families gain and which 
lose in the operation of the Australian housing market. The 
most important equity of redistribution is between tenure 
groups; owner occupiers gain at the expense of private and 
public renters. This redistributive process is not only between 
different tenure groups but between households at different 
positions in the class structure, that is, betwe~n the poor and 
the more affluent and between households at different stages 
of the life cycle. According to Donnison: 
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it is younger married couples who most often suffer from the 
initially heavy costs of new housing and the middle-aged who 
tend to benefit from the decline in housing costs which come 
later. At the moment ... the heaviest burdens (are) on those least 
able to bear them and letting many of the middle-aged off very 
lightly. (1976:23) 

This life cycle problem is perhaps more manifest now that 
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young persons are bearing a disproportionate share of 
national unemployment and are even less likely to be able to 
afford adequate housing, particularly owner occupied hous
ing. The different forms of housing inequality, i.e. between 
tenure groups, social classes and life cycle stages, often 
overlap to accentuate inequality. 

The owner occupied housing market operates as a negative 
redistributive mechanism through four processes (Saunders, 
1979): 

• House prices have increased at a rate faster than inflation 
and thus to owner occupiers the house offers capital gains 
on wealth increments denied families in other tenure 
categories; 

• Mortgage interest rates have been kept artificially low, 
requiring simultaneous low deposit rates. Depositors, 
disproportionately lower income earners, have subsidised 
borrowers who tend to be higher income earners; 

• The owner occupier has had access to public subsidy in the 
form of home savings grants, tax allowances. Other tenure 
categories, particularly those in private rental, have been 
denied subsidy; 

• The house owner can increase the value of his house 
through his own labour, a process not possible for private 
and public tenants. 

As regards the first process, the evidence for house price 
increases exceeding inflation is contained in Table 1. 9. The 
conventional reaction to such evidence by those who wish to 
argue that owner occupation does not generate wealth is to 
point out that, if the price of a household's house has trebled, 
so too have prices and therefore those who must sell and buy 
again have gained nothing. One housing economist has 
responded to this argument in forceful terms: 

the argument is obviously fallacious; the correct comparison is 
owning and not owning at one point in time ... wealth is created 
for owners but not non owners. Whether this wealth is ever 
realized is immaterial; it still exists, even if it is used only as an 
inheritance for future generations. (Ball, 1976). 

The argument can be taken further; gains do occur even 
within the lifetime of owner occupancy. Consider the example 
of a family who purchased a dwelling at the 1970 mean price 
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for dwellings in Melbourne, $13872. The family would 
commonly have had an equity (deposit) of the order of 25 per 
cent ($3500), so that a bank or building society would have 
provided the bulk. of the purchase price in the form of a 
mortgage. In 1981, when that family decided to sell their 
property and buy a new one, the mean price for dwellings in 
Melbourne was $53821. Thus that family started out with 
$3500 in 1970 and ended up with $45572 by 1981, represent· 
ing the inflated value of the house less the balance of the 
family's mortgage (in this case assuming an initial interest rate 
of 7.25 per cent, a 25·year repayment period and allowing for 
the movements in interest rates over the 10·year period). 
Expressed as a return on the family's investment, this rep· 
resents an annual rate of 26 per cent, a rate that has not been 
approximated by any other form of investment that the 
average household uses for anyone year in the last decade, let 
alone for an entire decade. With an immensely expanded 
equity base, the above family can refinance, purchase another 
house and continue to expand the wealth base in a way denied 
those who rent in the public or private sector. In short, capital 
gains are realisable and are a major source of wealth 
inequality between tenure groups. 

The second process derives from the low mortgage loan 
rates that until recently characterised post·war housing 
finance. Government commitment to home ownership for the 
past three decades, combined with an electoral sensitivity to 
owner occupier interests, has meant that bank and building 
society mortgage rates have been regulated at a level often less 
than the rate of inflation. Mortgages were thus a cheap - and 
in real terms a costless - source of finance. This inevitably 
makes home ownership an attractive source of investment. 
However, as a result of deposit rates being set at a rate even 
lower than mortgage rates, bank and building society 
depositors are in effect subsidising home buyers (Yates, 1981). 
Their savings constitute a proportion of the funds that are 
loaned at low interest to home purchasers. At its most 
extreme, in the early 1970s, the bulk. of depositors received 
3.75 per cent return on their deposits when inflation was of 
the order for 12 per. cent per annum. If borrowers (home 
purchasers) and lenders (depositors) were one and the same 
group of persons, this would not amount to a regressive 
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redistribution of wealth. However, such is not the case. Most 
depositors are less wealthy than most borrowers. This means 
that the method of financing home purchase via artificially 
low mortgage interest rates acts as a method of redistributing 
wealth from less affluent to -more affluent families and 
households. 

The third process of wealth redistribution to owner 
occupiers derives from the nature of government housing 
policy. A whole range of concessions is available to housing 
consumers. With the exception of a bond assistance and rental 
rebate scheme, currently costing some $20 million a year, 
most concessions go to owner occupiers, with such con
cessions amounting to well over a $1000 million per annum 
(the 1982-83 budget tax rebate on mortgage payments 
costing $390 million alone). If subsidies and concessions for 
the owner occupied sector are to be retained, they should 
predominantly be directed at extending home ownership, 
that is, assisting households to become home owners rather 
than rewarding existing occupiers. Non-means-tested tax 
rebates and mortgage relief schemes and failure to tax 
imputed rents are concessions which favour existing owner 
occupiers and therefore accentuate rather than reduce 
housing inequalities. 

The fourth process for wealth accumulation for owner 
occupiers that is denied renters, whether public or private, is 
renovation and extention by a combination of their own 
labour and savings bank., building society or credit union loan. 
Ownership of a house, unlike renting, entitles the owner to 
control the property (subject to planning and building 
regulations) as he pleases. Over the last decade, there has been 
substantial activity in renovations and additions by owner 
occupiers, principally in the form of kitchen, bathroom and 
plumbing renovations, but increasingly in the form of added 
rooms (King, 1981). One could provide an example of the 
financing of an extension similar to the earlier example of the 
purchase and reselling of a house. The details are, however, 
unnecessary. Repairs and renovations improve, over time, the 
real value of a house by an amount greater than the labour 
expended or the finance borrowed. It is a form of wealth 
increment not available to non-owner families. 

The inequalities between households at different life cycle 
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stages raise the issue of inheritance for discussion. For some 
households, inheritance of their parents' property may be the 
only way of becoming home owners. Yet little is known in 
Australia of the degree and form of housing assistance 
afforded to households by virtue of inheritance. What 
proportion of households are assisted into home ownership 
by this process? What proportion are already home owners at 
the time of inheritance? How is inherited property used? Is it 
used as private rental accommodation or is it used for first 
home purchase, for trading up within the owner occupied 
housing market, or for non.housing expenditure? What social 
groups are the principal beneficiaries? 

One clear problem with inheritance as a form of housing 
assistance is the life cycle stage in which such assistance is 
forthcoming. For most households, inheritance may not take 
place until middle age, a time when assistance for most 
households is less needed. Consideration should be given to 
the development of finance schemes whereby middle aged 
and aged owner occupiers can use the equity in their house to 
finance the purchase of their children's home; in effect, to 
bring forward property inheritance. 

In short, if one wished to create a mechanism for negative 
wealth distribution - that is, for redistributing wealth from 
lower to higher income families - it would be difficult to 
conceive a more efficient one than the Australian housing 
market. Many of the issues and problems raised in this paper 
cannot adequately be addressed without first tackling the 
processes which make the Australian housing market in· 
herently regressive. 

New directions in housing 
It is inevitable in times of declining access to conventional 
housing types and tenures that individual households, private 
developers and government will attempt to provide alter· 
native housing solutions. In the following section, two alter· 
native responses to the 'housing crisis' are examined: factory 
built housing, and housing cooperatives. The former is a new 
type of housing, and the latter is in many respects a new 
tenure category. Both have considerable ramifications for 
many Australian families. 
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Factory built housing 
Factory built housing is a generic term that includes three 
different, but related, housing forms: residential caravans, 
mobile homes, and manufactured housing_ The characteristic 
of each of these forms is that they are assembled in a factory 
and transported in almost completed form to the actual 
site. 

Residential caravans are simply conventional tourist 
caravans utilised for residential purposes. As such, they are 
relatively small, rarely longer than nine metres, and 
inadequately constructed and equipped for year round use. 

The term 'mobile homes' was coined to distinguish large, 
purpose built caravans from conventional caravans. Being 
purpose built for year round living, they are more spacious, 
better constructed and more fully equipped than residential 
caravans. Neither residential caravans nor mobile homes are 
subject to building regulations. 

Manufactured houses are considerably larger than the 
other two forms of dwelling and approximate a conventional 
house both in size and appearance. Nevertheless, their 
method of construction is in the caravan tradition rather than 
the conventional housing tradition, that is, box beam 
construction on a steel chassis with walls of stressed skin 
plywood normally covered with a metal (such as aluminium) 
finish. The manufactured house is very much in its 'pilot' 
stage, as it was not until 1980 that the federal government 
gave the go-ahead to Yarrawonga Housing Industries for a 
prototype unit, and not until 1982 that the manufactured 
housing 'public awareness campaign' received much atten
tion. In overall numbers, the residential caravan and mobile 
home are therefore currently the significant alternatives to 
conventional housing. 

Residential caravans and mobile homes have emerged on 
the Australian housing scene largely by stealth. Like the 
shanty towns that fringe many Third World cities, residential 
caravans have emerged without official blessing, and in many 
cases quite illegally. They have, by and large, emerged for the 
same reason as shanty towns, through the attempts of house
holds, denied access to affordable and appropriate conven
tional housing, to provide themselves with some form of 
shelter. Initially, such households found accommodation in 
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caravans in tourist caravan parks, but once clear evidence of a 
'market' emerged, developers sought to provide purpose built 
vans, the mobile home, and in some cases residential parks on 
which to site such homes. 

The emergence of residential caravans and mobile homes 
in Australia follows, with a substantial time·lag, the American 
housing pattern. In the United States, some 4 per cent of the 
population 00 million persons) are resident in caravans and 
mobile homes. Because of inadequacies in housing statistics, it 
is difficult to obtain equivalent figures for Australia. Some 
studies refer to a nationwide figure of 250 000 persons, but 
this is probably an overestimate (Granger, 1978). Neverthe· 
less, whether 50 000 or 250 000 persons, the question still 
needs to be asked: what role is there for caravans and mobile 
homes in Australia and, relatedly, how suitable are they for 
family living? 

There is at present intensive lobbying of State housing 
authorities and local government for official recognition of 
mobile homes, and therefore for a relaxation on current 
restrictive legislation towards new developments. Caravan 
manufacturers form one lobby group; they see in the produc. 
tion of mobile homes some relief from the decline of that 
industry, brought about by a 60 per cent drop in the sale of 
tourist vans over the last decade. Caravan park owners and 
developers also see the development of mobile home parks as 
a profitable investment sector. 

Both manufacturers and park owners, in their professional 
activity, place heavy emphasis on the important role of mobile 
homes in the United States. One reason for the growth of 
mobile homes in the United States is their relative cheapness; 
in the early 1980s, the average installed cost per square metre 
for a mobile home was $A194 (including transportation to 
site, foundations and furnishings, carpets, curtains and 
appliances). Conventional site built housing (excluding 
furnishings and appliances) was estimated to cost $A339 per 
square metre (Secretariat to Ministerial Council on Housing 
Cost, 1981:2). With the more flexible transport regulations 
of the United States, mobile homes can be up to 60 feet 
08.3 metres) long by 24 feet (7.3 metres) wide, giving an area 
of not much less than a conventional house, but with a cost 
advantage of some 40 per cent. 
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In the Australian context, one must seriously question 
whether mobile homes can achieve the same cost savings as in 
the United States. First, conventional site built housing is 
cheaper in Australia than in the United States and, secondly, 
as with motor vehicles, the low production costs oFmobile 
homes in the United States can only be achieved by ~tue of 
the substantial economies of scale, that is, the large 
production runs which spread fixed costs. In Australia, the 
smaller size of the market will prevent such large production 
runs and therefore the same economies of scale will not be 
realised. Thus, in Australia, it is highly likely that the cost of 
mobile homes, on a square metre basis, will remain higher 
than that of conventional housing. Their cheapness to pur
chasing families will come only by virtue of their overall 
smaller size relative to conventional housing. Large, 'double 
wide' mobile homes, offering the same space standards as 
conventional housing, would probably be as expensive as the 
cheaper forms of conventional housing. 

Thus, if mobile homes are to be an alternative housing type 
to conventional housing, they will need to remain relatively 
small to be affordable, e.g. 3 metres wide by 11 metres long. 
The implications of a small spatial area for the quality of 
family life will be examined later. 

Another promotional theme of those lobbying for the 
official recognition of mobile homes is the role such homes 
can play as a stepping stone to home ownership. Again, 
reference is often made to the American experience, where 
two types of households dominate in the use of mobile homes: 
retired households, and young married couples. The former 
tend to live in large units located on high quality sites in 
environmentally attractive parts of the United States, 
principally the American sunbelt of Florida through to 
California. These are the units and sites which are referred to 
in order to demonstrate their Australian potential, a rather 
selective interpretation. Neglected are the sites on which 
many of the younger and relatively poorer newly formed 
households are located, that is, those which have grown up on 
the urban fringe of the "large industrial cities of the East Coast 
and the Midwest. These sites, because they are catering to the 
poor who cannot afford other housing, are poorly located in 
relation to urban services (keeping land costs down), aesthet-
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ically unattractive, and lacking in adequate amenities on site 
(keeping capital costs down). Moreover, the unIts located on 
the sites are smaller and older, and therefore cheaper, than 
those on the sunbelt retirement sites. 

Given that the motivation for people choosing caravans in 
Australia more closely approximates the low income rather 
than the retirement need, it would appear more useful to take 
these sites as the reference point for Australia. The policy 
implications of the latter compared with the former are very 
different. 

Studies in Australia indicate that a sizeable proportion of 
mobile home residents, particularly younger households, see 
their stay in a mobile home as a temporary one while they 
save sufficient for a deposit on a conventional dwelling (Centre 
for Urban Research and Action (CURA) 1978; Mueller and 
Collie, 1980). However, there may be a big gap between a 
young family's -housing expectations and reality. Mobile 
home ownership may be cheap in terms of capital or purchase 
costs (initial outlay), but extremely expensive in recurrent 
costs (continuing costs). The outcome may be one where many 
families fail to achieve the Australian dream and become 
'trapped' in the mobile home lifestyle. 

Table 2.1 outlines relative costs of owning a mobile home 
compared with a cheap conventional house over a five-year 
period, with resale at the end of five years. 

The table illustrates that not only are monthly outgoings for 
a mobile home almost as great as for a conventional dwelling, 
but that when appreciation for the house and depreciation on 
a mobile home are taken into account, a house is considerably 
cheaper for the purchasing household than a mobile home. In 
Britain, it has been estimated that mobile homes depreciate at 
15 per cent per annum. (Department of Environment, 1977), 
and in the United States, between 5 and 15 per cent per 
annum (Meeks, 1974). 

Why are monthly outgoings more expensive for mobile 
homes? First: because mobile homes do not comply with 
building regulations (and therefore are deemed to be a chattel 
rather than a house), finance is typically made available for 
only short terms (five to seven years) and at hire purchase 
interest rates (18 per cent plus). Finance institutions are 
reluctant to change such lending practices while mobile 
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Table 2.1 Monthly costs of mobile home purchase compared with 
conventional house 

$14000 mobile home $40000 house 

Financillg Tenns Hire purchase Housing Mortgage 
Tenn of Loan 5 years 25 years 
Interest Rate 18% 13.5% 
Deposit $3500 $8000 
Loan Balance $10500 $32000 
Monthly Costs 
Loan Repayment $272.23 $349.00 
Site Rent $160.00 
Rates part of rent $46.00 
Maintenance $12.00 $35.00 
Insurance $4.00 $4.50 

Monthly Costs $448.23 $434.50 
Depreciation 

(5 years) (5% p.a.) $58.33 
Appreciation 

(5 years) (5% p.a.l $166.66 

Total Monthly Cost $506.56 $267.84 

Note: Costs are author's estimates based on best available infonnation. 

homes are a depreciating asset. Secondly, having purchased a 
mobile home, the owner then has to rent a site on which to 
locate it. In Melbourne, this costs to the order of$160 a month 
upwards; in Sydney, $200 a month upwards; and even more in 
resource development areas. 

These sorts of costs suggest that there is a serious need to 
question the role of mobile homes as a 'cheap' housing alter· 
native for low income families. Cheap for whom? Certainly 
not for the households residing in mobile homes. As the 
CURA (1978) study showed and the above table suggests, 
many households would have weekly outlays as high as for the 
purchase of a conventional house. For this, they acquire a 
depreciating asset and inferior space standards. 

Mobile homes, however, would appear to be cheap for 
governments in that, if low income families find accommo
dation in mobile homes, it alleviates the need for governments 
to provide public housing or further subsidies for home 
purchase or private rental. Mobile homes are also 'cheap' for 
manufacturers, for whom they offer a means of using plant 
and equipment currently under-utilised because of the 
aforementioned decline of the tourist caravan market. Should 
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families who are already at the bottom of the housing ladder' 
be placed in a situation whereby they are, albeit indirectly, 
subsidising private developers? 

The above comments on costs need to be qualified for one 
group of mobile home dwellers: retired persons. In the United 
States and Britain, retired persons account for a substantial" 
proportion of the total mobile home population (Burke, 1981). 
In Australia, this group probably accounts for a very small 
proportion of residents, given the high proportions of those 
under 35 years of age, revealed by various Australian studies 
(CURA, 1978; Mueller and Collie, 1980; Burns, 1979; Hopkins, 
1983). Arguably, mobile homes are most appropriate for the 
retirement stage of a person's or household's life. In cost 
terms alone, the situation is very different compared with 
younger, low income households. Firstly, the purchase costs 
are most likely to be considerably cheaper for retired persons, 
who would normally pay cash from the sale of an existing 
home (if they were home owners). Secondly, because the 
housing decision is seen as a retirement one rather than one 
where the purchase is a stepping stone to home ownership, 
depreciation of the mobile home is less important (except, 
perhaps, for children of mobile home owners who are looking 
forward to the windfall gain of inheritance). Thirdly, the 
difference between the sale of a conventional dwelling and the 
purchase of a smaller mobile home unit may be of sufficient 
proportions - for example, $20000 plus - not only to pay 
the site rent out of interest earned but also provide a 
supplement to superannuation or the pension. 

If retired people could be attracted to mobile homes, as in 
the United States, one beneficial side effect would be the 
release of more conventional houses onto the housing market; 
dwellings that could be available for families who need the 
space more than a retired couple. The latter, on the other 
hand, obtain a housing form with space and maintenance 
capabilities more appropriate to their needs." The reason 
retirees have not taken up mobile homes with the enthusiasm 
of their contemporaries in Britain and the United States 
probably has something to do with the quality of the mobile 
home unit, but more importantly much to do with the current 
inadequacies of the parks on which mobile homes are 
located. 
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A unique aspect of residential caravan and mobile home life 
is the dual tenure situation in which households find 
themselves; on the one hand, many are owner occupiers (of 
their caravan or mobile home) and, on the other, they are 
renters (of the site on which their unit is located). The latter 
creates many problems. 

In most of Australia, living permanently in a caravan is 
actually illegal. Officially, as far as many planning authorities 
are concerned, all caravan dwellers are tourists. In Mel· 
bourne, for example, a Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of 
Works policy limits residents to 10 weeks in anyone park per 
year. Many local planning authorities tend to ignore the 
obvious abuses of such rules in recognition of the lack of 
alternative accommodation. However, the lack oflegal recog· 
nition creates hardships for residents. First, it creates an 
uncertain legal status for mobile home park residents. In most 
States, mobile home park residents are outside existing 
landlord· tenant legislation and are therefore subject only to 
the rules and regulations of park proprietors. Housing 
assistance programs which are premised on the existence of 
landlord· tenant legislation, for example the current bond 
assistance and rental rebate scheme, are not available to 
caravan residents. 

A second outcome of the lack of planning regulations is the 
absence of building standards with regard to the dwelling 
itself and the absence of minimum planning standards for the 
parks that are used for residential use. The only standards that 
are operative are for short· term tourist use, and these are 
greatly below the standards desirable for residential use. An 
extreme example of what this lack of standards represents is 
the minimum touring park regulations for the Karratha local 
government area in Western Australia (Griffith, 1982). There, 
a minimum provision of six toilets and six showers per 150 
vans is allowed. At full occupancy for residential use, this 
means something of the order of one toilet and shower per 50 
persons, a ratio of toilets and washing facilities that bears 
comparison to the worst slums of 19th.century industrial 
cities. 

Ablution facilities, however, are only one area where 
standards need to be reformulated to bring residential parks 
to an acceptable level. Other areas include density of parks; 
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spacing of vans; recreation facilities, including children's play 
areas; landscaping and car parking; roads and footpaths; 
communal facilities; and on-site services including telephones, 
power, water, sewerage, and refuse collection. 

A third outcome of the failure officially to acknowledge 
residential use, and of still defining parks in terms of the 
tourist function, is the effect on location of parks. As 'tourist' 
parks, they are deemed to have a non-residential function and 
are therefore located in non-residential areas. In almost all 
capital cities of Australia and in provincial towns and cities, 
caravan parks are located on the urban fringe. Those rela
tively few sites within urban areas are located in commercial 
or industrial zones, normally on busy roads and surrounded 
by used-car lots and factories. 

The location of residential caravan parks imposes hardships 
on residents over and above those created by the inadequate 
standards of most parks. Being outside a residential zone, they 
are normally not served by adequate public transport, there
by making a household dependent on cars if it is to have access 
to shops, job markets, schools, health and welfare facilities. 
However, being lower income earners than residents in 
conventional households, the ability to own the two cars 
necessary to give mobility to husband and wife is limited. As 
the male conventionally gets the car, the wife and children 
inevitably become physically isolated from the local 
community. 

As a number of studies both in Australia and overseas have 
shown, the physical isolation creates the conditions for social 
isolation. Cut off from the neighbouring community and 
resident in a dwelling form whose aesthetics symbolise 
difference, park dwellers often become victims of stigma from 
the neighbouring community. This stigma can manifest itself 
in simple gossip and rumour, or in stronger forms such as 
denial of access to finance and credit at local stores and 
finance institutions (Kenny and Cox, 1982). 

The effects of the physical and social isolation of mobile 
home living on family life have been too inadequately 
researched to draw any strong conclusions. Nevertheless, 
there are sufficient data to indicate potential problem areas. 
Some of the problems relate to the caravan or mobile home 
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unit itself and others relate to the characteristics of the mobile 
home site. 

The housing conditions or standards necessary to achieve a 
certain quality of family life are not easy to define. Many of the 
commonly accepted standards that exist tend to reflect the 
cultural expectations and norms of a society, e.g. those which 
prescribe that children of different sex are not to share a 
bedroom once they reach a certain age. Others have emerged 
out of studies of the relationship between different housing 
characteristics and behavioural outcomes. (Morris and 
Winter, 1978). 

Some of the conditions which appear to constitute adequate 
housing in Australia are: 

• Parents to have their own bedroom; 
• An individual bedroom for each adolescent and adult 

child; 
• Children over five years of age and of different sex not to 

share a bedroom; 
• Separate areas for 'living' and 'sleeping'; 
• Play space for children; 
• Personal space to give each member of a family access to 

privacy and ability to engage in individual creativity by 
sewing, woodworking, ete.; 

• Access to community facilities and resources such as 
education, retailing, employment, health care. 

In terms of such conditions, one must have severe reser· 
vations as to the adequacy of caravans and mobile homes to 
provide a quality of family life that is acceptable in 
Australia. 

As pointed out earlier, the caravan and mobile home are 
much smaller than the conventional house, and must remain 
small if they are to sell at a price below conventional 
dwellings; large, double width units will be an exception 
rather than a rule. In a typical mobile home, there is thus 
normally inadequate separation of living and sleeping areas. 
While some members of the family may have a separate sleep· 
ing area, others may sleep in a folding bed in the living area. 
This limits the activities within the van; parents, for example, 
find it difficult to entertain friends in the evening if this means 
disturbing a child's sleep. Relatedly, the lack of space and lack 
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of separation into 'functional' areas restricts individual 
privacy. Children may be unable to engage in quiet study, 
thereby affecting their school progress. Parents may be more 
constrained sexually, which could put an emotional strain on 
their relationship. Finally, the pressure to be quiet, orderly 
and controlled may stifle a child's learning potential by 
inhibiting 'expansive', creative and physical play activities, 
such as dance, dramatisation, painting and other 'messy' 
activities. 

Some of these problems could be overcome or mitigated by 
controls and planning legislation ensuring adequate provision 
of facilities such as outdoor play space, an adult and child 
recreation and community centre, site location near essential 
services. Others, for example those directly relating to the size 
of the unit, will remain an inevitable component of mobile 
home life. 

Politicians and policy makers are understandably reluctant 
to come to grips with the residential caravan and mobile home 
issue. Any policies which are seen to legitimise residential 
caravans will be attacked as giving the go· ahead for the growth 
of substandard housing. Nevertheless, without policy, 
residential caravans and mobile homes emerge by stealth with 
all the limitations that this implies; for example, lack of 
landlord· tenant legislation, inadequate site standards, and so 
·on. In the interests of families resident and potentially 
resident in such housing, a clear role for residential caravans 
and mobile homes must be established. One policy thrust 
could be to license mobile homes for specific purposes and 
specific locations. It has been suggested in this paper that it is 
doubtful whether the mobile home can ever be acceptable as a 
housing form for a family which includes children. However, 
as in the United States and the United Kingdom, the 
limitations are less evident for retired persons. Therefore, 
developers could be licensed to build mobile home park 
retirement villages but not - as current lobbying is con· 
cerned with - mobile home parks for low income families. It 
is also clear that mobile homes and mobile home parks have a 
role in growth centres, for example, Gladstone and the 
Latrobe Valley, where part of the workforce is associated with 
short·term construction activity and the requirement is for 
temporary housing only. Nevertheless, these sites also require 
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acceptable standards and therefore should only be licensed 
for continued residential use if prescribed amenity standards 
are achieved. For those existing parks on the outer fringes of 
our large cities, a designated time period, for example five to 
seven years, could be allowed for owners of these parks to 
determine and work towards their appropriate role, that is, 
whether to return to 100 per cent tourist park or whether to 
become a retirement park. 

Unless governments at all levels take the initiative and 
evolve a policy regarding the role of mobile homes in the 
Australian housing market, site standards will remain 
inadequate. As a result, many Australian families will be 
destined to live in a housing form which, although as 
expensive as other housing forms, provides a lower standard 
of accommodation. In such circumstances, the mobile home 
will stand as physical testimony to the increasing inequalities 
of the Australian housing market. 

Cooperatives 

Like residential caravans and mobile homes, cooperative 
housing movements have tended to flourish in times of 
housing crisis. The most significant difference between them 
is that where mobile homes represent a new housing type 
within existing private ownership patterns, cooperatives 
represent a different approach to ownership or management 
of existing housing types, that is, a new tenure category. 

What is cooperative housing? There are a number of types 
but essentially they involve either, first, collective or 
co-ownership of the legal title to a house or group of houses 
with occupation being exclusively by members of the 
cooperative formed for the purchase of such housing or, 
secondly, collective or cooperative management of property 
not owned by the cooperative; for example, housing provided 
by a State housing authority or local government but 
managed by a cooperative formed for the purpose. 

What can cooperatives offer in a time of housing crisis? 
Cooperative housing in principle confers upon families and 
households who cannot achieve home ownership many of the 
advantages of such, including security of tenure, inde· 
pendence from control (no public housing manager or private 
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landlord), freedom to repair and renovate, and lower housing 
costs. Moreover, they offer the potential for a supportive 
structure or community which may be particularly 
appropriate for certain family types, such as single parents or 
the aged. 

A housing cooperative is formed by a group of individuals 
registering itself under the Companies Act or Co-operative 
Act. Members of the cooperative get voting rights and 
eligibility to candidature for positions in the cooperative's 
management committee. They get a co-owned share in the 
property of the cooperative and a right to housing owned by 
the cooperative. Access to that housing will depend on the 
length of the cooperative's waiting list, which, in turn, 
depends upon finance availability. In other countries where 
cooperative housing plays a much greater role (e.g. Sweden, 
West Germany, Norway), a great deal of the finance comes 
from the savings of cooperative members, in much the same 
way building societies in Australia use the savings made by 
households (Pugh, 1980). Ifnecessary, the rest of the finance to 
purchase and construct dwellings for members is provided by 
the central government of these countries through long-term 
loans. 

This financial arrangement is only one of a number. In 
South Australia, cooperatives borrow 100 per cent of the 
capital required, at home mortgage rates, from commercial 
lending institutions and receive a subsidy from the public 
housing authority to meet any gap between income and 
expenditure. The cooperatives let to people in need (there are 
income eligibility criteria) at a rent equivalent to 25 per cent of 
income. 

There are a number of cooperative housing programs 
currently operating or about to begin operating in Australia, 
particularly in Victoria and South Australia. In Victoria, the 
housing cooperatives are funded by and manage Ministry of 
Housing properties within a defined local community. It is 
proposed that each cooperative will eventually manage 
around 50 houses. The model for this Ministry of Housing 
innovation was the Fitzroy-Collingwood Rental Housing 
Association, begun in cooperation with the Ministry of 
Housing some four years ago. This particular cooperative has 
led to increased tenant satisfaction with their housing and the 
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quality of their lives and has run cost effectively for the life of 
the cooperative_ Despite the success of this particular scheme, 
it is not clear whether cooperatives in their present form can 
make a substantial contribution to the Australian housing 
problem. 

In Europe, cooperatives of the Australian format are 
relatively rare. In Sweden, for example, cooperatives are on 
an extremely large scale, with the two largest organisations 
owning some 350 000 households or almost 12 per cent of the 
entire stock of dwellings in that country (Kemeny, 1981a). 
Cooperatives on this scale cannot accommodate tenant 
management; the scale and complexity of finance and tenant 
allocation decisions in such cases require professional 
management. 

While tenant management can be a rewarding experience 
in self.sufficiency for some cooperative members, for others it 
is or can become a difficult and tiresome task. Some of the 
tasks of cooperative management, e.g. maintenance, rent 
collection, tenant selection, are especially onerous and can 
create conflicts and tensions between members as well as 
providing a mechanism for resident cohesion and identity. 
One suspects that a number of cooperatives keep going as 
much from the unpaid labour and assistance of external 
professionals who are committed to the principle of co
operatives. Without these, the administrative and organ
isational tasks imposed on cooperative members would be 
excessively heavy. Dependence of some cooperatives on 
outside professionals as resource people illustrates the 
difficulties of self-management, a mangement experience few 
middle class families have, let alone lower income families 
who may be coping with a range of personal and economic 
difficulties simultaneously with managing a housing co
operative. 

While one should not understate the difficulties of 
self-management, this should not divert attention from the 
other qualities of cooperatives, such as the fact that they have 
the potential to give low income groups some of the housing 
benefits of ownership, including security of tenure; freedom 
to renovate and decorate; lower housing costs and, in some 
form of cooperative, capital gain - although the latter 
accrues to the cooperative and not necessarily to the 
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individual. In the face of these advantages, there is some irony 
in the fact that mobile homes, an inherently substandard 
housing form for family life, offering minimum security and 
little resident autonomy at a high price, have emerged in 
substantial numbers, while cooperatives, which offer security, 
autonomy, economy and appropriate residential standards, 
struggle to get off the ground. 

Nevertheless, viewed from the long. term perspective, 
cooperatives have some factors operating in favour of their 
development. The major one is demographic trends. As 
outlined earlier in this paper, the major demographic trends 
are of a form which requires a more flexible housing structure, 
particularly cheap types of rental accommodation. The 
growth of independent living among the young, of divorced 
and separated households, and of the aged, generates a 
demand for a housing tenure and housing type consistent 
with the lower income and more flexible lifestyles of these 
groups. As mentioned earlier, home ownership is in some 
respects inconsistent with the needs of many within these 
groups. Thus, there will be an increasing need for cheap rental 
accommodation over the next decade. Public housing, if given 
more funds, will meet some of this need. For very good 
reasons, many of the above groups will not want public 
housing and will seek accommodation in alternative rental 
accommodation. 

As politicians and policy makers become more aware of an 
increasing need for housing flexibility, decisions will be 
required as to how this is to be provided. Are we to subsidise 
private rental as we have always known it, with its inherent 
limitations of lack of autonomy for renters, insecurity and 
absence of protection from rapidly rising rents? Or are we to 
seize the opportunity to create a substitute tenure sector for 
private rental in the form of cooperatives? Instead of private 
finance reinforced by public subsidy encouraging individual 
landlords to provide rental housing, why not direct the same 
funds into cooperative rental, a tenure type which can offer 
cheaper rents, resident autonomy and security simultan· 
eously with allowing residents flexibility and mobility. 

Before addressing the above questions, it must be 
considered whether cooperative housing is to remain small· 
scale and fragmented and therefore an option for a very small 
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minority, or whether there is to be a move towards the 
European model of larger scale housing cooperatives with 
professional management. Among other programs, consid· 
eration could well be given to a program whereby private 
landlords are encouraged to sell to or join a housing 
cooperative which would professionally manage the property 
and provide a fixed return to landlords. 

The other factor providing conditions appropriate for a 
broader role for cooperatives is the economic one. Both the 
home ownership sector and the private rental sector are 
demonstrably failing to meet the housing needs of many 
Australian families in terms of level of costs - and in the 
private rental sector, availability. Under these circumstances, 
alternative tenure types become a necessity. 
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Before World War 11, public sector housing was virtually 
unknown in Australia. The private sector dominated both the 
ownership and rental sections of the housing market. How· 
ever, an emphasis on public housing construction in the 
post·war period meant that by the early 1980s, public sector 
involvement in housing had been firmly established, with 
some 230 000 or 4.9 per cent of all occupied dwellings in 
Australia rented from government housing authorities. A 
further 5 per cent of dwellings had been constructed by or for 
the public sector and sold to low income households. 

The involvement of government in the housing sector 
reflects a response by the state to the needs which emerge 
in industrial capitalist societies as a result of economic 
development and change. For example, in industrial capitalist 
societies there has always been a proportion of the working 
class whose income, even that earned in the labour market, is 
insufficient to afford the level of rents or housing repayments 
demanded in the private housing market. 

Yet, affordable and adequate housing for the working class 
is necessary for the productivity of labour, to encourage and 
facilitate labour force expansion, and for general welfare 
purposes. The emergence and growth of Australia's public 
housing in the face of the failure of private sector provision 
reflects all these needs, with the weight given to each changing 
as the economy and society changes. The general push for 
State housing in the 1930s was largely a reflection of concern 
with the health and productivity of. the workforce. In the 
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1950s and 1960s, it was as much concerned with labour force 
expansion as with productivity {partici.I1arly in South 
Australia} and in the 1970s, it had become more geared to a 
welfare role. These changes will affect the number and type of 
households and families requiring and receiving public 
housing. {For an analysis of the changing context of public 
housing provision to the early 1970s, see Jones, 1972.} 

This chapter is largely concerned with highlighting 
contemporary public housing issues; historical treatments are 
to be found in Jones (1972), Neutze (1978), and Newton and 
Wulff(1983}. One of the significant issues in the 1980s is likely 
to be whether the high post· war standards of Australian 
housing can be maintained in the face of rising housing costs 
and increasing unemployment. The extent to which particular 
groups will be disadvantaged in access to housing of an 
adequate minimum standard will hinge upon trends in the 
private sector {outlined more fully in the previous chapter in 
relation to house prices, cost of finance and changing 
demographic and economic trends} and the response of the 
public sector in terms of volume, type and management of the 
public housing stock. It is to the latter issues that we now 
turn. 

The issues that this chapter specifically deals with are: 

• Public housing: the Federal and State relationship; 
• The need and demand for public housing; 
• The composition of housing estates; 
• The supply of public rental housing {including location and 

structure}; 
• Public housing policy issues - market rents and sales 

policy. 

Public housing: the Federal and State 
relationship 
Implementation of a consistent housing policy nationwide in 
Australia has foundered because the country's political system 
is based on a federation of States. Attempts at establishing 
a Commonwealth Housing Commission in the early 1940s 
failed largely as a result of State opposition to federal control. 
As Mendelsohn (1979:272) argued, ' ... the Commonwealth 
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Housing Commission failed ... mainly because of doubts as to 
federal powers in housing, which was seen as primarily a State 
function'. 

As in the United States, the federal government has 
encouraged State or local action on housing matters by 
making federal funds available or by making receipt of federal 
funds contingent upon certain action being taken. The 
Australian government has done this since its first agreement 
with the States in 1945. The State housing authorities operate 
within the budget limits and policy directives set by the 
Commonwealth as outlined in successive Commonwealth· 
State Housing Agreements (CSHAs). Each CSHA provides an 
explicit statement of what the Commonwealth considers to be 
its priorities with regard to public housing. There have been 
several CSHAs since 1945; namely, in 1956, 1961, 1966, 1973, 
1978 and, most recently, June 1981. Significant changes have 
been introduced into successive CSHAs, several of which 
altered pre.existing patterns of housing distribution and 
allocation. (For an overview of earlier CSHAs, see Jones, 1972; 
Carter 1980b.) 

In general, the Commonwealth does not have detailed 
control over expenditure by the States under the CSHA. The 
two most recent Agreements (1978 and 1981) tend to set 
overall objectives rather than detailed conditions, as was 
consistent with the Fraser government's policy of giving the 
States greater autonomy. However, the guidelines set out in 
the Agreement effectively set the parameters for expenditure. 
The basic principles that govern the 1981 CSHA can be 
summarised as follows: 

• Home ownership for those currently unable to compete in 
the private market; 

• Rental housing for those in need, at a price within their 
means (embracing the principle of market rents); 

• Exclusion of households no longer in need of housing 
assistance; 

• Improved location and choice of dwellings; 
• Construction, acquisition and sale of dwellings; 
• Maximum benefit being achieved from previous invest· 

ment in housing; 
• Energy conservation, and habitation for handicapped 

persons; 
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• Tenant participation in public housing policies and estate 
management. 

The Agreement establishes the objectives for expenditure and 
it is up to the States to decide how best to achieve them. 

The guidelines of the CSHA since the mid 1950s, and 
particularly in the last decade, have emphasised home 
ownership at the expense of the public rental sector. As a 
result, the public rental sector in Australia is smaller than that 
of most comparable advanced industrial societies. Neverthe· 
less, the States have still been able to operate with some 
autonomy. The innovations of the South Australian Housing 
Trust in property development, land acquisition, housing for 
the physically and mentally handicapped, youth, etc. are 
indicative of the more positive aspects of such autonomy 
(Kemeny, 1981a, ch. 7; Pugh, 1980:200ff.). The sales policies 
and land scandals of the Victorian Housing Commission 
represent the negative side of such autonomy, although in 
recent years the Victorian Ministry of Housing has played an 
important role in program initiatives, e.g. spot purchase, 
urban infill programs, rental cooperatives. 

The pattern of federal allocations of housing funds to the 
States has fluctuated dramatically in the post·war period, 
reflecting changing perceptions by the federal government of 
the role of and need for public housing. Newton and Wulff 
(1983) have analysed the varying patterns of federal 
allocations of housing funds to one particular State, Victoria, 
and Figure 3.1 illustrates the influence of political and 
ideological factors (there were major boosts to public housing 
programs in the federal Labor budgets of 1973-75 and 
1983-84) as, well as economic influences (note the major drop 
in allocations during periods of recession: 1960-61 and 
1980-81). 

The reduction in federal expenditure on housing since the 
mid·1970s is shown by Table 3.1. The table also indicates the 
effect of past federal payments to the States and the con· 
sequent debt burden. The cutback in the federal government's 
payments has created a situation where by 1981-82, after 
deduction of State repayments, the net federal payment to the 
States was in some cases minimal, e.g. Victoria received only 
$3.3 million. As a reminder of the role of housing policy and 
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Figure 3.1 Federal Allocation of Housing Funds, Victoria, 
1949-83 
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Figure 3.2 Factors in the Demand for and Supply of Public Housing 
in South Australia, 1976-81 
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00 Table 3.1 Real net payments to the States for housing 
~ 0 

1981-82 prices (Sm) 0-
~ 

Federal State State Total Net :r 
Government repayment repayment State Federal 0 

c: 
t/) 

payments if' advances if'interest repayments payments S· 
()q 

New South Wales 0' 
1974-75 252.9 13.6 62.1 75.7 177.2 "1 

1981-82 84.4 13.1 57.9 70.9 13.5 ~ :r 
Victoria 0 

:3 1974-75 200.9 11.8 48.9 60.8 140.1 ." 
1981-82 59.8 11.0 45.6 56.5 3.3 

Q.ueensland 
1974-75 201.2 3.4 14.8 18.2 183.0 
1981-82 33.5 3.5 15.5 19.0 14.5 

South Australia 
1974-75 115.6 4.8 26.9 31.8 83.8 
1981-82 35.7 5.1 25.9 31.0 4.7 

Western Australia 
1974-75 76.9 3.4 14.8 18.2 58.7 
1981-82 27.9 3.4 15.1 18.4 9.5 

Tasmania 
1974-75 53.5 1.6 9.8 11.3 42.2 
1981-82 13.9 1.9 10.2 12.0 1.9 

Six States 
1974-75 789.5 38.6 177.4 215.9 573.6 
1981-82 255.2 37.8 170.1 208.0 47.2 

Source: Uren, 1981:1011. 
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housing market processes in reinforcing social inequalities, it 
should be pointed out that during the period when these 
reductions in federal spending on lower income housing 
occurred, financial assistance to home owners was gready 
increased in the form of the home deposit assistance scheme 
and introduction of mortgage interest deductibility. The main 
beneficiaries of these schemes, particularly of the latter 
scheme, were middle income earners (Carter, 1983:50). The 
present government appears to be making tentative steps 
towards reversing the direction of funds between the public 
and private sector. 

These cutbacks parallel those in ~e UK, where public 
spending on housing is likely to decline by 50 per cent in real 
terms between 1979-80 and 1983-84 if present monetarist 
economic and associated housing policies are maintained 
(Watson, 1981). In the post-1975 Liberal government, Aus
tralian public expenditure and monetary developments have, 
as in the UK, been seen to be closely intertwined, with the 
result that there has been a continued restraint on public 
housing expenditure in the pursuit of broader economic 
goals. Furthermore, as oudined in Chapter 1, there have been 
growing demands made on treasury funds by the mining and 
industrial sectors in relation to the infrastructure funding for 
resource development. At the time of writing, it remains to be 
seen whether the new Labor government will substantially 
expand public housing expenditure in line with different 
economic objectives. Early policy initiatives and the party 
policy document suggest there will be some expansion. 

The decline in federal housing allocations in recent years 
has severely restricted the housing programs of all States, as is 
illustrated by Table 3.2. In the years 1979 to 1981, total 
completions by State housing authorities were lower than at 
any other time in the previous 30 years despite increased 
evidence of need for such housing. 

The inadequate stock of public housing in Australia and 
declining rates of construction are also a reflection of the fact 
that most States (particularly Victoria) have traditionally 
budgeted small amounts for public housing, seeing their role 
(through their Ministries of Housing or Housing Commissions) 
as primarily administering the federal CSHA funds. In 
1979-80, for example, Victoria made available for public 
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Table 3.2 Houses and flats completed by State housing authorities 

Year Western 
00 ended New South Wales Victoria Cl!feensland South Australia Australia Tasmania Total '"I:l N;) 

JOJune No. '16 No. '16 No. '16 No. '16 No. '16 No. '16 No. '16 ~ 
g: 

1950 3403 17.2 2454 15.5 1013 10.7 1782 36.3 992 27.5 312 10.8 9956 17.6 ;:;. 
1951 3520 17.0 2699 12.5 1230 11.9 3059 45.5 1288 23.6 620 15.8 12416 18.1 ::r 
1952 3842 15.6 2970 12.1 2076 17.5 3118 40.4 11 73 17.3 752 18.7 13931 17.5 0 

~ 
1953 4441 16.7 3238 14.7 2314 21.7 4126 45.9 1595 19.8 566 17.0 16280 20.5 CJ> 

1954 5177 18.8 3590 16.1 2105 23.1 3555 46.6 2270 30.0 467 17.7 17164 22.3 S· 
aq 

1955 5254 17.8 3960 16.1 2047 24.9 3268 44.0 2955 32.4 475 18.8 17959 22.0 0' 1956 3655 13.5 4152 17.4 1754 23.1 3238 41.5 2436 29.2 579 20.9 15814 20.4 '"1 
1957 3030 13.1 2580 12.2 1912 25.9 3140 42.3 1191 22.1 541 18.9 12394 18.4 

~ 
1958 3695 14.0 2414 10.7 1504 19.6 3032 38.0 1417 22.3 458 17.6 12520 17.0 ::r 
1959 3177 10.6 2560 9.9 1781 20.1 3142 35.8 1206 19.9 410 15.1 12276 14.9 0 
1960 3502 10.5 2594 9.9 1452 14.6 3174 33.1 1072 17.1 430 16.1 12224 13.9 :3 . ..., 
1961 3153 8.7 2217 8.4 1746 16.5 3314 32.3 1327 20.7 469 17.6 12226 13.2 
1962 4722 14.6 2400 10.4 2006 19.9 3250 33.4 1408 22.2 492 19.3 14278 17.0 
1963 4342 13.9 2022 8.4 1798 18.3 2891 28.0 1883 26.U 531 20.4 13467 15.8 
1964 4364 12.9 2324 8.6 1876 17.1 2858 24.9 1979 23.1 555 20.7 13956 14.8 
1965 5482 13.7 2688 8.5 1744 12.8 3317 25.8 1836 19.8 586 21.4 15653 14.2 
1966 5390 13.2 2686 8.8 1702 11.6 3247 26.6 2153 24.2 544 21.9 15722 14.4 
1967 4337 11.8 3116 9.7 1643 10.1 3228 29.8 1611 16.1 595 20.2 14530 13.3 
1968 5223 12.6 2214 6.5 1716 10.5 2375 26.9 1403 11.5 699 19.3 13630 11.7 
1969 4277 9.5 2131 5.8 1678 9.8 1898 21.8 1717 10.5 604 19.7 12305 9.7 
1970 4605 9.5 2650 6.8 1703 9.9 1712 16.9 2190 11.2 536 15.9 13396 9.8 
1971 4633 9.2 2887 7.7 1730 9.7 2213 18.0 3386 20.0 632 21.6 15481 11.3 
1972 5218 10.6 2737 7.7 1734 7.9 2201 16.6 2499 16.8 561 18.5 14950 10.8 
1973 3429 6.9 1982 5.2 1795 6.8 1618 12.3 2139 14.6 642 20.3 11605 8.0 
1974 2601 5.4 1505 4.1 1407 5.2 1339 10.4 2000 12.5 583 16.5 9435 6.5 
1975 3752 8.4 3016 8.1 2256 10.1 1589 12.3 1150 8.0 751 21.7 12514 9.3 
1976 7068 19.6 2849 8.3 1994 9.1 2276 16.3 1137 7.6 829 22.5 16153 12.2 
1977 3428 9.6 2531 6.7 1439 6.0 2144 13.9 1105 5.2· 792 19.6 11439 7.9 
1978 2688 7.9 2539 7.6 1713 7.2 2291 19.6 1562 9.0 906 23.3 11693 9.1 
1979 2920 8.4 1835 6.6 604 2.5 1857 22.1 745· 5.1 810 23.2 8771 7.5 
1980 2983 7.1 1185 4.4 436 1.5 1392 16.8 764 4.8 790 21.9 7550 6.0 
1981 3265 1168 1352 1422 753 668 8628 

Source: Uren, 1981: I 0 I 0 for 1950-80 data; State Housing Commission Annual Reports for 1981 data. 
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housing $6 per head of population from its own funds. The 
national average among the States in that year was $16 
per head. South Australia spent $47 per head (McVeigh, 
1981: 1015). It is becoming apparent, however, that the States, 
in response to inadequate federal funding, are increasingly 
using their own funds for housing (viz. the major boosts to 
housing in Victoria's 1982 budget; also see Figure 3.2 for the 
response by the South Australian Housing Trust to federal 
strictures on funding for public housing). Bethune and Downie 
(1982) highlight the fact that in 1978-79, the States only spent 
$30.6M on Housing Agreement programs; but by 1980-81, 
spending had reached $1 73. 5M in orderto compensate for the 
cutback in federal funding. 

Associated with this increased State expenditure, State 
governments have taken an increasing interest in housing 
policy in recent years, and a number of initiatives have 
emerged as a result, e.g. Victoria's spot purchase program, 
New South Wales's Community Housing Program and South 
Australia's Youth Housing Program. 

The changing role of State housing 

One of the key objectives of public housing authorities in 
Australia has been to provide suitable housing for low income 
families. The concept of family that was utilised for public 
housing provision has, until recent years, been a rather rigid 
one; namely, the traditional nuclear family of married 
couples, with employed male household head and depen
dants. In earlier years of the post-war period, single parent 
households, childless couples and single persons, irrespective 
of their housing hardship, were neglected. In consequence, 
public housing stock took on the characteristics of the housing 
form needed by the dominant client group, the working 
family, i.e. three- and four-bedroom houses and flats 
accounting for the bulk of the housing stock. 

For reasons of labour expansion and labour productivity 
referred to earlier, the focus by public housing authorities 
throughout the 1950s and 1960s on the low income married 
couple with employed male head denied access to other needy 
groups. The ColTlITiittee of Inquiry into Poverty (1975: 164) 
found that only 26 per cent of the adult income units classified 
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as poor were housing authority tenants and only 28 per cent 
of the housing authority tenants could be classified as poor. 
One major reason was that the very poor, many single per· 
sons, single parent households, and the aged, were seen as of 
lesser priority than employed families in public housing 
provision. This discrimination against the very poor in the 
1950s and 1960s was facilitated by a rather loose means test as 
to what defined family income (Jones, 1972:23) as well as tight 
eligibility rules for 'non.family' types. 

In the 1970s and 1980s, the role of public housing has 
altered. Rising unemployment has modified the view that 
public housing should be an instrument of labour expansion 
and productivity, except to some extent in 'growth' areas such 
as Portland, Victoria, or Gladstone, Queensland. Rising 
unemployment, however, means increasing housing hardship 
for many households, and this, along with the growth of and 
associated housing needs of single parents, has redirected 
public housing to a more 'welfare' role, i.e. concerned with 
housing those families and persons on the very lowest of 
incomes. Eligibility rules have been altered both to reflect and 
accommodate the changing role of and demand for public 
housing. 

The need and demand for public 
housing 

Data provided by all State housing authorities indicate a 
marked increase in demand for rental housing assistance; 
partly due to increased difficulties in the home ownership and 
private rental markets outlined previously, and partly to 
economic recession and rising unemployment. Table 3.3 
shows outstanding applications for public housing in Australia 
and clearly illustrates the rapid increase over recent years. 

The rapid increase in applications for public rental accom
modation in a number of States, such as Victoria, is also 
related to the publicity effects of the private rental assistance 
scheme initiated by the federal government in 1982. The 
scheme has been administered by State housing authorities 
and has had the effect of increasing awareness for private 
rental households of what the public sector can offer. 
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Table 3.3 Applications for public rental accommodation outstanding 1978-81 

New South South Western 
As at Wales Victoria Queensland Australia Australia Tasmania 

30June 1978 28697 12863 4670 20042 7033 3564 
30 June 1979 29915 12836 4141 18539 6292 3468 
30 June 1980 35102 12190 4813 18615 6491 3932 
30 June 1981 41459 16813 6184 20854 5487 4288 

Source: Public Housing Branch, Department of Housing and ConstIuction, 1982. 

Total 
(six States) 

76869 
75191 
81143 
95085 

Northern 
Territory 

995 
1317 
1889 
2222 

Australian 
Capital 

Territory 

525 
381 

1295 
2229 
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Applicants for private rental assistance have therefore made 
simultaneous application for public housing. As Table 3.3 
shows, the most marked increase has been in NSW, where all 
applicants are added to the waiting list as received. In contrast, 
in some other States, only those considered eligible are 
retained. Eligibility tests are applied at the time of application 
in all States except South Australia and Victoria. In Tasmania 
and NT, further eligibility tests are made several weeks after 
the initial application, and ineligible applicants are removed 
from the list. Given such variations between States (including 
whether or not existing public tenants requiring transfer to 
another type of accommodation or location are added to 
waiting lists), interstate comparisons should be undertaken 
with caution. Waiting times, discussed later, vary according to 
the severity of need (most States now have some form of 
priority housing schemes) and differences in the vacancy rate 
across the range of dwelling stock and its locations (see 
Housing Commission of New South Wales, 1981:20; Northern 
Territory Housing Commission, 1981 :36). 

The most important point, however, is that the size of the 
waiting list vastly understates the total number of households 
eligible for public housing. It is argued that those on the 
waiting list have felt strongly enough about their housing 
situation to apply for public housing. There are many families 
in a similar situation to those on the waiting list who do not 
apply due to a lack of information about their entitlements, a 
reluctance to deal with bureaucracy, or because they do not 
want to live in public housing. Some are deterred from apply. 
ing due to waiting times, which can vary between 18 months 
and 4 years. 

The degree of understatement of need is illustrated by a 
recent study which showed that 672 000 pensioner and 
beneficiary units were renting privately, the bulk having 
incomes below public housing eligibility limits (Social Welfare 
Policy Secretariat, June 1983). As pointed out in the next 
chapter on youth housing, extending eligibility to low income 
single youth without dependants (not generally eligible at 
present) would swell the demand for public housing assistance 
even further. 

As a result of the economic and social processes outlined in 
Chapter 1, the demand for public housing has soared, with 
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substantial waiting lists and waiting times. The characteristics 
of the applicants for public housing are changing in line with 
these processes. In South Australia, for example, a number of 
significant trends have emerged over the last five years: 

• The incomes of tenants have declined markedly from levels 
approximately 75 per cent of average weekly earnings in 
1976 to levels currently under 50 per cent (see Table 3.4), 
confirming earlier comments on an increasing welfare 
function for State housing authorities; 

• Fewer applicants (in relative and absolute terms) are in paid 
employment (declining from 60.9 per cent in 1976-77 to 
39.7 per cent in 1980-81; see Table 3.5). It is also evident 
that unemployed households and single parent households 
have increased in excess of 100 per cent; 

• Numbers of applications have increased from households 
of all sizes, but the greatest relative increase has been in 
one· person households (from 11. 9 per cent in 1976-77 to 
21.3 per cent in 1980-81); 

• Thirty per cent of applicants over the past 18 months have 
been from country areas; 

• One· third of all applicants in the past 18 months have been 
overseas born. 

As shown in Table 3.6, data from the Housing Commission of 
NSW, covering the periods 1963-64 and 1980-81, reveal 
similar changes to those of South Australia in the economic 
and family status of applicants. Between 1963-64 and 
1980-81, the proportion of lone parents increased dramati· 
cally (from 0 to 35 per cent). This reflects changes in eligibility 

Table 3.4 Economic status of SA HT tenants allocated to housing, 
1976-81 

Median Household Income Percentage of Average 
(current dollars) Weekly Earnings 

1976 l30 73.9 
1977 l30 68.9 
1978 l28 62.9 
1979 ll9 54.9 
1980 l20 48.9 
1981 l20 43.9 

SAHT = South Australian Housing Trust 
Source: South Australian Housing Trust, unpublished data, 1982. 
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Table 3.5 Characteristics of applicants for public housing. South Australia. 1976-81 

00 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 
~ 00 No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
er 

Occupational Status ~ 
Working 5090 60.9 4884 52.4 4518 48.0 4488 43.8 4567 39.7 =:r-
Aged, Invalid Pensioners 919 11.0 1174 12.6 1182 12.6 1394 13.6 1544 13.4 0 

~ Sickness Benefits 5· 
Single Parents 1016 12.2 1602 17.2 1854 19.7 2295 22.4 2848 24.8 ()Q 

Unemployed 542 6.5 969 10.4 1197 12.7 1466 14.3 1932 16.8 0' 
Others 790 9.5 697 7.5 652 6.9 615 6.0 610 5.3 '"' 
ReaJoTIJ for Applying ~ 

=:r-
Marriage 906 10.8 969 10.4 921 9.8 988 9.6 1139 9.9 0 
Financial 1222 14.6 1265 13.6 1424 15.1 1775 17.3 1891 16.4 :3 

·V 

Medical 275 3.3 310 3.3 335 3.6 435 4.2 445 3.9 
Change of Employment 955 11.5 707 7.6 945 10.0 875 8.5 715 6.2 
Eviction 
Permanent Accommodation na na 608 6.5 978 10.4 802 7.8 2630 22.9 
Separated 374 4.5 617 6.6 1075 11.4 1126 11.0 981 8.5 
Overcrowded, smaller 1365 16.3 1463 15.7 1225 13.0 1255 12.2 1271 11.1 

houses, sub·standard 
housing 

Others (area transfer, new 
migrant, retirement, pensioner, 
unmarried mother) 3260 39.0 3387 36.3 2500 26.6 3005 29.3 2429 21.1 

Size of Family 
1 992 11.9 1217 13.0 1276 13.6 1672 16.3 2453 21.3 
2 3449 41.3 3941 42.3 3898 41.5 4284 41.8 4233 36.8 
3 1767 21.1 1956 21.0 1954 20.8 1969 19.2 2344 20.4 
4+ 2149 25.7 2212 23.7 2275 24.2 2333 22.7 2471 21.5 

Total 8357 100.0 9326 100.0 9403 100.0 10258 100.0 11501 100.0 

na = not available 
Source: South Australian Housing Trust, unpublished data, 1982. 
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rules and combined with increasing need, the increasing 
proportion of low income applicants in NSW reflects, as it 
does in other States, the economic recession and inability to 
obtain private housing. It also reflects an adaptation of State 
housing authorities to the cutback in federal funds. With less 
funds to provide accommodation, State housing authorities 
are forced to define 'housing need' even more tightly. The 
introduction of market rents has accelerated these trends by 
pushing out some higher income families (Carter, 1983). One 
must guard, however, against seeing market rents as the key 
determinant of the change in the demographic and economic 
characteristics of public housing tenants. To a substantial 
extent, it reflects a response to the changing form of family 
and household structure. 

As pointed out in Chapter 1, the single parent family, 
usually headed by a woman, has grown at a rapid rate in 
recent years, and as a group the sole parent is now a major 
applicant for public housing assistance. Family structure, that 
is, the form and composition of the family, has traditionally 
been considered outside the realm of policy manipulation, 
although it is evident that much policy has a capacity for 
influencing family structure (e.g. divorce law, family planning 

Table 3.6 Characteristics of Housing Commission applicants, New 
South Wales, 1963-64 and 1980-81 

Age (%) 

Under 20 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60 and over 

Family siu (%) 
Pensioners, lone persons, elderly couples 
Couples with or without children 
LOne parents 

Income (%) 
Per cent earning less than average 

minimum weekly wage rate for males 
(June) 

1963-64 1980-81 

2.3 5.1 
37.4 37.5 
23.2 23.0 
12.0 10.2 
8.2 9.2 

16.9 15.2 

17.0 20.0 
83.0 45.0 

0.0 35.0 

59.0 78.0 

Source: Housing Commission of NSW Annual Reports, and derived from 
L'Estrange, 1967:9. 
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and child care services, child support, welfare benefits, 
taxation). Policy makers, including those in housing bodies, 
have been and continue to be faced with a dilemma: whether 
to design programs to strengthen the traditional isolated 
nuclear family with dependent spouse (which several writers 
argue is only one of a diversity of forms, see Kelly, 1978) or 
design programs to support emergent family forms. 

Ross and Sawhill (I 975) have argued that any policy which 
treats persons differently based on their marital status, or 
which alters the costs or benefits of living in a particular status, 
can affect the way people choose to group themselves in 
family and household units. Income opportunities and social 
support outside the traditional family arrangements have 
enabled women and children to exist independently, albeit at 
a minimum level, should they choose or be required to do 
so. 

Similarly, as constraints on public housing eligibility are 
loosened, eligible households, for example women and their 
children who may be experiencing severe stress within the 
traditional family (or who have no family or who have been 
deserted), have the opportunity to move into independent 
living and create a new life. Since the 1960s, relaxation of 
eligibility criteria with regard to single parents has meant that 
such families have become an important source of demand for 
public housing. Table 3.7, for example, shows that the 
proportion of tenants in receipt of rental rebates in the public 
sector who are widowed, deserted or single parents, has risen, 
in the case of Victoria from 23 per cent in 1965 to 41 per cent 
in 1981, in Western Australia from 29 per cent to 39 per cent, 
and in Tasmania from 34 per cent to 40 per cent. 

As the profiles in Table 3.7 reveal, there has been little 
appreciable change in the age distribution of approved 
applicants for public housing over the past 20 years. Most 
housing authorities' aged persons' policies have a lower limit 
of 55 years. for individuals requiring housing assistance from 
the State (i:e. an emphasis on aged person policies). At the 
other end of the demographic continuum, most State housing 
authorities do not accept young, single persons as applicants. 
Recent studies of youth homelessness (Hancock and Burke, 
1983) have clearly identified the need for governments to 
consider the role they should play in housing younger people 
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Table 3.7 Characteristics of tenants in receipt of rental rebates, 1965, 1981 

State and year 

Category of Victoria Western Australia Tasmania 
,Tenant (%) 1965 1981 1965 1981 1965 1981 

Aged pensioners 43 23 44 40 40 28 
Invalid 'pensioners 7 9 11 8 14 11 
Service 9 4 6 2 9 4 
Widows, deserted wives, single parents 23 41 29 39 34 40 
Miscellaneous 18 23 10 11 3 17 

Source: L'Estrange, 1967, for 1965 data; Annual Reports of the State Housing Commissions for 1981 data. 
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Queensland 
1981 

24 
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Australia 

1981 
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and whether existing eligibility rules should be modified to 
accommodate youth. Without additional funds, however, 
public housing authorities would find themselves in a position 
of having to trade off support from among the range of family 
types currently supported in order to introduce a housing 
program to accommodate youth. By so doing, the State could 
play a role in promoting the further growth of this particular 
household type. 

Bethune and Downie (1982) argue that changes in public 
housing clientele along the directions outlined above create at 
least two major new problems for housing authorities: 

• The location and scale of many public housing develop
ments are not well suited to housing large numbers of 
people on low incomes, or single parents; 

• The increasing proportion of low income tenants is also 
likely to create financial difficulties for State housing 
authorities. Despite low interest federal loans and interest 
free grants, there is uncertainty whether the level of sub
sidies the States receive will be sufficient to bridge the gap 
between income from tenants' rents and expenditure. 

The composition of housing estates 

The first attempt at a comprehensive examination of the 
composition of public housing estates is found inJones (1972), 
who employed census data to construct a series of resident 
profiles across a range of social and economic variables. His 
analysis revealed the following pattern in 1966 (his data are for. 
metropolitan areas and are restricted to those census col
lectors' districts comprised solely of public housing, either 
rental or purchase). 

The socio-economic status of public areas was com
paratively high. The vague means test allowed a wide range of 
income groups entry to public housing and once a 
family had gained entry into public housing, it was not 
'penalised' if it improved its sodo-economic status. It 
remained for the Committee ofInquiry into Poverty (1975) to 
highlight this fact, and the mounting pressure which ensued 
encouraged the federal government to embark on a means 
test in the 1973 CSHA and on market rent policy in its 1978 
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and 1981 CSHAs. This problem raises important questions 
about the role of public housing. The response to the criticism 
by the Committee ofInquiry into Poverty and similar criticism 
was to accept the small existing role for public housing and 
devise means of rationing it to the most needy, via market 
rents, for example. An alternative response could have been 
substantially to expand public housing in order to accom· 
modate those in most need as well as those households who, 
while not necessarily poor, did not wish to become owner 
occupiers or private renters. This expanded role may have, 
enabled a viable alternative to owner occupancy to emerge in 
the longer term, with benefits to the economy and individual 
households in lower housing costs and a choice of housing 
tenures. The resident composition of housing estates would 
be very different today if this approach to public housing had 
been adopted. 

In the five major State capitals, over 85 per cent of 
households in public housing were married couples, normally 
with children. At this juncture, it was apparent that public 
housing programs were favouring the married and per
manently separated, whilst tending to neglect the single 
households and the aged. However, the latter may have been 
under-represented in the analyses, since they tend to be 
accommodated in smaller estates which may not comprise an 
entire census district and may have been excluded from 
Jones's study. 

Significant differences were also identified between the 
occupants of flats and detached housing. Flat accommodation 
catered primarily for non-husband-wife households; persons 
born overseas were also more heavily represented. 

There has been no equivalent study subsequent to that 
undertaken by J ones (I 972), although material presented in 
earlier sections indicates that significant changes have 
occurred over the past decade in the characteristics of 
applicants for State housing, as well as in eligibility policies. 
The final chapter in Rennison and Claxton's (1978) book 
reports on several case studies of particular estates, but these 
are sketchy and have not been organised to examine any 
particular issue in detail. The New South Wales Housing 
Commission compiles reports on residents taking up 
occupation in a number of their new estates and these could 
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provide a useful basis for analysis in an area requiring more 
up.to·date examination. A useful direction for further re· 
search would be to examine resident composition and its 
potential implications. How, for example, do different 
residential mixes affect the potential for tenant management 
programs? How do they affect service and retail provision in 
neighbouring areas? How do they affect community percep· 
tions of public housing? 

The supply of public rental housing 

Effective supply of public rental housing is indicated by the 
number of families who are allocated public rental housing 
each year (see Table 3.8). Despite cutbacks in expenditure, 
allocations have increased gradually in the years to 1980-81 in 
all States except Victoria, where it has decreased. An 
accelerated purchase and construction program subsequent 
to that date has probably enabled increased allocations even 
for Victoria. Supply of public rental housing in anyone year is 
related to several factors, including the rental stock available, 
the number of additionallettable dwellings, turnover within 
the rental stock, the location and type of accommodation 
available, and the level of Commonwealth and State govern· 
ment funding. 

Allocation trends have closely reflected net additions to 
public rental stock, which is, in turn, primarily related to the 
construction and sale of rental dwellings (few dwellings are 
purchased, although there has been an increase from 
approximately 500 in 1979 to almost 1000 in 1981). Con· 
struction of dwellings has declined significantly since the 
mid·1970s for all States except Tasmania. The declining 
ability of Victoria to allocate applicants is related in part to the 
federally determined cutback in construction, but more 
significantly to the policy decision of the Liberal government 
of the day to sell off a substantial proportion of the public 
housing stock. As Table 3.9 shows, Victoria consistently sold 
off a larger proportion of their stock than other States 
throughout the 1970s. In fact, from 1974-75 to 1980-83, just 
over 50 per cent of all sales of public housing stock in Australia 
was accounted for by Victoria. Some of the problems of both 
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Table 3.8 Number of allocations to public rental housing 

State 1974-75 

New South Wales 
Victoria 
Queensland 
South Australia 
Western Australia 
Tasmania 

Australia 

Source: Department of Social Security, August 1982. 

7589 
6831 
2748 
3944 
4572 
1394 

27078 

1975-76 

9159 
7787 
2863 
4691 
4849 
1407 

30756 

1976-77 1977-78 

8292 7239 
6996 7551 
2373 3194 
5278 5550 
3827 4425 
1486 1635 

28252 29594 

1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 

9015 9873 9402 
6015 6356 6094 
3126 3419 3303 
4952 5280 5773 
4656 4660 6123 
1760 1872 .2049 

29524 31460 32744 '"d .: 
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~ 
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the private and public rental sectors in that State must be 
attributed to that decision. 

However, allocations lag considerably behind applications. 
By comparing Table 3.8 with Table 3.3, one can see that on 
30 June 1981, there were 95 085 applications for the six States 
compared with 32 744 allocations. The ratio of applications to 
allocations varied considerably from State to State, although 
one must bear in mind that how applications are defined 
varies from State to State. 

Turnover of the rental stock can influence the number of 
allocations in anyone year. If turnover is low and the number 
of lettable dwellings remains relatively constant, fewer 
allocations are able to be made. Consequently, longer waiting 
times and larger increases in the waiting list may result. The 
rate of turnover (that is, vacancies as a percentage of total 
rental units, see Table 3.10) varies between States, with lowest 
levels in New South Wales. The stability of clientele can reflect 
a number of influences, including the management practices 
of particular Commissions, the state of the private housing 
market, etc. Vacated dwellings have assumed an increasingly 
significant role in accommodating applicants on waiting lists, 
as new construction has remained low in most States at a time 
when demand is increasing. This is particularly marked in 
Victoria, where vacancies accounted for 88 per cent of 
allocations in 1981 compared with 48 per cent in 1969. 

Overall turnover rates disguise the fact that there can be 
substantial variations within the public housing stock, 
whether by location or type of dwelling. Part of this variation 
relates to past decisions regarding the type of housing to 
construct. The concentration on the traditional family (two 
parents and dependants) in the 1950s and 1960s, with a 
related construction of large four· and five· bedroom family 
dwellings, has meant that there is a shortage of alternative 
dwelling types, e.g. two·bedroom units. As Lee (1977) found 
for Hobart, only 7.4 per cent of Housing Department 
dwellings had two children. Given that the latter families were 
only eligible for two·bedroom dwellings, the public housing 
options of this group were severely constrained. Similar 
problems hold for the elderly. 

The mismatch between supply and demand for different 
housing types and locations is reflected in the different waiting 
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Table 3.9 Sales of public rental dwellings 

State 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 

New South Wales 1283 1453 1002 131 260 211 250 
Victoria 2083 2881 3201 2365 1779 1440 527 
Q}leensland 1304 591 781 573 330 243 206 
South Australia 196 273 251 376 143 158 178 
Western Australia 608 1158 779 455 64 80 95 
Tasmania 315 230 33 67 61 56 

'"C 
Australia 5789 6586 6047 3901 2643 2193 1312 ;:: 

0-

Source: Department of Social Security, 1982. ~ 
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Table 3.10 Vacancy structure of public housing 

State 

New South Wales 
Victoria 
Queensland 
South Australia 
Western Australia 
Tasmania 

Vacancies as percentage 
of total allocatiom 

1969 1981 

49 
48 
44 
70 
57 
57 

65 
88 
79 
78 
88 
62 

Vacancies as percentage of 
total public housing stock 

(rented units) 
1981 

7 
12 
10 
9 

16 
14 

Source: Jones, 1972: 18, for 1969 data; Department of Social Security, 1982, 
for 1981 data. 

times for the various types of accommodation in different 
areas. For example, in Sydney, the waiting time for dwellings 
for elderly single people in the inner city (74 months) is much 
longer than for the outer western suburbs (36 months). 
Similarly, in the inner city in Sydney the waiting time for 
elderly single people's units (74 months) is much longer than 
for elderly couples' units (35 months), three·bedroom apart· 
ments (45 months), and four·bedroom cottages (54 months). 
Waiting times for the aged in South Australia are from two to 
three years, considerably longer than for 'family' housing. 
Major variations in waiting times also occur in other States. 

Location of public housing 
A common criticism of public housing supply has been that it 
is not well located within cities (see Brennan, 1973, for a study 
based on New South Wales; and Badcock, 1982, for a South 
Australian account). Much of this criticism has been directed at 
the low level of amenities (in social, economic, environmental 
and accessibility terms) associated with the large villa estates 
which dominated new construction activity by most State 
housing authorities during the 1950s and 1960s (Newton and 
Wulff, 1983; Bryson and Thompson, 1972). 

A locational analysis of public housing in Melbourne 
between 1945 and 1981 (Wulff and Newton, 1983) revealed 
significant levels of spatial segregation betwen private and 
public sector stock, to the extent that over half the stock of 
public sector dwellings would have to be shifted for the same 
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distribution of private sector and public sector dwellings to 
occur. The danger inherent here is that spatial segregation of 
public clients from residents in the private sector can serve to 
reproduce and reinforce the class inequalities of Australian 
society. 

The extent to which the distribution of urban resources 
(e.g. health services, education, etc.) in the city reinforces or 
reduces inequalities that result from spatial segregation within 
the housing market has also been examined for Melbourne 
(Wulff and Newton, 1983). For purposes of analysis, the study 
subdivided the housing stock into private and public sectors, 
with the total public stock comprising rental houses, publicly 
built houses sold for owner occupancy and publicly built flats 
(walk-up and high-rise). The urban resources considered were 
employment opportunities (as measured by the number of 
employment positions in a local government area across 
different sectors of industry), public transport availability, 
school-life expectancy and health services. By analysing the 
total public stock of dwellings by type, it was possible to 
discern the relative accessibility to urban facilities of the 
housing stock generated by various public housing 
programs. 

In general, the study found that areas in which there 
was a high proportion of State supplied housing tended to 
be associated with the availability of specific types of 
employment positions. The relationship with manufacturing 
employment, as well as trade and labouring positions, was 
particularly pronounced. This association has emerged as a 
consequence of one of the principal functions of Housing 
Commission of Victoria (HCV) activity (particularly during the 
1950s and 1960s), namely the provision of worker housing for 
low income employees in basic industry (Newton and Wulff, 
1983). Estates such as Doveton, which was located alongside 
the then developing manufacturing plants of General 
Motors-Holden's, Heinz, and International Harvester, are 
examples. Some of the 1960s and early 197 Os estates on the 
urban periphery are less well located with regard to 
employment positions, e.g. Cranbourne, Melton, Werribee. 
The rationale for these estates, as with some of those to the 
west of the city, seems to be more associated with land cost 
minimisation than employment or service needs of residents. 
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There are, however, variations within the public sector stock. 
Publicly.provided flats, both walk·up and high. rise, have 
relatively good access to several employment markets. This 
reflects the sheer size of the inner city labour market and the 
fact that most public flats are in !:pe inner city. 

In recent years, structural change in Australian industry has 
resulted in considerable loss of employment from the 
manufacturing sector, a trend which may adversely effect the 
employment prospects of clients of public housing. The inner 
city area, with its traditional emphasis on clothing, footwear 
and textiles, is particularly vulnerable to such structural 
changes and, while still large in employment numbers, is not 
generating any substantial new employment or'the type that 
may be appropriate to public housing clients. 

The Newton and Wulff study focused on Melbourne. The 
relationships between labour markets and public housing 
provision discussed by Newton and Wulff(I 983) may be quite 
different in other cities. As Table 3.11 shows, Melbourne in 
the mid·1970s had a distribution of public housing tenants 
very different from other capital cities. The changing 
characteristics of labour markets in each of the capital cities, 
combined with the different pattern of public housing 
provision, suggest, to reaffirm a point made in Chapter 1, the 
need for research and policy attention to be given to the 
relationship between labour markets and housing market 
change and its socio·economic implications. 

It could be argued, however, that proximity to employment 
opportunities is not a paramount consideration to a sig. 
nificant number of public housing clients who are in receipt of 

Table 3.11 Public housing tenants by zone, capital cities, 1976 
(per cent of total public tenants) 

Inner Middle Outer 

Sydney 17.3 35.6 47.1 
Melbourne 40.1 35.3 24.6 
Brisbane 1.8 18.2 80.0 
Adelaide 3.7 45.7 50.6 
Perth 5.0 59.9 35.1 
Hobart na na na 

na = not available 
, Source: C.A. Maher, Awtralian Cities in Transition, 1982:87. 
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welfare payments (for example single parents, the aged, and 
invalid pensioners). For these groups, accessibility to other 
urban resources, such as health care facilities, public 
transport, educational facilities and so on, are possibly of 
more relevance. 

In considering proximity to health care facilities, the 
Melbourne study by Newton and Wulff (1983) reveals that 
publicly provided flats Uargely mner city flats} are extremely 
well placed with regard to doctors and hospitals. Public 
housing estates of detached housing, on the other hand, are 
negatively correlated with the presence of doctors and 
hospital facilities, highlighting their relatively isolated, outer 
suburban position, a characteristic they share with many 
private suburban housing estates in Australasian cities 
(Bamett and Newton, 1976). 

As with health care facilities, the centrally located public 
flats have a strong positive association with public transport 
Clients of the government built high.rise and walk.up flats in 
the inner suburbs are advantaged by accessibility to train, 
tram and bus lines, more so than in any other area of the city. 
On the other hand, such forms of public housing are asso
ciated with disadvantaged educational experiences in com
parison with areas of private sector housing, particularly in 
the middle ring suburbs. 

On the grounds of spatial equity, then, the Melbourne case 
study reve3.ls an overall spatial advantage held in the 197 Os for 
occupants of public flats to nearby urban resources such as 
jobs, health care and public transport. At the same time, 
however, these advantages are offset by problems of accessi
bility to 0ther resources, e.g. educational facilities, as well as 
the problem of deprivation of amenity that people perceive 
attaches to multiple occupancy dwellings, such as lack of 
private space, lack of recreational facilities, and inadequacy of 
shared facilities such as laundries, etc. Spatial promixity. 
cannot overcome the inherent disadvantages stemming from 
an inappropriate building form for client needs or, more 
generally, from the inequality of income that exists between 
public tenants and most other Australians, particularly owner 
occupiers. 

Policy options for reducing levels of spatial segregation 
between private sector and public sector tenants are limited, 
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especially when the variable needing to be manipulated by 
policy is an extensive stock of constructed dwellings. Re· 
direction of services to areas of public housing experiencing 
undersupply is one available option. New construction (or 
rehabilitation) programs is another. With regard to the latter, 
public housing authorities should pay considerable attention 
to issues of location, both to avoid the problems of the past 
and most appropriately to accommodate the changing demo· 
graphic and labour market demands of the future. One 
danger in a climate of high unemployment is to subordinate 
criteria oflocation to job creation criteria. For a $10 million 
budget, it may be possible to build 220 houses on cheap land 
on the urban periphery, thereby creating, for example, 1200 
jobs. Alternatively, the same budget may provide for only 120 
houses on more expensive infillland within the built.up area, 
thereby creating, perhaps, 650 jobs. The latter program will 
provide good access for clients to necessary services; the 
former will most likely provide poor access. Should long·term 
needs pertaining to location be subordinate to shorter term 
job creation needs? 

Complements to a program of well· located, newly con
structed public housing stock include redirection of services to 
areas of public housing experiencing inadequacy of service 
provision, and spot purchase programs. The latter, already 
occurring in a number of States, involves the purchase 
throughout an urban area of existing dwelling units for public 
rental purposes. Spot purchase programs attempt to achieve a 
number of goals in addition to accessibility to services for 
public sector clients. These include the reduction of stigma as 
well as goals of social mix and community development, goals 
which are not easily defined, let alone translated into effective 
action (see Rennison and Claxton, 1978; Gribbin, 1979; 
Newton and Wulff 1983). While the spot purchase program 
has its limitations, it is a program which is potentially more 
sensitive to client needs than traditional programs. 

Structure of public housing 

Table 3.12 shows the dwelling types which comprise the 
public rental housing stock for Australia, together with the 
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Table 3.12 Public rental housing, Australia 

Stock Completed 
(JOjune 1981) % (1980-81) % 

Pensioner dwellings 27816 12.7 1693 22.6 
Flats 32473 14.9 240 3.2 
Other attached dwellings 43170 19.8 1740 23.2 
Detached dwellings 114941 52.6 3817 50.9 

Total 218400. 100.0 7490 100.0 

Source: Department of Housing and Construction, 1982. 

types of dwellings currently being built. Detached dwellings 
comprise slightly more than half the stock, and new construc
tion is maintaining this position. 

The upswing in construction of particular types of housing, 
such as is currently occurring in pensioner dwellings, reflects a 
number of forces, including increased demand, federal 
funding directives, and State housing authority priorities. In 
contrast to the present, the 1960s saw an upsurge in flats 
(high-rise in Sydney and Melbourne), while the 1950s saw 
activity in suburban villa estate development. New initiatives 
(e.g. in the areas of housing for youth, for single parents, 
further assistance to the aged, disabled accommodation) are 
unlikely to spawn revolutionary housing structures. However, 
most State housing authorities have departed from the set of 
unimaginative stock designs characteristic of detached and 
medium density housing during the past 35 years, with the 
result that much of the recent renewal and new construction 
activity is virtually indistinguishable from that taking place 
in the private sector. Some, in fact, is more innovative and 
imaginative than comparable private sector development, e.g. 
the Victorian infill program and the NSW Wooloomooloo 
development. 

Public housing policy issues 

Before the 1978 Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement, 
Australia's State housing authorities employed a rental system 
based either on rent averaging (Victoria and Western Aus· 
tralia) or on historic costs (all other States). Rebated rental 
schemes were in operation, in various forms, across all States 
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(see Jones, 1972). However, following the 1978 Common· 
wealth·State Housing Agreement, market rents were intro· 
duced. 

Market rents 

The introduction of market rents meant that tenants were 
charged rent according to the level of rents for equivalent flats 
and houses in the private market. The aim of this change in 
rental policy was to increase the financial surpluses available 
to the housing authorities for new housing and/or to en· 
courage better·off tenants to leave. Table 3.13 summarises 
the rental policies currently operating in State housing 
authorities. 

Because of processes already outlined, such as the 
increasing number of unemployed and of single parents, 
many tenants were unable to pay market rents and therefore 
were in need of rental rebates (i.e. financial assistance to 
subsidise the difference between market rents and what they 
can actually afford). In fact, over the two years from June 1979 
to June 1981, the percentage of tenants on rent rebates in 
South Australia increased from 49 per cent to 60 per cent 
(Bethune and Downie, 1982). Similar increases occurred in 
other States, for example in Victoria, from 19.3 per cent in 
1976 to 68.9 per cent in 1982. As mentioned earlier, Bethune 
and Downie argue that the increasing proportion of low 
income tenants, combined with market rents, is likely to 
create financial difficulties for the State housing authorities: 

Although the Authorities borrow at subsidised interest rates and 
also receive grants for capital purposes, there is nothing to ensure 
that the level of subsidies they receive will be sufficient to bridge 
the gap between their income and expenditure. With increasing 
numbers of welfare tenants, there is a danger that the subsidies 
they receive will be inadequate and that they will begin to incur 
losses, affecting the viability of other programs. (1982:20) 

Much of the burden of financing rebates falls on those 
tenants who are paying full rents. This occurs because the 
federal government will not accept responsibility for rent 
rebates and therefore it must be funded from the revolving 
funds of State housing authorities. In 1979-80, for example, 
the annual cost of rental rebates for the 62 per cent of tenants 
in Victoria not on rebates was approximately $836. In effect, 
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Table 3.13 Summary of rental policies for State housing 
authorities, 1982 

New South Wales 

Victoria 

QJ.leensland 

South Australia 

Western Australia 

Tasmania 

Rents for all dwellings 800/0 of market rent from July 
1982. In later years rents rise 5% p.a. up to 
market 

Pensioners: 18% of pension plus $6.00 per week. 
After that, 20% 

Rents for new or vacated dwellings now near market 
level 

Maximum increase $6 p.w. each year 

Pensioners: 20% of May 1982 pension 

Income related scheme 
Tenants' rent related to a scale based on percentage 
of household income 
Households earning up to State minimum wage to 
pay 20% of income in rent rising with income to 30% 
of earnings 

Rents related to equivalent dwellings in open 
market 

Rents based on 85% of market 

Movements towards common rentals for Perth and 
country (except for NW where there is a rental 
subsidy) 

Pensioners: 18.8% of pension plus supplementary 
assistance 

At present rents are close to market levels 

Automatic increases each August to reflect market 
values and/or costs (increases not to exceed CPI 
increases) 

Rents in country areas 10% less than for equivalent 
dwellings in nearest city or major town 

Pensioners: 18% of pension 

Northern Territory Rentals progressing to market equity (market levels 
very high) 

Rents are reviewed annually 

Pensioners: 15% of all income. Those on supporting 
pension pay 18% 

CPI = Consumer Price Index 
Source: Department of Housing and Construction, February 1982. 
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market rents with associated rebates mean a public housing 
system where the relatively poor are subsidising the very 
poor. Meanwhile, afRuent home owning families receive sub
stantial subsidies from general tax revenue. 

Table 3.14, which shows family income for public housing 
tenants in Melbourne for 1976 and 1981, suggests that, to 
some extent, the concept of market rents rests on false 
assumptions as to the numbers of afHuent tenants. Expressed 
in constant 1981 dollars, only 24 per cent of tenants in 1976 
(before market rents) had a family income in excess of average 
weekly earnings for a single male employee. The great 
majority of public tenants, while not necessarily in abject 
poverty, were on incomes that would not be sufficient for 
house purchase, nor likely to afford adequate accommodation 
in the private rental sector. It is therefore far from surprising 
that as a consequence of market rents, large numbers of public 
tenants required rebates. 

However, Table 3.14 does suggest some 'flushing out' of 
tenants subsequent to market rents. The number of families in 
public housing on a family income more than average weekly 
earning fell from 4622 (23.9 per cent) in 1976 to 2251 (I 1.0 per 
cent) in 1981. In terms of vacancies created, this represented 
some 2200 households, equivalent to less than two years' new 
construction. Whether the families who moved out went into 
a better housing situation is an unknown; it is possible that 
they may have moved into the private rental sector and ended 
up paying rents as high as they were paying in public housing, 
but for inferior quality premises. 

Another questionable assumption of market rents policy is 
that the market price represents a 'fair' measure of rent. As the 
section on the private rental sector in Chapter 1 illustrated, the 
private rental market in most capital cities has been extremely 
tight, with a vacancy rate less than that considered to 
represent a balance between supply and demand. Rents have 
consequently escalated in recent years. Market rents for 
public tenants have been introduced at a time when the 
market is therefore imperfect. An outcome of this is that some 
public tenants who are being 'pushed' out of public housing 
by high rents may be finding it difficult to make the move 
because of shortage of supply relative to demand in the 
private sector. 
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Table 3.14 Family income of public tenants. Melbourne Statistical 
Division. 1976. 1981 

Family income 
Number qf families 1 per week Proportion qf total families 

(comtant 1981 I) 1976 1981 1976 1981 

Less than 60 1388 1439 7.2 7.0 
60-155 8160 12695 42.1 61.7 
156-280 5208 4181 26.9 20.3 
281-525 4432 2094 22.9 10.2 
525+ 190 157 1.0 0.8 

Total 19378 20566 100.0 100.0 

Source: ABS Table 20037 (1976); Table 92 (1981). 

Queensland has recently introduced an alternative rental 
scheme which is related to income. Like market rent, the 
objective is to encourage, through economic pressures, 
so-called better off tenants to leave. Under the Queensland 
scheme, rents will rise as household earnings rise, to a 
maximum equivalent to 30 per cent of household income (for 
those households whose earnings exceed Queensland average 
weekly earnings). 

Rental schemes such as market rents and income related 
rents appear to be designed in some ignorance of the 
complexity of the housing market and 'housing careers', i.e. 
the way in which families and households pass through 
different tenure and housing types as a strategy for coping 
with particular lifestyle or income situations. These rental 
policies appear to be based on a simplistic assumption that a 
household's current income is an adequate measure of future 
income and future ability to afford housing. Thus, if a 
household's earnings are currently above average weekly 
earnings, that household's ability to afford housing in the 
private sector both now and in the future is assumed. This 
ignores the variations that exist in household earnings over 
the life cycle of different households. 

Studies on family and household income clearly show that 
household income traces a distinct cycle from a period of low 
earnings, while a young, single person household, to a period 
of high earnings with the combination of husband and wife 
earnings, then a fall in earnings in the 30 to 40 year age 
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category as the wife commonly drops out of the workforce, 
followed by a peak earning period in the 45 to 60 age 
category, as male earnings peak and, in many cases, the wife 
returns to the workforce and the income is supplemented by 
the incomes of any children who are still at home. 

While rich and poor have been found to experience a life 
cycle broadly along the lines sketched above, poorer 
households - notably blue·collar households - experience 
an earlier peak (around 40 years of age for the head of 
household) and a shorter one; earnings trail away as ability to 
earn overtime is reduced, the wives find it more difficult to 
obtain employment and children leave the family home 
earlier. It is clear, given such a pattern of earnings, that a 
household may not wish to move out of public rental housing 
when the household income rises. Such households are no 
doubt aware that their income is not likely to be sustained at 
the peak but will decline rapidly into the households' 
retirement years. 

To force households in these situations out of public rental 
into the private housing market through a policy of market 
rents may mean forcing households into a tenure situation 
which in the longer term they cannot afford. By retirement, 
these households could potentially be making reapplication 
for public housing and face the prospect of long waiting 
lists. 

Even if there are public rental households who have the 
good fortune to experience a substantial increase in earnings 
after some years in public housing, and who have hopes of 
sustaining that income, one could question the policy of 
market rents as well as some forms of income related rents. As 
Chapter 1 showed, 'entry' into home ownership requires sub· 
stantial deposits in order to meet bank or building society 
eligibility rules and to keep mortgage repayments to an 
acceptable level. If, as in Queensland, rents consume up to 
one· third of household earnings, how is a household during 

, the relatively short period of high earnings to save the deposit 
for home purchase? Market rents may thus have the perverse 
effect of 'trapping' some of the more affluent families in public 
housing rather than facilitating their movement out of it. (See 
Paris, 1979, for further discussion of principles and problems 
of market rents.) 
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Sales policy 
A notable feature of Australian housing policy has been the 
emphasis and encouragement given to home ownership. Both 
the Commonwealth and State governments are responsible 
(to varying degrees) for monetary policies influencing access to 
home ownership, through their control over interest rates, 
flows of funds for mortgage finance, exemption of net 
imputed rent from income tax, home savings grants, and 
mortgage interest deductibility schemes. Under the CSHA, 
the two levels of government also provide home purchase 
assistance to low income earners who are unable to obtain 
mortgage finance in the private market. The States generally 
impose means tests and provide assistance in the form ofloans 
(made through building societies or State agencies) or 
subsidies which borrowers can use to reduce the cost of 
private finance. The interest rates on the loans provided 
usually start at well below market levels. The main difficulty 
with the scheme is its small scale. Bethune and Downie (I982) 
point to the fact that in 1980-81, home purchase loans 
targeted to low income earners comprised only 3.7 per cent of 
all loans made for owner occupation; as a consequence, wait· 
ing lists are long. In Victoria, for example, over 13 000 house· 
holds in 1983 were on the waiting list for home purchase 
loans. 

The States may use federal home purchase assistance funds 
in several ways, including financing the construction or 
purchase of dwellings for sale to persons who are eligible for 
home purchase assistance. To facilitate home ownership, each 
State may determine its own policy for the sale of dwellings, 
subject to the following CSHA constraints: 

• Transactions to be on a cash basis; 
• Sale price to be at market value or replacement cost; 
• Net proceeds to be used to replace dwelling stock that has 

been sold and for other housing purposes as specified in the 
Agreement (see Table 3.15 for a comparison of current 
State positions on sales policy). 

The limits imposed on sales of public housing in the 1973 
CSHA (and subsequently extended in successive CSHAs) were 
designed to prevent a deterioration in the quantity and quality 
of the rental stock available to State authorities. The sale of 
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Table 3.15 Summary of sales policies operating in Australian 
housing authorities, 1982 

New South Wales Dwellings sold to tenants at higher than replacement 
cost or market value 
External finance or HP AP loan 
Sales restricted to country. towns, fringes of Sydney 
metropolitan area and defined areas in Newcastle and 
Wollongong 

Victoria Dwellings sold to tenants at market value under 
Contract of Sale and later converted to mortgage but 
not with HP AP or State home purchase assistance 
schemes 

Queensland Sales may be financed by QHC as an approved lending 
agency under HPAP 
Sales restricted in central Brisbane metropolitan and 
Ipswich areas and part of Gladstone. No sales of 
units 

South Australia Sales to tenant with one year's occupancy 
Market value less value of improvements 
External finance or State Bank loans through HPAP 

Western Australia Sale to tenant at market valuation less improvements 
and less adjustment for portion of rent paid by 
tenant 

Tasmania 

No new dwellings are _sold 
External or HP AP finance 

Dwellings sold for cash at market value, less value of 
improvements 
External finance, or Agricultural Bank HPAP loan 

Northern Territory Sales to tenants, less value of tenant's improvements 
On cash basis or under terms of NT home loans 
scheme 
HPAP finance is available 
All dwellings are saleable 

HPAP = Home Purchase Assistance Program; QHC = Queensland Housing 
Commission. 
Source: Department of Housing and Construction, February 1982. 

public housing on low deposit and at low interest rates 
(characteristic of the period 1956-1978) had the effect of 
preventing the development of a larger, more efficient and 
more equitable public rental sector. Recent studies (sec 
Kemeny, 1981b, 1982) have indicated that the sale ofrental 
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housing has a detrimental effect upon rental operations, 
increasing costs to tenants in unsold properties and reducing 
the incidence of vacancies in the rental stock. 

While the trend in the last few years has been to stop the 
sale of public rental sector housing, a decision based largely on 
an increasing awareness of its detrimental effects, the debate 
of sales versus rental is far from over. There are still many 
politicians, particularly in the more conservative political 
parties, and many housing bureaucrats who see the merits of 
selling off public housing stock into home ownership. For 
some this view is based on a belief in the intrinsic qualities of 
home ownership. For others, the belief is based on wider 
factors. The financial factor is one. With some State housing 
authorities expected to move into substantial overall deficits 
by the mid·1980s, there will be pressures to evolve programs 
which provide the maximum number of 'allocations' for a 
given dollar. In the short term, a home assistance scheme to 
low income earners may result in more families on waiting 
lists being allocated housing than would rental construction 
and purchase programs. The long-term effects on public 
housing stock and finances may, however, be negative ones. 
There is also an equity factor. As demonstrated in Chapter 1, 
home ownership over the long term produces a substantial 
increase in family wealth through the combined effects of 
capital gain and mortgage payments declining relative to 
income. Tenants, predominandy lower income earners, are 
denied this privilege. Extending home ownership to low 
income earners, it can be argued, will extend the wealth base 
.and reduce housing inequalities. 

It is difficult to envisage a home assistance scheme which 
can be extended to all low income groups. Such a scheme 
would probably be only available to the higher income 
earners in public housing, thereby producing a creaming off 
effect. The very poor would remain in public renting, 
reinforcing a welfare image for public housing and therefore 
increasing the stigma attached to it. It would inhibit any 
attempts to return to cost rents rather than market rents (the 
number of properties over which rents would be averaged 
would be less) and would constrain even more than at present 
the development of a housing system with a mixture of 
renters and owner occupiers that would provide the choice 
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flexibility essential for a society going through rapid demo· 
graphic and economic change. 

Summary 

In concluding the overview on public housing in Australia, it is 
evident that in the 1980s, government housing is increasingly 
performing a predominantly welfare role, in marked contrast 
to that of its worker housing role during the 1950s, 1960s and 
early 1970s. The underlying reasons for this can be found in 
the impacts technology and structural change are having on 
Australian industry, the impact of global economic recession 
and the impact socio.demographic changes are exerting upon 
the structure of the Australian family. These impacts have 
been negatively reinforced by a federal policy in the late 197 Os 
which denied public housing authorities the necessary 
resources to respond to the demands for public housing. 

In recent years, there have been significant increases in the 
number of individuals and families drawing some form of 
welfare benefit (for example, unemployment, deserted wives, 
ete.) and the housing needs of this group are receiving priority 
assistance from public housing authorities. Budget priorities 
at State and federal level, however, have tended to constrain 
expenditure on housing since the mid·1970s, with the 
resultant decline in construction of public sector accommo· 
dation and consequent increases in waiting lists for govern· 
ment housing. More and more, individuals and households on 
low incomes are therefore being forced to seek shelter within 
the private rental market. Among this group is a significant 
proportion of Australia's youth, who as a group are among 
the most prominent victims of the social and economic 
changes currently sweeping our society. The following 
chapter is devoted to the issue of youth housing. 
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4 Leaving the family: the youth 
housing problem 

In the late 1970s, it became evident that there were increasing 
numbers of young people experiencing grave housing 
problems, many of them homeless and under 18 years of age. 1 

Young people of such an age would normally be expected to 
be residing with their families, or in boarding or other 
situations arranged and supported by their families. However, 
many were reported as sleeping 'rough' (in cars, parks, tents, 
etc.) and increasing numbers were presenting for emergency 
accommodation and housing assistance at welfare agencies 
which traditionally catered for adults. Whilst not a new 
phenomenon, it was increasingly evident that changing 
economic and political circumstances (particularly youth 
unemployment and changes in labour and housing markets) 
were having an impact on young people and affecting their 
access to and ability to afford adequate, secure accom· 
modation. Consequently, many were deprived of the social 
and emotional support that comes from having a 'home'. 

Enumeration of some of the social and economic structural 
changes taking place in Australian society will clarify why 
youth should become a focus for concern and why youth 
should merit separate consideration in terms of housing: 

• Both the extent and duration of youth unemployment have 
increased. In the past 10 years, unemployment amongst 
youth aged 15 to 19 has increased fourfold. In April 1983, 
23 per cent of those aged 15 to 19 and 15 per cent of those 
aged 20 to 24 in the labour force were unemployed. The 
average duration of unemployment for those aged 15 to 19 
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rose from between 7 and 8 weeks in 1973 to 25 weeks in 
1981 and 27 weeks in April 1983. There has been a sharp 
increase in the number of young people who are 
experiencing longer periods out of work; 

• Over the past 10 years, structurallong·term changes in the 
job market have affected young people. The number of 
full·time jobs available to teenagers, especially females, has 
contracted, while the dramatic increase in part·time jobs (an 
increase between 1971 and 1981 of 157 per cent for males, 
to 64 600 in 1981; and 214 per cent for females, to 80 500) 
largely serves a separate category of young people, namely, 
those in full-time education rather than youth seeking 
full-time work; 

• Despite the increases in unemployment, there has been a 
decline in the participation rates of young people in 
schooling and higher education up to 1983, when an even 
sharper deterioration in the labour market appears to have 
drawn young people back to secondary education. Recent 
figures reveal an overall decline of 5 per cent in schooling, 
14.7 per cent in universities and 21.8 per cent in advanced 
education from peak years since the mid-1970s to 1981 
(Tertiary Education Commission, 1982). Furthermore, 
Australian youth drop out of school earlier than their 
overseas counterparts. Only 35 per cent of Australian 
teenagers rem~ to complete Year 12, compared with the 
70 to 90 per cent who do so in America, Canada and Japan 
(The Age, 16 June 1983, p. 11). As a consequence, many 
youth lack the qualifications for more technical and skilled 
jobs; 

• The impact of these changes is not spread evenly across all 
youth. In the present recession, the problems of dis
advantaged youth are accentuated. Unemployment and 
early school leaving are likely to be concentrated amongst 
youth from sodo-econorriically disadvantaged families. A 
recent Victorian report (Shears and Matthews, 1983) cites 
evidence for the emergence of an 'educational underclass' 
of early school. leavers from disadvantaged backgrounds 
who have difficulty in entering the workforce on a per
manent basis but who nevertheless prefer work to school. 
Similarly, unemployment is becoming more concentrated 
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within certain families in the working class (Cass and Pedler, 
1980:17); 

• Many youth do not reside with their families and, especially 
if unemployed or on fixed pensions or benefits, experience 
acute financial difficulty. Many such youth do not receive 
any support from their families. InJune 1982,10 per cent of 
those aged 15 to 19 and 60 per cent of those aged 20 to 24 
lived alone or at least not with their families, a total of 
897 000 (Australian Bureau of Statistics, Survey on Labour 
Force Status and Other Characteristics of Families, Cata· 
logue No. 6224.0). It is significant that 43 600 unemployed 
people (13 800 aged 15 to 19 and 48200 aged 20 to 24) were 
in this category. Given the restricted definition of unem· 
ployment adopted by Australian Bureau of Statistics sur· 
veys and substantial hidden youth unemployment, these 
figures represent a conservative baseline of youth most at 
risk in terms of their inability to support themselves and, 
consequently, of becoming homeless; 

• Housing has recently become a serious difficulty for many 
youth who can no longer reside with their families, either 
because of intra· family conflict or the need to locate close to 
employment or education opportunities. The pressure of 
demand on various accommodation services and emer· 
gency relief agencies indicates increasing numbers of 
homeless young people~ Between October 1980 and 
September 1981, the Youth Services Scheme emergency 
accommodation program received over 12 000 requests for 
accommodation. The national evaluation of this Scheme 
(Department of Social Security, 1983) showed that two· 
thirds of requests for accommodation could not be met by 
services. Again, such requests are a poor estimate of 
demand since many of the services are little known and 
whole regions may lack an emergency accommodation 
service; 

• Many of the agencies that provide emergency relief (in the 
form of food vouchers, cash, or emergency accom· 
modation) note an increase in demand which they are 
unable to meet. In 1981, over one· third of those seeking 
emergency relief in Victoria were between 20 and 30 years 
of age. 2 . 
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The discussion that follows in this chapter shows that youth 
are being squeezed from many directions. Relative 
immaturity, lack of relevant job experience and lack of 
certified job qualifications (due to early school leaving) 
disadvantage many youth in the full·time job market; ,their 
low average wages and low unemployment benefits (nil for 
youth under 16 and $40 per week for those aged 16 and 17) 
force many into a life of poverty; their short savings history 
and only recent independence from their families force youth 
to rely on the private rental market for accommodation. 
Compared with older low income groups, youth lack the 
hedge against inflation and poverty that home ownership 
provides. High establishment costs (rent in advance, bonds), 
high rents, low vacancy rates and anti·youth discrimination 
restrict youth's access to housing in the private rental market. 
In most States, the exclusion of youth from eligibility restricts 
their access to public housing. 

This chapter discusses such factors as youth's lack of 
income, their inadequate access to low cost satisfactory 
housing and the lack of family and community supports or 
government assistance that may be required whilst they 
remain at home, when they leave their family home, move 
away from their family area or suburb, or lose touch with their 
home base or established friendship network. In this chapter, 
issues in youth housing are set within the broader context of 
questions of government responsibility and changes in 
Australian society. Following the definition of basic terms, the 
chapter discusses the following issues: 

• The causes of the youth housing crisis; 
• Social and family factors and youth housing; 
• Government responses to youth housing; 
• Youth housing and youth unemployment; 
• Youth's access to the private rental market; 
• Youth's ability to afford housing; 
• Location and youth housing; 
• Youth's housing needs; 
• Summary and conclusions; 
• Recommendations and further research. 
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Definitions 
Youth: First, it is necessary to clarify what is meant by 'youth' 
or 'young person', used interchangeably in this paper. 'Youth' 
is defined here by age, within the approximate age range of 14 
to 25 years (although both upper and lower limits may be 
extended on occasions). 

These limits are arbitrary since, as noted by a recent 
Victorian report, 'In Australia, there is no comprehensive 
national statement of what constitutes the youth age group, its 
needs, problems and responsibilities and what objectives 
should be set up to meet them' (Shears and Matthews, 
1983: 1). 

The definition adopted here encompasses various over· 
lapping limits that may be used in discussions of youth and 
housing and the associated issues of youth's dependence/inde· 
pendence, maturity/immaturity and questions of individual, 
family and government responsibilities. 

At first, various legal limits may suggest an upper age limit 
of 18 for the study of youth. Custody and maintenance 
provisions of the Family Law Act impart a legal responsibility 
on adults to support their offspring up to age 18; reduced 
unemployment benefits for juniors (under 18 years) assume 
family support and youth under 18 are generally restricted 
from signing leases. However, figures on the demand for 
accommodation at Youth Services Scheme services 
(Department of Social Security, 1983) show that, whilst the 
majority of users are under 18 years old, 20 per cent are aged 
19 years or more, and in Queensland, Tasmania and Western 
Australia, these comprise more than 50 per cent of the total. In 
all States, services report a high level of demand for 
accommodation from the 18 to 25 year age group, even 
though the Scheme was initially targeted at youth aged 12 to 
18 years, and services cater mainly for younger youth. 

Finally, the more general discussion of housing problems 
confronting youth prompts analysis of both present and 
future trends. Occasionally, discussion may centre on those 
aged 26 to 34 to round out the picture of that group (aged 18 to 
34) most usually associated with household formation. 
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Homeless youth: The term 'homeless youth', for all its vagueness 
and inaccuracy, has come to refer to a disparate grouping of 
background characteristics and types of young people in 
housing crisis. It encompasses a wide variety of youth who 
have experienced (or may experience) housing related 
disruptions to their lives, and requires a purposefully broad 
definition to include: 

• Youth in immediate crisis situations who seek accom· 
modation at youth refuges and youth housing services; 

• Youth who are not without shelter, but who subsist in 
accommodation that is impermanent, unstable, insecure, 
substandard and often unsupportive; 

• Youth who are episodically homeless, where a crisis need 
for accommodation and support is punctuated by periods 
of stable housing, (a pattern often associated with the 
uneven employment patterns of young people); 

• Youth who are chronically or more permanently in crisis 
and unable to find suitable accommodation or establish 
support networks. 

Homelessness should be broadly defined to encompass the 
lack of physical shelter, or housing that is insecure, unstable or 
substandard, as well as the lack of support and security that 
one obtains from having a home and a secure base to relate to. 
This feeling of a 'home' is aptly described as: 

Living as part of a home provides us with an edge on society. It 
gives us a bit of a social margin we can draw on when things go 
wrong or when life is too tough. Like a buffer zone. It includes 
things like wealth, possessions, credit, education, social 
knowhow, relatives, family, people who know you and who can 
and will use influence on your behalf. Having a house and a bed is 
only part of having a home and so providing them is only part of 
overcoming homelessness . . . (The Hanover Welfare Services 
Annual Report, ·1980: 1). 

The focus on housing problems 
confronting youth 
Recent studies on youth unemployment and the increasing 
demand for emergency and more permanent accommo
dation indicate that increasing numbers of young people are 
at risk of suffering housing and related crises. 
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Various publications in recent years highlight the increase 
in the number of 'homeless youth' and usually report on those 
young people in immediate crisis situations who have 
presented to welfare agencies for assistance. 3 However, 
homelessness is a hidden problem, indicative of more general 
housing problems confronting youth. Furthermore, many 
people requiring assistance do not contact these agencies. 
Aside from those youth in immediate housing crisis, there are 
also substantial numbers of young people who are not 
without shelter but who, through lack of income and housing 
alternatives, remain in accommodation that is unsatisfactory, 
impermanent, unstable, or substandard. For these reasons, 
this chapter is concerned with housing problems confronting 
youth in general and with future prospects for youth, rather 
than with a sole focus on youth who lack shelter at 
present. 

The causes of the youth housing crisis ' 

Current trends in Australian society, particularly economic, 
social and employment factors, have created conditions 
whereby housing is now a major problem for a substantial 
number of young people. Those factors identified by recent 
research as contributing to youth's homelessness are of 
obvious importance to understanding youth's housing needs 
and their possibilities of gaining access to preferred 
accommodation, although most of these studies only make 
contact with those youth most visibly in housing crisis. As we 
point out later, the housing problem for many youth is one of 
crisis proportions, which, unless ameliorated in some way, 
will have severe social, economic and psychological effects on 
the young. 

Usually, a combination of factors contribute to a young 
person's housing crisis. Available reports on homeless youth 
(Victorian Consultative Committee on Social Development, 
1979; Department of Social Security, 1983; Senate Standing 
Committee on Social Welfare, 1982) show a high degree of 
consistency, in Victoria and other States, on the factors iden· 
tified as contributing to youth homelessness. In particular, 
economic factors have contributed to increases in youth 
unemployment and to instability and inequality in the youth 
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labour market. Briefly, as summarised in the Victorian 
government submission to the Senate Standing Committee on 
Social Welfare concerning homeless youth (1981:1), these 
include: 

• The young person's economic situation, which is a product 
of youth unemployment, uncertainty of income main· 
tenance benefits and low levels of benefits, together with 
crisis factors such as loss of job, loss of benefits, unexpected 
expenses or the waiting period of benefits; 

• The state of the housing market and youth's access to it, 
including a contraction in the supply of private rental 
accommodation, a shortage of private sector rental 
properties, high rental establishment costs (rent in advance, 
bond and so on), landlord or estate agent prejudice against 
young people, the relative unavailability of public housing 
to young people, eviction (resulting in immediate 
homelessness), legal problems for youth under 18 years in 
signing leases and other contracts, lack of government 
funding for medium and long. term accommodation 
schemes for youth; 

• The young person's social situation, including lack of or 
breakdown in his or her support network, moving to a new 
area for work or study reasons, his or her inability to cope 
with family, personal or social stress, alcohol or drug 
problems and 'running away from home'; 

• The young person's family circumstances, including 
chronic family disharmony, family breakdown, parental 
alcoholism, chronic or short-term family financial prob
lems. These latter factors may to some extent reflect chang
ing attitudes of Australians towards marriage, fertility and 
family formation, the increasing proportion of 'non
standard' households and a trend in the last decade away 
from the traditional family model. 

These factors are discussed in this chapter. 

Social and family factors and youth 
housing 
The inter-relationships between youth housing crises and the 
family are diverse and complex. There is no set age at which 
parents' responsibility for their children ends or at which it is 
'normal' for young people to leave the family home to live 
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independently. The Family Law Act 1975 may reinforce the 
legal possibilities of families to support and shelter their 
children up to the age of at least 18 years. However, many 
youth leave home or lack support before this age. 

Table 4.1 shows that according to a 1981 ABS labour force 
survey of 30 000 households, 7.8 per cent of youth aged 1 7 
and 13.9 per cent of youth aged 18 did not live with their 
family or kin. The proportion of youth living away from home 
increased steadily with age for youth over 20 and increased to 
76 per cent by the time youth turned 24. On the basis of these 
figures, approximately 840 000 young people will be re· 
quiring independent accommodation by 1990, including both 
married and single living situations. These demand pressures 
on independent housing are a relatively new phenomenon 
that reflects the changing pattern of youth housing. Although 
further research is necessary to clarify the age at which youth 
desire independence, it does seem to be relatively recently 
that youth expect a place of their own between their parents' 
home and marriage (Kendig, 1981). 

Youth's lack of alternatives 
As a response to present economic conditions, there are 
indications that increasing numbers of youth remain in their 
parents' homes today because they cannot afford inde· 
pendent living. Interviews with young people confinned that 
about 38 per cent of those living with their parents wished to 
leave home, either for independence or because of conflict 
with parents.4 However, the success of such moves is often 
short·lived. About one·fifth of city youth and one·third of 
country youth had at some stage lived away from home and 
had moved back, often many times, following an unstable 
pattern of short·tenn independent living situations. The 
problem for many youth is that living at home becomes more 
difficult (both for parents and young people) once indepen. 
dence has been experienced. 

Housing crisis, family structure and family 
conflict 
The nature of the impact of the present economic recession on 
families requires detailed study. There are indications that 
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Table 4.1 Age and proportion of youth aged 15 to 24 living independently, 1981 

Age 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Independent Living ('000) na na na na na 43.1 71. 7 96.3 Il1.5 132.1 
or 
Marriage (including de facto) ('000) na na na na na 59.1 69.4 69.2 60.6. 57.1 
Total 10.3 12.2 19.4 33.9 51.1 102.2 141.1 165.5 172.1 189.2 

Living with Family or Kin ('000) 252.7 227.8 229.2 210.2 212.1 159.3 131.1 103.2 74.4 59.7 
Total 263.0 240.0 248.6 244.1 263.2 261.5 272.2 268.7 246.5 248.9 

Proportion Independent (%) 3.9 5.1 7.8 13.9 19.4 39.1 51.8 61.6 69.8 76.0 

na = not available 
Source: ABS, Labour Force Status and Other Characteristics of Families, June 1981 (I982), Catalogue No. 6224.0. 
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economic stresses are influential in exacerbating the pressures 
on families. For example, the overrepresentation of youth 
from 'broken homes' (lone parent, blended family situations, 
orphans) in emergency accommodation suggests that these 
units are particularly vulnerable. 5 

Family conflict and abuse are major factors influencing 
youth's needs for emergency or crisis accommodation. 
National monitoring data for the Youth Services Scheme and 
interviews with youth workers confirm that a high proportion 
of youth come to Youth Housing Services with inadequate 
backup and support. Youth Services monitoring data highlight 
the high incidence amongst these youth of family conflict (44 
per cent), household breakdown (30 per cent), emotional 
difficulties (34 per cent), drug or alcohol related problems 
(I3 per cent), and evictions by parents (I4 per cent) and by 
landlords (7 per cent). 6 Of those youth evicted by parents, 36 
per cent came from families with both natural parents living 
together and 48 per cent came from single parent or blended 
families. Similarly, high proportions of Youth Services Scheme 
users have lost their former support (39 per cent), or have run 
away or become itinerant (I 8 per cent). The high percentage of 
youth who have come from rough shelter (28 per cent 
nationally) is indicative of the significant proportion of young 
persons who drift through the community unable to establish 
themselves in permanent accommodation. For many, 
impermanence and transience have become a lifestyle. 

Youth Services Scheme users represent only those youth 
who have contacted youth accommodation services. Inter· 
views with a broader cross·section of over 400 youth in 
Melbourne, Sydney and the Upper Murray Region in 1983 
confirmed the importance of family disputes, conflict or 
violence as the main reason for leaving home. 7 After staying 
temporarily at youth refuges or with friends and lacking other 
alternatives, many youth returned home to family situations 
that were unsatisfactory, temporary, and an inadequate 
solution to their long. term housing problems . 

. Youth unemployment and the family 

Youth's low incomes, intermittent employment and high 
unemployment rates (discussed later) have a bearing on their 
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ability to contribute to family living costs or to afford 
independent living (and thus leave the parental home). 

Unemployment is often inter-related with family conflicts 
in situations where youth are unable to contribute to family 
income, where their lack of activity produces tensions in the 
home, or where lack of income constrains youth to stay at 
home when they prefer independence. The effect of 
unemployment on any family member sets up financial and 
social pressures, since conflicts and stresses within the family 
are likely to increase when levels of external stress increase. 
There are also links between homelessness, youth un
employment and the unemployment of at least one other 
family member, although these links require further 
research. 8 There is also evidence to suggest that the 
unemployment experience is becoming more concentrated 
(both in terms of distribution and duration) within certain 
families in the working class (Cass and Pedler, 1980: 17). 

In interviews with youth workers and with young people 
(Hancock and Burke, 1983), unemployment was often 
referred to as a major source of family tensions and 
adolescent-parent conflict. Youth workers at Youth Services 
Scheme services made the following comments: 

Nearly all are unemployed. Many are from large families where 
parents just don't want to know about them and reject them. 

Families and young people really don't know how to handle 
this unemployment thing. Everyone thought up to 10 years ago 
that if you worked hard - kids worked at school- they. would 
live comfortably and ... that when they left school they woUld get 
a job. Now they know when they leave school they can't get a job 
and they feel failures. Mum and dad can't believe that their 
children are unemployed . .. they have no insight into what 
unemployment does to young people: they just see their children 
hanging round, sleeping till midday. Not looking for jobs after 
he's tried 20 or 30 and got demoralised. They just see the young 
person fading away and becoming a slob. They get frustrated, 
angry, feel helpless and throw them out. 

Families are the most conservative part of our system - just 
can't keep up with social change. 

Adult unemployment puts further pressure on young people to 
pull their weight. 

Many youth workers alluded to the negative consequences of 
unemployment and the impact of youth's behaviour and self. 
image: 
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Because of high unemployment and lack of opportunity, many 
slot into that fiustrationlboredom role of the unemployed, which 
gets worse with the lack of community support. 

Many lack a feeling of self worth. Their ability to contribute to 
the community is taken from them when they can't work. They 
don't understand their problem but know it's there. 

Government responses to youth 
housing 

Given the increasing numbers of young people facing housing 
disruptions to their lives and the increasing numbers of youth 
presenting at emergency housing services, it is important to 
examine the extent of government commitments to youth 
housing. 

Governments affect youth housing both directly, through 
the provision of housing and related services, and indirectly, 
through resource allocation and policy priorities. For ex· 
ample, government policies, particularly on employment and 
industry and on income maintenance, affect youth's ability to 
afford and to gain access to housing (as well as affecting many 
other aspects of their lives). 

The broad philosophy of government approach to youth 
has been to provide basic health, education and social control 
services based on the assumption that the majority of youth 
will remain at home (and that parents will provide for food, 
clothing, shelter, transport, ete. costs) and that when youth 
leave home, they will not require special housing assistance. 

Youth's present housing crisis is indicative of the break· 
down of broader government policies, now exacerbated by 
the lack of direct government provisions for youth housing 
and by the piecemeal and uncoordinated array of services for 
youth. At present, some 24 Commonwealth and State depart. 
ments have varying degrees of involvement in the needs of 
young people (Shears and Matthews, 1983). 

Youth's access to public housing 
As noted previously in the chapter on public housing, there 
have been dramatic reductions in Commonwealth funds 
made available to the States for low income housing purposes 
through the Commonwealth· State Housing Agreement. The 
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May 1983 increase in funding to the States from $335 million 
in 1982 to approximately $500 million is still below the 
amount required to keep pace with inflation. These reductions 
in funds have reduced State housing authorities' ability to 
respond to existing demands for public housing, let alone 
increased and more diverse demands, at a time of economic 
recession. 

To date, State housing authorities have accommodated few 
single young people without dependants. 

A brief run·down of the various States' housing policies 
towards youth confirms youth's ineligibility in most States for 
public housing waiting lists and, in many cases, their limited 
access to any publicly owned housing stock. As the following 
brief summary shows, the traditional commitment of State 
housing authorities has been to housing low income families 
and persons with dependent children. 

In Queensland, the Housing Commission does not 
specifically allocate housing either directly or through 
community bodies to single young persons. The Housing 
Division of the Tasmanian Department of Housing and 
Construction has not rented any dwellings to young, single 
persons without children. The Northern Territory Housing 
Commission does not currently allocate public accom· 
modation to any category of single persons without de
pendants, except single pensioners. The State Housing 
Commission of Western Australia is not involved in the 
provision of housing assistance to homeless youth. The South 
Australian Housing Trust considers that the needs of 
homeless youth must be seen within the context of the 
aggregate demand for public housing from various dis
advantaged groups, and has an expressed commitment to 
youth through three main schemes. These include the leasing 
of Trust dwellings to voluntary organisations and community 
groups, who provide minimally supervised housing services to 
youth under 18 years of age; the creation of a special pool of 
50 houses for needy young people through the Emergency 
Housing Office; and investigation of the suitability of making 
unused or underutilised public dwellings available to 
voluntary organisations for use as youth shelters. 

In Victoria and New South Wales, youth are not eligible for 
public housing waiting lists. Youth in these States receive some 
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housing assistance through other schemes, but these are 
generally on a,small scale. In Victoria, the Singles and Sharing 
Scheme may provide accommodation in high.rise and top 
floor walk-up flats in the inner metropolitan districts. Both the 
location and the housing type may be unsuitable to youth, 
especially those youth in need of housing in outer suburban 
areas. To date, few youth have been accommodated and the 
Scheme has encountered administrative problems. In June 
1981, the Victorian Ministry of Housing undertook to provide 
up to 25 flats and houses to community groups for use as 
medium· and long-term youth accommodation. A major 
problem inhibiting welfare agencies' participation in the 
program is the strain they already experience in running their 
existing programs. Many need some government support for 
staff and running costs in addition to a building. 

In New South Wales, through the Emergency Accom· 
modation Unit, rental dwellings may be made available to 
voluntary organisations for emergency housing purposes. 
However, a major drawback is that each group must be able to 
recover 80 per cent of the market rent that could be obtained 
from that building. Given the level of market rents, most 
organisations need additional funds to supplement the limited 
finances of the prospective co-tenants, (Report from the 
Senate Standing Committee on Social Welfare - Homeless 
Youth, 1982:50). 

In the broader context, housing authorities are limited in 
their ability to respond to existing demands, let alone to new 
need groups such as youth. This situation is the outcome of a 
variety of factors, including the generally small proportion of 
public housing in Australia (4.9 per cent of housing stock in 
1981), pressure on the supply of public and private housing, 
and policies placing priority for public housing on low income 
families, single parents and the aged. Only recently, in South 
Australia, New South Wales and Victoria, have single young 
people gained access to public housing, mainly through the 
provision of housing stock to community groups. 

Housing programs for youth 

Apart from the above schemes, youth may obtain housing 
assistance from State welfare departments (in State insti-
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tutions and hostels for statutory clients} or services funded 
under the Commonwealth· State Youth Services Scheme or the 
Commonwealth Homeless Persons' Assistance Act. These are 
briefly discussed below. 

State provided residential care for statutory clients {such as 
family group homes and institutions for State wards} in 
general does not cater adequately for the needs of those youth 
who are a State responsibility. Much of the State provided 
residental care is in large, congregate institutions, located in 
metropolitan areas, and is inappropriate in type and location 
for most youth. Institutional care displaces young persons 
from their home localities and often promotes institutional 
dependency. Moreover, accommodation in reception centres, 
government hostels, prisons and youth training centres is 
often short·term, temporary and involuntary, and there is 
substantial turnover of clients in residential care facilities 
ostensibly providing more permanent accommodation. 

In recent years, State funded institutions for statutory 
.clients have been scaled down. Changes in welfare practice 
and government policy have reduced the number of young 
people in welfare institutions and the number of youth who 
are State wards. The movement away from formal insti· 
tutional care for youth who are a State responsibility, or for 
youth with a history of past welfare contacts, raises questions 
concerning the lack of provision for such youth in State 
residential care. 

The shortfall in accommodation for these youth explains 
the significant proportions of State wards and youth with past 
welfare contacts or institutional backgrounds who seek 
accommodation at Youth Services Scheme facilities which 
were ostensibly set up to provide for youth who are not the 
State's responsibility. 

The Youth Services Scheme represents the main 
government commitment to youth housing. Initially a joint 
Commonwealth· State funded three.year pilot program for the 
period June 1979 to June 1982, the Scheme has been 
extended, in piecemeal fashion, several times since the 
expiration of the pilot period. In 1983, a grant of $2.4 million 
extended the Scheme to 1984. The Scheme specifically aims to 
assist community based agencies attempting to establish or 
already offenng emergency and short· term and associated 
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services for homeless youth. Some key aspects of the Youth 
Services Scheme are: 

• The Youth Services Scheme is a pilot program with no 
commitment on the part of the Commonwealth or the 
States for funding beyond June 1984; 

• The major focus is youth aged 14 to 18 years, although 
services may be utilised by older or younger youth at the 
discretion of service agencies; 

• Funding is restricted to short· term or emergency 
accommodation, from overnight to a maximum of three 
months (or longer periods in exceptional cases). The 
Scheme is defined as a 'Youth Shelter Program' and 
Commonwealth guidelines for the Youth Services Scheme 
state, 'It is not intended that this program provide long. 
term accommodation', (Department of Social Security, 28 
December 1979), although a few services have been funded 
for longer term accommodation in more recent times; 

• The Youth Services Scheme does not provide for youth who 
are a State or Territory responsibility, for example, wards 
of State and parolees whose costs are to be met by 
States; 

• Capital grants for new buildings are not available, although 
the cost of reasonable modifications to existing facilities 
may be considered for funding; 

• The Youth Services Scheme provides funding for five 
different types of services providing assistance to youth. 
These include refuges, family placement·boarding services, 
referral information or regional coordination services, 
detached youth workers providing counselling and housing 
information advocacy and support, and bond or loan 
subsidy schemes. 

Problems with the Youth Services Scheme 

Interviews with youth workers in 30 Youth Services Scheme 
accommodation services in Melbourne and Sydney (Hancock 
and Burke, 1983) brought to light some problems with the 
Youth Services Scheme as it operates at present. 

Lack of funds: Minimal funding of Youth Services Scheme 
services has resulted in low rates of staff pay, understaffing, 
and youth workers' inability to provide needed support and 
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follow·up services; in particular, family counselling, employ. 
ment and housing follow.up. Many accommodation services 
have repeatedly experienced the shortfall between available 
funds and outgoing costs. This was especially the case in New 
South Wales, where allocations to each service were generally 
smaller than in other States. It was assumed by funding 
authorities that young people would contribute financially to 
running costs through their own earnings or State subsidies, 
allowances or pensions. However, this is not possible for those 
young people who qualifY for neither State nor Common· 
wealth assistance and young persons receiving no income. 

Lack if longer term accommodation: Since Youth Services Scheme 
services are limited to short· term or emergency stays of up to 
three months, housing services have been unable to respond 
to the critical need for long·term accommodation, especially 
since the present level of demand for accommodation exceeds 
capacity by 63 per cent, (Department of Social Security, 1983). 
Subsequent 'solutions' to heavy demands for emergency and 
particularly medium and longer term accommodation are of 
short duration and problematic. These stopgap measures 
include using youth workers' homes as youth refuges, salary 
sharing, unpaid voluntary labour and youth workers' 
financial contribution to running costs. Government reliance 
on unpaid voluntary community support to supplement 
Youth Services Scheme services has been widely criticised. 
Furthermore, it may be unrealistic to expect sustained 
community support for youth. Compared with other 'needs 
groups', youth are often viewed as the 'undeserving poor' by 
local councils and community groups. 

Exclusions: Particular categories of youth are excluded from 
many services. These include youth over 18 years of age, State 
wards, disturbed youth and youth with specialised needs, such 
as retarded youth or physically disabled youth, whose needs 
are not adequately provided for by State welfare authorities. 
The emphasis on restrictive rules and counselling often 
excludes 'street kids' and the chronically homeless from 
seeking accommodation at refuges. 

The Homeless Persons' Assistance Act (1974) 

This scheme funds services that are focused on the adult 
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chronically homeless (although increasing numbers of young 
people are seeking assistance at adult hostels and 'skid·row 
night shelters'. The generally low level of subsidy to homeless 
youth under this program may be explained by its in· 
appropriateness for adolescent services, since the available 
funding is usually in the form of per capita grants for clients 
and allows for minimal staffing, usually in larger institutional 
settings. Many youth workers consider that congregate care in 
large institutions is most unsatisfactory for youth. Adolescent 
services are generally more labour intensive and oriented 
towards the provision of smaller group care than their adult 
counterparts. 

Income maintenance 

An individual's ability to afford accommodation is integrally 
related to income. The level of unemployment benefits, at 
either adult or junior level, is insufficient to support youth in 
independent accommodation in the private rental market and 
in family situations where low income or unemployment 
create financial hardship. In addition, particular categories of 
youth do not qualify for Commonwealth income maintenance 
schemes and thus may be without any income at alL In 
summary, the following points are of particular concern: 

• Between 1975 and 1982, unemployment benefits paid to 
youth over 16 and under 18 remained at $36 per week. Such 
benefits were assumed to be an income supplement rather 
than a subsistence income for independent youth. In 
November 1982, they rose to $40, and were not increased 
in the May 1983 mini.budget. Unemployment benefit is 
reduced if recipients earn more than a maximum of $1 0 per 
week in part· time work and is not paid if study exceeds 
eight daytime hours per week. The benefit paid to single 
adults without dependants was $64.40 per week in 
November 1982, and rose to $68.65 in May 1983; 

• Young people may leave school at 15 but, if unemployed, 
do not qualify for unemployment benefits until 16 years of 
age; 

• Persons on unemployment benefits are not eligible for the 
supplementary assistance or fringe benefits available to 
persons on other pensions or benefits; 
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• Young persons still attending school, aged over 16 and 
under 18, ll'ving independently of their families, receive no 
income from Commonwealth sources and, under present 
legislation, are in a 'no·man's·land'; 

• In theory, youth aged 11 to 15 may apply to State 
authorities for special benefits but, in practice, few youth 
receive special benefits; 

• Various financial support schemes are uncoordinated and 
lead to inconsistencies in assistance. Due to different 
assessment procedures in government schemes for means 
tested education allowances and education· and training 
programs for unemployed youth, students in similar 
situations, attending the same institution, may be in receipt 
of different types and levels of assistance (or no assistance at 
all) {Shears and Matthews, 1983: 10}. 

Unemployment benefits have not kept pace with inflation. 
Both adult and junior unemployment benefits are below the 
poverty line, estimated for a single person living alone at 
$94.70 per week (if employed) and $76.80 (if on benefit or 
pension). This information was obtained from the Institute of 
Applied Economic and Social Research, University of Mel· 
bourne. Even if sharing accommodation, youth on unemploy· 
ment benefits and Tertiary Education Assistance Scheme 
allowance still have incomes below their living costs. 

In addition, substantial numbers of youth are without 
income. This may include youth who have just left home or 
school and have not registered for work, youth who have just 
left a job of their own accord {and thus do not qualifY for 
benefits}, youth who are unaware of their unemployment 
benefit rights, and those work tested off benefits. 

This review of government provisions for youth housing 
indicated chronic inadequacies. Deficiencies exist in relation 
to the type and location of services and their inability to 
cater adequately for the volume of demand and type of 
accommodation required by youth. In particular, some 
country areas {such as the Latrobe Valley in Victoria} and 
metropolitan regions {for example the western suburbs of 
Melbourne and Sydney} lack adequate services to cater for 
particular demands. The provision of services to particular 
needs groups is deficient; especially young women; ex· 
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institutional young persons and statutory clients; 'street kids'; 
the chronically homeless; country youth who come to cities 
for employment or education; older youth whose problems 
are largely economic; and youth with chronic psychiatric 
problems or limited intellectual capacity. 

Consideration of government responsibility in the area 
of youth housing inevitably provokes the 'housing versus 
welfare debate'. Traditionally, government attention has 
focused on welfare aspects of youth accommodation, housing 
statutory clients, State wards, and, more recently, 'disadvan· 
taged' or homeless youth. Limiting government responsibility 
to welfare housing overlooks the increasing and unmet 
demand by youth for housing assistance and the relatively 
new phenomenon (exemplified by data on Youth Services 
Scheme users) of youth with no previous welfare contacts who 
now seek accommodation in emergency youth refuges. 

Various studies (Senate Standing Committee on Social 
Welfare, 1982; Youth Accommodation Coalition, 1982) 
overwhelmingly show that the majority of 'homeless youth' 
need or seek longer term accommodation and that the 
present emphasis of government programs on emergency 
accommodation is unrealistic. 9 

In addition to assistance with access to long-term rental 
housing, government policies must address the factors (such 
as unemployment, family financial crises and lack of local 
employment opportunities) that may pressure youth into 
leaving home in the first place. 

In the past, governments have expected most youth to live 
at home with their parents and have assumed that the housing 
needs of those youth who no longer live at home can be 
adequately met in the private rental market. Today, neither of 
these assumptions are borne out. 

Youth housing and youth 
unemployment 

Opportunities in the labour and housing markets are linked, 
in that income is a major determinant of housing choice. The 
disproportionately high unemployment rates of youth place 
major restrictions on their ability to afford rental housing. 
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Youth unemployment is the single factor most frequently 
associated with homelessness and is strongly inter-related 
with the two other major contributing factors, family conflict 
and youth's lack of income, identified in various studies of 
'homeless youth' (Department of Social Security, 1983; De 
Vere, 1981; Scholley, 1981; Senate Standing Committee on 
Social Welfare, 1982).10 

Youth's access to adequate housing is restricted by their low 
incomes, due to the ineligibility of many for unemployment 
benefits, the low level of government benefits and pensions, 
chronic and intermittent unemployment and generally low 
wages for juniors. 

Because of changes in the labour market (especially the 
decline in manufacturing industry and the decline in full-time 
work opportunities), general economic recession and a con
centration of youth in the semi- and unskilled job market, the 
future prospects for many young people are bleak. Keith 
Windshuttle states: 

A great many youth of the 197 Os generation are destined to spend 
the rest of their lives as unskilled workers, and because of 
increasing technology and the decline of labour-intensive 
industry, their long-term employment prospects are very poor_ 
The best that most can hope for is a life of intermittent, unskilled 
work. There will be a demographic bulge of unskilled workers in 
the population for the next fifty years. (1980:57) 

Other studies· have noted the segmentation of the labour 
market, consolidated in the post-war period and resulting in 
institutionalised income inequalities and unequal access to job 
security and disproportionately high unemployment for 
particular groups. Labour market disadvantages are often 
concentrated in the same families and are segmented along 
race, ethnic and gender lines (Cass, 1981). Thus, migrants from 
non-English-speaking countries, Aborigines, women (with 
family responsibilities), young people, and older workers, fill 
jobs in the 'secondary labour market'. Such jobs are typically 
insecure, have a high rate of turnover, a high incidence of 
part-time and casual employment, are relatively poorly paid, 
offer few fringe benefits, provide little chance to upgrade 
skills, and offer little or no control over the work process. 11 

Cass (1981 :24) argues that the apparent level of voluntary 
job mobility on the part of secondary workers may be more 
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attributable to the nature of the jobs (offering little incentive 
for job stability) than the characteristics of the workers. The 
lack of certified job qualifications is a major barrier to youth's 
employment in the 'primary' labour market. 

Jamrozik (I982:4) notes a further division between the 
patterns of employment of younger and older workers. 
Structural changes in the labour market are evident in the 
concentration of new jobs and the growth of part.time 
employment in service industries, which are also areas of 
youth employment concentration. If continued into the 
future, the present pattern of employment for younger people 
(low pay, semi· and unskilled work, irregular part.time 
employment and few 'career~ prospects) may have long. term 
social implications for future lifestyles and the achievement of 
'conventional' or traditional goals, such as home ownership, 
marriage, and child.bearing. 

The inequalities of the dual labour market are best 
illustrated by the loss of jobs in particular industries and 
occupations, and in the unequal competition for job vacancies 
characterised by more intense competition for those with least 
qualifications; a reflection of unequal access to educational 
opportunities. 

For young people, recent rriigrants, Aborigines, early 
schoolleavers, women, and those with few or no certified job 
qualifications, the likelihood of being unemployed is much 
higher than the average. Recent studies of unemployment 
indicate its concentration amongst youth and older workers 
forced into retirement, and higher rates across the board for 
females than for males. 12 However, Table 4.2 shows that 
increasing rates of unemployment are evident for all age 
groups as the recession deepens. 

The table shows the dramatic increase (78 per cent) in youth 
unemployment between 1975 and 1983 (from 12.9 per cent of 
youth aged 15 to 19 in the labour force in August 1975 to 23 
per cent in April 1983) and the increase in the general rate of 
unemployment (from 4.5 per cent in August 1975 to 10.2 per 
cent in April 1983). In terms of absolute numbers, youth aged 
1'5 to 24 constitute the largest number of unemployed 
(336 600 or 47.6 per cent of unemployed in 1983); the highest 
percentage for any 10·year age population cohort. However, 
comparisons between age groups based on these figures are 
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Table4.2 Employed and unemployed persons ('000) by age, August 1975 to 1982 and April 1983 
..... August August August August August August August August April 00 r 
0') 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 /"b 

~ 
< 

15-19 years S· 
aq 

Employed 615.7 607.1 618.4 630.8 617.7 650.9 652.0 625.6 591.9 S-Unemployed 91.1 100.4 135.3 127.6 129.7 130.7 105.6 125.4 176.4 /"b 

% Unemployed 12.9 14.2 18.0 16.8 17.4 16.7 13.9 16.7 23.0 ~ 
20-24 years 3 

Employed 841.8 848.5 862.2 845.0 885.2 914.3 943.3 933.9 910.0 ~ 
Unemployed 52.9 58.2 70.6 85.2 78.8 88.0 87.7 106.1 160.2 S-
% Unemployed 5.9 6.4 7.6 9.2 8.2 8.8 8.5 10.2 15.0 /"b 

25-44 years 
'< 
0 .: Employed 2613.9 2665.3 2752.0 2798.5 2868.8 2986.0 3055.9 3186.3 3116.2 M ::r 

Unemployed 88.2 90.6 106.7 123.6 117.9 122.7 130.6 167.7 264.4 ::r 
% Unemployed 3.2 3.3 3.7 4.2 3.9 3.9 4.1 5.0 7.8 0 .: 

45-54 years VI 

S· 
Employed 1066.3 1085.5 1067.5 1034.0 1026.7 1029.9 1040.6 1039.2 993.9 aq 

Unemployed 29.4 29.1 29.9 37.6 30.5 32.0 31.0 38.8 66.5 '"0 
'"1 

% Unemployed 2.7 2.6 2.7 3.5 2.9 3.0 2.9 3.6 6.3 0 
0-

55 and over ~ 

Employed 703.7 691.6 695.2 661.3 643.2 665.3 664.5 530.2 631.1 3 
Unemployed 16.8 14.3 16.7 21.8 16.9 18.9 22.1 19.8 39.6 
% Unemployed 2.3 2.0 2.3 3.2 2.6 2.8 3.2 3.6 5.9 

Total aged 15-64 
Employed 5841.2 5897.8 5995.5 5969.6 6041.5 6246.7 6356.3 6375.2 6243.1 
Unemployed 278.4 292.7 359.3 395.7 373.8 392.3 377.1 457.8 707.1 
% Unemployed 4.5 4.7 5.7 6.2 5.8 5.9 5.6 6.7 10.2 

Source: ABS, Catalogue No. 6203.0. 
Note: "Includes those looking for full·time and part·time work. 
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difficult, given different propensities for groups to drop out of 
the labour force (such as women and older workers) and 
different rates of 'hidden unemployment'. The main point is 
that both the extent and the duration of youth unemployment 
have increased in recent years. As outlined earlier, youth aged 
15 to 34 are that section of the population most likely to estab
lish new households. Their significant levels of unemploy
ment (underestimated in these statistics) severely limit their 
financial ability to form new households within the low stock 
and high cost conditions that prevail in the private rental 
market. 

Within the general context of labour market changes and 
the unequal distribution of unemployment, unemployment 
figures published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics up to 
April 1983 indicate: 

• Youth unemployment (youth aged 15 to 24 actively seeking 
full-time or part-time work) is concentrated amongst 
younger youth. A much higher proportion (23 per cent) of 
youth aged 15 to 19 in the labour force are unemployed 
compared with young people aged 20 to 24 {IS percent) and 
persons aged 25 years and over (6.6 per cent); 

• Youth unemployment also varies along sex lines, as shown 
by the higher unemployment rates amongst young females 
aged 15 to 19 compared with males. The rate for teenage 
males aged 15 to 19 actively looking for full-time work rose 
from 4.6 per cent in August 1973 to 14.8 percent in August 
1980 and to 15.5 per cent in June 1982, while the rate for 
teenage females rose from 4.9 per cent to 18.9 per cent and 
21.2 per cent, respectively, over this period. Although the 
number of full-time jobs available to teenagers has con
tracted over the past 10 years, jobs for females have been 
contracting at a faster rate than jobs for males. This has 
been attributed to the greater availability of apprenticeship 
opportunities for males, whilst the decline in white-collar 
occupations has affected females in particular (Shears and, 
Matthews, 1983:2-3); 

• However, more recent figures for April 1983 (published in 
June 1983) indicate a levelling of these sex differences in 
unemployment (14.7 per cent of males and 15.5 per cent of 
females aged 15 to 19, and 6.2 per cent of males and 7.1 per 
cent of females aged 20 to 24). This may be attributed to a 
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further decline in the manufacturing industry, which has 
brought about sharp reductions in employment opportun
ities in the skilled manual trades and hence for apprentice
ship training and employment_ These areas formerly 
contributed to better employment opportunities for young 
males. Thus the decline in job opportunities for males in the 
blue-collar areas is reflected in increased unemployment 
rates; 

• Unemployment among young people has increased in 
duration over the past decade. As shown in Table 4.3, the 
average duration of youth unemployment rose sub
stantially (by 103 per cent for those aged 15 to 19 and by 
249 per cent for the 20 to 24 age group) between 1975 and 
1983. The figures for median duration (shown in brackets in 
Table 4.3) show that the majority of young unemployed 
people experience substantial periods of unemployment. 
(Reflecting the impact of the recession, the table also shows 
substantial increases in the duration of unemployment of 
other age groups.); 

Finally, these official unemployment figures significandy 
underestimate unemployment. 13 There is also substantial 
'hidden unemployment' amongst youth, women (especially 
migrants), and older workers (due to early withdrawal from 
the workforce) (Stricker and Sheehan, 1981). 

The on-going nature of this problem is well illustrated by 
more subjective data. Interviews with 400 youth in 1981-82 
(Hancock and Burke, 1983) indicated that many unemployed 
youth were not recent schoolleavers and had experienced 
long periods of unemployment, either continuously or cumu
latively.14 Analysis of their unemployment backgrounds indi
cated that their lack of income, insecure employment and 
financial vulnerability were not new problems. 

As already mentioned the lack of any adequate means to 
measure unemployment and the large numbers of hidden 
unemployed make comparisons of the severity of the un
employment of different age groups problematic. At the very 
least, the increases in unemployment across the board, and 
for youth in particular, indicate increasing pressures on 
already limited government assistance programs and, along 
with inflation and a contracting labour market, increasing 
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Table 4.3 Average duration of unemployment (in weeks) by age, August 1975 to 1982 and April 1983 

August August August August August August August August April 
t'" Age 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 <'I> 
I» 
<: 

15-19 13.2 18.5 21.1 23.5 25.9 26.7 25.4 24.0 26.8 S· 
(18.0) (19.2) (16.3) (16.4) (16.1) aq 

,... 
20-24 9.8 14.1 17.8 24.7 27.9 28.2 32.4 32.5 34.2 ::r 

<'I> 
(15.5) (14.6) (11.9) (12.6) (20.0) ~ 

25-34 na na na na 22.8 28.5 31.3 28.4 33.7 §. 
(11.7) (12.9) (11.6) (12.3) (18.1) ~ 

35-54 na na na na 33.2 42.8 45.7 45.1 38.9 ,... 
(16.3) (21.1) (21.2) (19.4) (21.1) ::r 

<'I> 

'< 
Total 12.7 17.5 20.9 26.2 28.4 32.1 35.1 32.8 35.8 0 

= (16.4) (17.8) (l5.71 (15.1) (19.0) 8-
::r 

na = not available; ( ) = median duration 0 

= Source: ABS, Catalogue No. 6203.0. '" S· 
crq 

"0 .., 
0 er ...... 

C>O 
(b 

<.0 3 
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economic and social pressures on individuals and their 
families. 

Given the inter· relationships between opportunities (and 
inequalities) in the labour market and in the housing market, 
the problem of youth unemployment is integrally related to 
questions of youth housing. The links between youth's income 
and housing are further explored in the next section. 

Youth's access to the private rental 
market 

Of the three sections of the housing market, owner 
occupation, public sector rentals and private sector rentals, 
youth have been dependent in the past on the private rental 
housing sector for accommodation. This is partly a con
strained decision, since the first two alternatives have not 
traditionally been available to youth. Relatively low income 
and a short savings history prevent entry to owner occu
pation, whilst the eligibility rules of State housing authorities 
prevent entry into public housing. Residence in the private 
rental sector may also reflect youth's choice of a tenure 
pattern that enables a lifestyle of freedom and mobility 
(although, as discussed later, many youth prefer to live close to 
the area in which they grew up). 

In recent years, increasing pressures on the supply of low 
cost, private rental housing have significantly affected the 
access of lower income groups, such as youth, to affordable 
housing. Contraction of the private rental market, increased 
pressure of demand for rental housing, low vacancy rates and 
increased rental costs were discussed in detail in the earlier 
chapters. Here, discussion is limited to the impact of high 
establishment costs on youth. 

High establishment costs 

In consequence of high rental costs, establishment costs are 
often prohibitive for young persons. Rental bond (usually four 
weeks rent), rent in advance (two to four weeks rent), stamp 
duty, utility connections, and expenses incurred in setting 
up a new household, are beyond the reach of many young 
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people, especially those on student TEAS allowances and un-
employment benefits. . 

Young people not only face problems of increased rental 
costs that outstrip their earnings, but may be excluded from 
accommodation by estate agents and landlords in favour of 
more desirable tenant groups. Ability to afford accommo
dation may only indicate the potential choice available to 
young people. It does not necessarily result in a person 
acquiring accommodation. Access to housing is also 
determined by the decisions, values, rules and procedures of 
intermediaries ·like estate agents, who have the power 
(through their gatekeeper and management roles) to deter· 
mine eligibility for rental accommodation. In a tight and 
declining sub·market such as the private rental market, estate 
agents are required to make decisions which effectively 
discriminate between clients. In making these decisions, estate 
agents place a high value on tenant groups whom they believe 
are deserving of accommodation, who can also meet regular 
rent repayments and who minimise management problems. 15 

On these criteria, youth wishing to share accommodation 
rank last in comparison with other (more desirable) clients. 

Impediments that restricted youth's ability to qualify for 
accommodation included their inability to pay rent regularly 
(especially if unemployed), their inability to provide references 
verifying their past reliability as tenants, and judgements 
about youth's perceived social irresponsibility, their reluc
tance to work, and greater management problems in 
comparison with other tenant groups. However, in a situation 
of housing shortage and in the absence of any changes in the 
demand and supply relationship, some selection criteria for 
the allocation of scarce housing between competing interests 
are inevitable, whether they be the informal rules of estate 
agents or the more formal procedures used to allocate public 
housing. 

Youth's ability to afford housing 

When the decline in rental housing availability and rises in 
costs are considered together with trends in youth income and 
employment opportunities, the costs of rental accommo
dation have increased by more than any measure of youth's 
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earnings. This is particularly the case for the increasing 
proportion of young people not in the labour market and 
dependent on government pensions and benefits in the form 
of unemployment benefits and TEAS. These are completely 
inadequate to cope with the increasing costs of recent years. 
Youth who are dependent on the government for their 
incomes are seriously and increasingly disadvantaged. 
Structural changes affecting the Australian economy suggest 
that more and more young people will become dependent 
upon such benefits. Unemployed youth and students are 
clearly disadvantaged in their ability to change their accom· 
modation or, if living with their parents, to enter the private 
rental market. Those youth who are employed are slightly 
better off, in that increases in earnings for employed youth 
have kept them within striking distance of rent increases. 

As shown in Tables 4.4 and 4.5, housing access for youth 
has deteriorated since the mid·1970s. The median rent for 
both Melbourne and Sydney has increased more rapidly than 
earnings of youth, particularly those on government benefits 
(see Table 4.4). As a result, rent as a proportion of income has 
increased substantially. For example, the median rent in 
Sydney in 1983 was equivalent to approximately 120 per cent 
of unemployment benefits for a youth over 18 and 140 per 
cent for a student on TEAS, compared with III per cent and 
130 per cent, respectively, for 1976. However, while giving a 
very general guide to trends in rents in relation to income, it is 
more useful to look at, firstly, trends in the cost of shared 
accommodation, the form of accommodation most youth live 
in for reasons of cost and friendship and, secondly, trends in 
the availability and costs of accommodation at the bottom end 
of the housing market. 

Table 4.5 shows the proportion of youth earnings needed 
to rent median rent dwellings of different bedroom numbers, 
on the assumption that each person has a separate bedroom 
and that the persons sharing are in the same income group, 
e.g. three unemployed youth in a three·bedroom dwelling. 
The table indicates, at least for Sydney, that sharing still does 
not bring housing costs within acceptable limits for those 
groups outside the labour market, that is, on benefits. Another 
measure of the trend in costs of shared accommodation is that 
of the 'guy or girl wanted' accommodation, that is, the rent of 
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Table 4.4 Median rent levels and youth weekly earnings 1976-83 

1976 1981 1982 1983 % Increase 
S S S S 1976-83 

Median weekly rent (Melbourne) 40.00 70.00 75.00 80.00 100.0 
Median weekly rent (Sydney) 42.00 85.00 na 85.00 102.4 
Single person unemployment benefits 18 and under 36.00 36.00 36.00 40.00 11.1 
Single person unemployment benefits over 18 41.25 53.45 58.10 68.65 66.4 
Median earning junior male 100.50 149.00 169.00 na na 
Youth 15-19 median income 84.00 136.00 157.00 na na 
Apprentice (J st year) metal trades 52.35 82.10 98.50 98.50 88.2 
Student TEAS 30.70 49.67 49.67 59.62 94.2 

na = not available 
Source: Median rent - Survey of classified advertisements for rental properties in the Age and Sydney Morning Herald, June of respective 

years, Swinburne Institute of Technology; Income figures - Department of Social Security, ABS, Catalogue No. 6310.0. 
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Table 4.5 Proportion of youth earnings for dwellings at median 
rent - dwellings of different bedroom size 

Number of bedrooms 

1 2 J 4 
% % % % 

Male youth mean earnings 
1976 29.59 22.0 19.5 18.3 
1981 28.0 23.3 21.1 22.0 
1982 25.8 25.4 22.9 23.2 

Youth 15-19 years, median income 
1976 33.0 24.5 21.7 20.4 
1981 30.7 25.6 . 23.1 24.1 
1982 27.8 27.4 24.8 24.9 

Unemployed youth under 18 years 
1976 82.6 61.3 54.3 51.0 
1981 116.0 96.5 87.4 91.0 
1982 121.2 119.3 108.3 108.7 

Unemployed youth over 18 years 
1976 72.0 53.5 142.3 44.5 
1981 78.1 65.0 176.6 61.3 
1982 75.1 73.9 108.3 67.4 

Student TEAS 
1976 96.8 71.9 63.7 59.8 
1981 84.1 70.0 63.4 66.0 
1982 87.8 86.5 78.5 78.8 

Source: Earnings data from Table 4.4; Hancock and Burke, 1983. 

a single room in an occupied dwelling. In Melbourne, the 
median rent for shared accommodation has risen from $20 in 
1976 to $38 in 1983, a more rapid increase than for any of the 
various measures of earnings outlined in Table 4.4. 

For properties which represent the cheapest 25 per cent of 
the rental market, the median rent for Melbourne in 1976, 
excluding shared accommodation, was $32, and in 1983, $68, 
a rate of increase more rapid than the median for all 
properties, which suggests greater demand pressures at the 
bottom end of the housing market, where youth compete for 
housing, than for the other sectors of the market. 

Boarding houses and apartment houses, which a decade 
ago provided cheap accommodation for those young people 
who wanted independence along with an element of support, 
have declined dramatically. For example, a study of housing 
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needs in the Inner East region of Melbourne found that the 
number of beds in such accommodation fell by more than 
half, from 3682 in 1965 to 1675 in 1981 (Burke, 1983:57). 
Similar contractions in supply have occurred in other cities. 

Furthermore, the effects of rent rises are not evenly 
distributed across the city. In the Sydney central sector, where 
youth have traditionally sought accommodation, availability 
has declined and rent has risen considerably in relation to 
youth's earnings, more rapidly than for other regions of 
Sydney (Hancock and Burke, 1983:94). The long·term pros· 
pects for cheap accommodation in the inner city are poor, 
given stock losses through strata titling and conversion of use 
(e.g. from residential to office development) and the emphasis 
on executive and luxury apartments at the upper end of the 
rental market. 16 

Location and youth housing 
Rental accommodation is concentrated in particular areas of 
capital cities that are ill·matched to the areas of youth 
population concentration, areas preferred by youth for 
acconimodation and areas of possible expanding employ. 
ment opportunities for youth. 

Youth population distribution and housing supply 
The youth population of major cities, such as Melbourne and 
Sydney, is not randomly distributed throughout the urban 
area. As shown in Table 4.6, some regions in Melbourne, 
particularly the inner urban, north west, and southern, have 
experienced a decline in population aged 10 to 19 years 
between 1976 and 1981, whilst other regions, particularly 
outer suburban regions (Westernport and the Outer East) have 
experienced large growth. These variations can be explained 
in terms of the preference of families for living in suburbs, 
as well as institutional beliefs, reflected in the construction 
and financing of family accommodation in outer suburban 
locations. 11 

In Melbourne, the outer suburbs like Frankston, Sunshine 
Lilydale, and so on, offer newly formed households lower cost 
housing and greater choice of housing (because of new 
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Table 4.6 Age distribution by region, Melbourne 1976-81 ~ 
2. 

1976 1981 Change Growth 1976 ~ 
to 1981 M ::r 

Region 15-19 10-19 15-19 10-19 15-19 10-19 10-19 (%) (1) 

'-< 
Inner East 35775 73958 38474 77756 +2699 +3798 +5.1 

0 c 
Inner Urban 20859 35527 15393 29419 

M 

-5466 -6108 -17.2 ::r 
North East 30328 60817 31808 63793 +4231 +8965 +4.9 ::r 

0 
North West 22716 44868 21344 41620 -1372 -3248 -7.2 c 

CJ> 

Outer East 27097 59103 31328 68068 
Southern 34046 62127 28944 54951 

+4231 +8965 +15.2 S· 
-5102 -7176 -11.6 

crq 

'"0 
Western 27848 56194 30638 61515 +2790 +5321 +9.5 a 
Westernport 28563 59851 34768 73862 +6205 +14011 +23.4 er 

rb 
Total 227232 452445 232697 470984 +5465 +18539 +4.1 8 

Source: ABS, Census 1976, 1981 (preliminary figures). 
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construction) than more established areas where house prices 
are higher or rapidly increasing and where established 
housing offers little scope for new construction. 

Table 4.7 shows that Sydney's youth population is similarly 
more concentrated in some regions than in others. The rate of 
growth of the age category 10 to 19 years was greater in 
regions with existing high numbers of youth; particularly the 
outer south west and the outer west regions. Although most 
youth aged 10 to 14 years are likely to live at home, the high 
number of youth residing in regions which are lacking in 
available rental stock indicates concentrations of present as 
well as future housing difficulties for youth. 

Youth's locational preferences 
While a proportion of youth who leave home desire 
accommodation beyond their own region, particularly those 
who seek jobs and educational opportunities or the bright 
lights of the inner city, there are indications that significant 
numbers of youth establish themselves or desire accommo
dation within their own region. Interviews with 300 youth in 
Melbourne and Sydney in 1982 (Hancock and Burke, Section 
5.4, 1983) indicated that 63 per cent of those youth who at the 
time of being interviewed had 'left home' lived in the same 
region as their families or 'where they grew up'. Young people 
listed being close to friends and families, 'knowing the area' 
and 'being able to survive' as important reasons for staying in 
their local area. Their choice of suburbs to live in reflected an 
attachment to the area of their parental home (47 per cent of 
these situations were located in the same suburb, same local 
government area or adjacent local government area as where 
parents lived), as did their expected location in three years' 
time (41 per cent in their 'local' area). 

Many studies (for example, Brown and Moore, 1977) have 
identified that most moves people make are within relatively 
short distances. In this respect, youth are no different from 
other potential movers. This is in part a reflection of their 
awareness space, i.e. those locations within a total urban area 
about which the intending migrant household has knowledge. 
Youth, in particular, have a limited awareness space. 

First, their awareness of the characteristics and amenities of 
metropolitan areas is constrained by their relatively low levels 
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Table 4.7 Age distribution by region, Sydney, 

1976 

Region 15-19 10-19 

City 6086 10046 
Inner West 46838 90271 
Eastern 16084 29632 
Outer West 6736~ 143039 
Outer South West 16855 36400 
Southern 33037 63733 
Northern 67262 132424 

Total 253524 505545 

Source: ABS, Census 1976, 1981 {preliminary figures}. 

1976-81 

1981 

15-19 

5783 
45146 
16695 
73445 
20486 
32135 
67066 

260756 

r 
I'b 
I» 

S· 
aq 
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::r-
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~ 
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~ 

Change Growth 1976 ,... 
::r-

to 1981 I'b 

10-19 15-19 10-19 10-19 (%) '< 
0 ::: 

9202 -303 -844 -8,4 
,... 
::r-

86507 -1692 -3764 -4.2 ::r-
0 

29409 +611 -223 -0.8 ::: 
'" 153043 +6083 +10004 +7.0 S· 

42774 
62978 

+3631 +6374 +17.5 
aq 

'"0 
-902 -755 -1.2 ""I 

0 
132802 -196 +378 +0.3 0-

0' 
516715 +7232 + 11170 +2.2 3 
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of personal mobility, this applies notably those whose age or 
income level confines them to public transport. In conse· 
quence, activity tends to be confined to the area in which the 
youth's parents live and in which he or she was schooled. As a 
result of this confined activity, a thorough knowledge of the 
facilities and amenities of the area are acquired and therefore, 
in terms of accommodation, it is not surprising that many 
youth express a preference to locate in such an area. 

Secondly, and relatedly, youth establish strong friendship 
and community ties in such areas and become dependent on 
these ties, not only for friendship but for support in times of 
need or stress. 

Concentration of housing difficulties for youth 
Ideally, one would require data on the numbers of young 
people actually seeking accommodation in different regions 
(relative to the number of rental units not occupied). In the 
absence of such specific data, Tables 4.8 and 4.9 compare the 
spatial distribution of youth in Melbourne and Sydney with 
that of the rental stock in 1981 and availability of stock in 1981 
(i.e. properties advertised). Based on these (although crude) 
indicators, demographic location patterns taken in con· 
junction with housing supply factors suggest a very real hous· 
ing problem for youth. 

In Melbourne, rental accommodation is disproportionately 
located in the inner urban area and, to some extent, in the 

Table 4.8 Rental housing stock and youth population by region, 
Melbourne, 1981 

Rental dwelling as Youth 15-19 Proportion of 
% of total stock in % of total rental properties 

Region each region 1981 population 1981 advertised 1981 

Inner East 15.4 16.5 19.3 
Inner Urban 43.9 6.6 33.6 
North East 16.0 13.7 6.1 
North West 18.0 9.2 3.8 
Outer East 11.5 13.5 3.1 
Southern 22.9 12.4 27.1 
Western 17.5 13.2 3.3 
Westernport 17.3 14.9 3.7 

Source: ABS, Census 1981 (preliminary figures); Hancock and Burke, 
1983. 
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Table 4.9 Rental housing stock and youth population by region. 
Sydney. 1981 

Rental dwelling as Youth 15-19 Proportion of 
% of total stock in % of total rental properties 

Region each region 1981 population 1981 advertised 1981 

City 6.5 2.2 8.5 
Inner West 22.1 17.3 25.9 
Eastern 11.9 6.4 24.1 
Outer West 16.7 28.2 13.7 
Outer South West 4.3 7.9 1.0 
Southern 9.9 12.3 9.3 
Northern 28.1 25.7 17.5 

Source: ABS, Census, 1981 (preliminary figures); Hancock and Burke, 
1983. 

middle ring suburbs. Rental housing is particularly lacking in 
outer suburban areas, due to the main emphasis on owner 
occupancy and planning restrictions in some areas on the 
construction of flats (effectively a decision to restrict the 
proportion of rental accommodation). 

From Table 4.8, it is clear that regions of likely housing 
difficulty for youth in Melbourne are Westernport, with an 
estimated 14.1 per cent of Melbourne's youth and only 3.7 per 
cent of Melbourne's advertised rental properties, outer east 
03.3 per cent and 3.1 per cent), western 02.2 per cent and 
3.3 per cent), and north east 04.3 per cent and 6.1 per 
cent). 

Table 4.9 shows that in Sydney the imbalance between the 
demographic distribution of youth and the distribution of 
rental accommodation is not as marked as in Melbourne; 
there is nevertheless a lower proportion of rental accommo· 
dation in areas of high youth concentration, such as the outer 
west and northern regions. 

Unfortunately for youth, the regions in which lower cost 
housing tends to be available do not match the spatial 
distribution of the youth population. The consequences for 
youth are that, in the areas characterised by high proportions 
of young people, it is likely that rental accommodation is in 
short supply, housing lacks diversity (due to the dominance of 
home ownership and detached dwellings in outer suburbs), 
and that housing types which have traditionally offered low 
cost housing options for youth are in short supply. 
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In both Melbourne and Sydney, the opportunities for youth 
to seek an adequate, independent living situation in these 
outer areas are limited both by lack of available rental stock 
and by youth's unemployment and lack of income. 

The location of youth employment and youth 
unemployment 
Labour market inequalities and youth unemployment are not 
equally distributed throughout the metropolitan area. The 
regions particularly hard hit in terms of youth unemployment 
(measured either by unemployment figures or job vacancy 
ratios) are those with a high concentration of youth popu· 
lation generally and a lack of appropriate housing stock. 

Table 4.10 suggests that in the Melbourne regions of 
W esternport, Western and North West and, to some extent, 
the Outer East, a greater proportion of youth seeking 
independent living will not be able to afford it because of their 
lesser ability to obtain employment. Due to dependence on 
friendship and community groups for support during un
employment, the pressures on many youth to remain in these 
regions, and therefore seek local housing, would be high. 

The changing economic structure of Melbourne, in 
particular, is another important factor to be considered in the 
relationship between youth population distribution, un-

Table 4.1 0 Youth unemployment by region, Melbourne, January 
1980 

Unemployed 
Unemployed Vacancy as % of age 

Region juniors Vacancies ratio group 15-19 

Inner East 4391 91 48.3 11.4 
Inner Urban 2474 297 8.3 16.0 
North East 4465 81 55.1 14.0 
North West 4029 100 40.2 18.9 
Outer East 3346 64 52.3 10.7 
Southern na na na na 
Western 5488 71 77.4 17.9 
Westernport 4832 125 38.6 15.8 

Total 33240 980 33.9 14.3 

na = not available 
Source: Commonwealth Employment Service, March, 1980. 
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employment and housing stock. Labour market changes indi
cate a decline in the importance of the inner city region of the 
labour market and expanding suburban labour markets in 
indusiries in which young people may increasingly find 
employment. Analysis of the housing stock in those local 
government areas where labour market opportunities are 
developing (as much as is possible in a static economy) 
indicates proportions of rental accommodation below the 
average for Melbourne. As a consequence, intense com
petition for limited private rental stock is likely in these 
areas. 

Referring to Table 4.11, the situation in Sydney is that, 
generally, outer suburban areas have the severest problems of 
youth unemployment, with the Outer West Region and Outer 
South West having particularly high levels of youth unemploy
ment and, in the case of the Outer South West, extremely high 
proportions of total youth. 

Youth's housing needs 
Studies on youth homelessness suggest that youth in housing 
crisis are a diverse group who may share to varying 
degrees: 

• Unemployment; 
• Limited economic resources; 

Table 4.11 Youth unemployment by region, Sydney, April 1981 

Unemployed 
Unemployed Vacancy as % of age 

Region juniors Vacancies ratio group 15-19 

City 1147 281 5.1 19.8 
Inner West 5193 429 12.1 11.5 
Eastern 1903 61 31.1 11.4 
Outer West 8425 382 22.1 11.5 
Outer South West 4621 201 23.0 22.6 
Southern 1913 106 18.0 6.0 
Northern 2593 337 7.7 3.9 

Total 26093 1797 14.5 10.0 

Source: Manpower Research and Infonnation Branch, Department of 
Employment and Youth Affairs. 
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• Average age 15-20 years; 
• Early school leaving and lack of qualifications; 
• Low income background; 
• Conflicting and unsupportive family backgrounds; 
• Inadequate or collapsed personal support networks; 
• Past housing characterised by disruption and instability; 
• Present housing options limited by low income, high rental 

costs and low vacancy rates, and virtual inaccessibility to 
public housing. 

Their housing needs are similarly diverse and many depend 
on a myriad of factors. Table 4.12 sets out factors which may 
describe youth at high, medium and low risk of homelessness 
and housing disruption, and equates particular risk categories 
with particular housing needs. 

Whilst a variety of factors including age, gender, income 
and employment status, present living situation and support 
network may be predictors of youth's housing risk, some 
additional factors, such as lifestyle, degree of independence 
and youth's emotional stability, are important for differ· 
entiating their needs and the type of assistance they require. 
Youth may range on a continuum from those with a 
'straightforward housing problem' who may have adequate 
support networks and the skills to survive independently, to 
those youth who require some support or supervision in their 
living arrangements. In the latter case, youth who are im· 
mature, disturbed by family conflicts or lacking a support 
network of their own, may require some support, at least in 
the short term. 

Research into youth homelessness suggests that some 
categories of youth are particularly vulnerable to housing 
related disruptions and many require special housing services 
to meet their needs. These include: 

• Youth with a background of welfare contact; 
• Youth who are a State statutory responsibility (wards, 

parolees, ex·institutional youth); 
• Youth with particular needs, including the physically 

disabled, mentally retarded, psychologically disturbed; 
• Youth from disadvantaged ethnic minorities, including 

Aborigines and Indochinese immigrants; 
• Youth from low income or disadvantaged backgrounds 
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Table 4.12 Youth's housing needs and risks of homelessness and housing disruption 

High RiJk 
Characteristics (one or some of the following): 

Unemployed (especially if under 18) 
Loss of suppOrt network 
Conflict at home/with parents 
living rough 
Recently moved away from home 

Includes: 
Younger kids (immaturellack living skills) 
'Newly homeless' in transit/mobile kids 
'Street kids' or chronically homeless kids 
Young people unable to afford rents 

2 Medium RiJk 
Characteristics (one or some of the following): 

Employed but low wages 

Earning unemployment benefits but living at home paying low 
board 

Presently living in cheap accommodation (may be 
temporary) 

Some measure of support from family/friends 

Competent swvivor moved away from home some time ago; 
able to look afier himlherself 

3 Low RiJk 
Characteristics (one or some of the following): 

Employed on reasonable salary 

Job security 

Savings 

living at home, paying low board or in affordable rental 
accommodation of an adequate standard 

Family suppon of youth 

SOUTce: Hancock and Burke, 1983. 

Housing Nuds 
Short-term accommodation emergency/crisis leading to 
alternative accommodation 

Intensive support including counselling, skills training, job 
creation, e.g_ work pools 

Housing referral and advice (on a regional basis) 

Provision of medium- to long-term accommodation if return to 
home is not possible, and, depending on youth's age, maturity 
and preferences: 
family placements, group house with live inlvisiting supports, 
hosteVboarding house, subsidised access to the private rental 
market 

Housing information and advice 

Housing Needs 
Access to public housing 
Income maintenance and subsidised access to private rental 
market, e.g. bond/rent scheme 

Means tested subsidies for hostels and boarding houses 
specifically for youth 

Housing information (on a regional basis) 

Skills training and job creation for unemployed youth, e. g. work 
pools 

Housing Needs 
Access to private rental accommodation at affordable rents 

Housing information and advice 

Rentlbond assistance 
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who lack both family support and an income adequate for 
independent living; 

• Country youth, disadvantaged by isolation and high 
unemployment and, when they move to urban centres, lack 
of appropriate, affordable accommodation. 

Summary and conclusions 
From the above discussion of the youth housing problem, it 
can be seen that any or several of the following circumstances, 
and particularly unemployment with its accompanying finan· 
cial hardships, can lead to youth housing crises. 

Housing crisis and the family 

In the past, governments have assumed that the f~y has a 
responsibility to support and shelter children until they attain 
independence. There is no set age at which this responsibility 
ends, although the Family Law Act 1975 reinforces parents' 
legal responsibility until a child is 18 years of age. However, 
many young people leave home before this age. The pro· 
portion who live independently climbs steadily from 18 years 
onwards to 78 per cent of youth aged 24 years of age (ABS, 
Survey on Labour Force Statistics and Other Characteristics of 
Families, Catalogue No. 6224.0, 1983.) 

Moreover, with increasing financial pressures on families 
today, it may be unrealistic to expect parents to support youth 
in times of crisis. A combination of factors may contribute to 
families' inability to meet these demands, in particular: 

• The impact of financial pressures on families due to 
inflation and parent and/or youth unemployment; 

• Parent· adolescent conflict (especially in relation to youth's 
unemployment and blended family situations); 

• The possibility that youth today expect independence at an 
earlier age and that these expectations set up pressures 
within families where youth are constrained to stay when 
they would prefer to be independent. 

It has also been suggested that family conflicts and lack of 
support are integral to many youth's housing disruption and 
homelessness. Family conflicts may precipitate youth's separ-
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ation from parents as well as close off their options to return 
home. 

Government responses to youth housing 

Much of the existing government funded accommodation is 
inappropriate or inadequate to supply youth's permanent 
accommodation needs. Youth are excluded from eligibility for 
public housing by most State housing authorities, who have 
generally assumed that youth will find affordable accom· 
modation in the private rental market. A review of Common· 
wealth and State funded housing schemes for youth housing 
indicates particular gaps in both government policy and 
service provision in the area of youth housing. However, 
simple expansion of eligibility criteria for public housing is no 
solution to the youth housing problem. With increases in the 
general demand for public housing by those already eligible, 
extending eligibility to youth would further strain limited 
resources; in any case, youth's housing needs may differ from 
those of other households. The need is a more fundamental 
one; for national and State governments to implement 
housing policies that address housing inequalities. 

Youth unemployment 
The problem of youth unemployment is integrally related to 
their housing. Youth's access to adequate housing is restricted 
in many cases by their incomes, due to the ineligibility of 
many for unemployment benefits and pensions, chronic and 
intermittent unemployment, and .low average wages for 
juniors. 

Youth unemployment is the single factor most frequendy 
associated with homelessness and is strongly inter·related 
with the two other major contributing factors of family 
conflict and youth's lack of income. Unemployment is often 
inter-related with family conflicts in situations where youth 
are unable to contribute to family income, where youth's lack 
of activity produces tension in the home, and where lack of 
income constrains youth to stay at home when they prefer 
independence. 

Changes in the labour market, the contraction of job 
opportunities and the loss of jobs in particular industries have 
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contributed to the dramatic increase of youth unemployment 
since 1975. Youth bear a disproportionate burden of 
unemployment, especially youth aged 15 to 19 years and 
females. The average duration of youth unemployment has 
increased in recent years. Many youth remain unemployed 
for long periods and are increasingly constrained in their 
ability to afford rising rents, let alone save towards the 
Australian dream of home purchase. 

The disparity between recent unemployment figures and 
statistics on unemployment benefit recipients suggests that 
substantial numbers of youth are without income. This may 
include youth who have just left home or school and have not 
registered for work, youth who have just left a job of their own 
accord (who do not qualify for benefits), and youth who are 
unaware of their unemployment benefit rights. Added to this, 
those youth dependent on fixed pensions or benefits for their 
income (often for prolonged periods of unemployment) are 
constrained by their insufficient income to a life of dis· 
advantage and inadequate living standards because 
unemployment benefits have not kept pace with inflation. 

Evidence strongly points to youth unemployment being 
higher than available official figures suggest. 'Hidden 
unemployment' is considered to be substantial for youth and 
may include youth who return to school as a refuge from 
unemployment, those who despair of finding a job and stop 
looking, and those who withdraw from the labour force. 

Youth's access to the private rental market: 
affordability and location 

In recent years,increasing pressure on the supply of private 
rental housing (reflected in low vacancy rates and high rental 
costs) has significantly affected youth's access to affordable 
housing. Establishment costs are prohibitive for most youth, 
who may also be denied access to available accommodation 
by landlords' and estate agents' preference for other tenant 
groups. 

Over the past six years, in particular, youth's access to 
housing has deteriorated and an increasing proportion of 
their income is required to rent an average dwelling. Further· 
more, affordable rental accommodation, suitable to youth, is 
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notably lacking in areas of high youth concentration and in 
areas of possible employment opportunities. 

Youth's housing needs 
Substantial proportions of youth are homeless or at high 
housing risk at the present time. That is, they lack secure, 
adequate and permanent shelter and the sort of emotional 
support that comes with having a 'home'. Characteristics like 
age, gender, employment status and present living situation 
may differentiate these youth from those at medium and low 
risk of housing disruption. 

However, it is also evident from our earlier examination of 
the supply of housing and youth's access to it that the range of 
housing needs outlined for each 'risk' group, in Table 4.12, is 
inadequately met at the present time. 

A policy on youth housing would have to address not only 
the needs of youth who are homeless at present, but also 
strategies to prevent homelessness and housing instability. 
With regard to the actual housing forms appropriate to youth, 
their general immaturity, lack of financial resources and 
general need for some adult support (at least at some stage) set 
their needs apart from those of older persons; although with 
increasing age and independence, the housing needs of older 
and younger persons become increasingly blurred. 

Youth require access to affordable accommodation that 
varies in the degree of independence or adult support and the 
size of the accommodation unit or household. However, more 
general policy questions are inextricably linked to the quality 
and type of youth housing and include the availability and cost 
of housing, youth's ability to afford housing and the location 
of housing for youth. 

Available evidence indicates that youth's demand for 
emergency and long. term housing is increasing and that, as 
reflected in higher unemployment rates, young people are 
shouldering an increasing burden of unemployment. In the 
absence of government commitment to income security for 
youth, youth's access to government funded housing styled to 
suit their needs, on·going Government schemes for emer· 
gency, medium and longer term youth accommodation, and 
an expansion of private market rentals affordable to them, the 
future prospects for many youth are bleak indeed. 
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Recommendations and further research 
The unavailability and unaffordability of rental housing for 
youth needs to be addressed by government policies at 
Commonwealth, State and local levels. Such policies should 
entail increased housing access and quality for 'disad· 
vantaged' and 'homeless' youth as well as preventative 
strategies which broaden and cheapen rental housing for 
youth such as students, 'country and interstate youth, youth 
on low incomes and youth at present living at home with their 
parents who will require rental housing in the future. 

The following recommendations concentrate on the three 
inter-related policy areas of income maintenance, housing 
supply, and youth housing programs and services. 

As recommended in other recent reports (Shears and 
Matthews, 1983), an integrated approach to youth policy is 
needed to bring together all programs relating to youth under 
a national-State program to cover all aspects of the needs of 
youth. 

Income maintenance 

The disparity between housing costs and youth's income 
needs to be addressed through supply directed housing 
policies (see below) in combination with a comprehensive 
review of income maintenance benefits and the various forms 
of financial assistance payable to youth, and benefits indexed 
to cover minimum living costs. Youth's access to housing may 
be further improved through the introduction of State-wide 
bond insurance schemes, bond assistance schemes and small
scale, targeted rental subsidies, for example to youth under 18 
years living independently. 

Rental housing supply 
A national youth housing policy should address the expansion 
of public rental housing stock that is appropriate to youth, 
expansion of low cost private rental housing stock (through, 
for example, subsidies for private rental accommodation and 
conversion and renovation of vacant private property) and an 
increased local government role in the provision and manage
ment of low cost rental housing. At a State level, policies 
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should set out systematic criteria for housing location 
decisions, controls through planning (including local impact 
social environment plans), location decisions based on labour 
market and housing market inter-relationships, and controls 
on strata titling and demolition, to prevent the loss of rental 
stock. 

Public housing rental stock needs to be expanded, so that 
low income households already eligible for public housing do 
not compete with youth. Moreover, housing schemes for 
youth need to concentrate on the availability and supply of 
housing that is appropriate for youth in type and location. 
This would entail specific housing stock for youth (such as 
boarding houses and houses for group living) to supplement 
existing public rental stock. 

A national youth housing policy would comprise an 
element of a national housing policy, aimed at ensuring the 
availability of rental accommodation at affordable prices, with 
priorities for housing low income groups such as youth. 

Youth housing programs and services 

A national youth housing program would entail provision of 
emergency and long-term housing services for youth at 'high 
housing risk'. This could suitably be in the form of a per
manent commitment to the Youth Services Scheme (presently 
surviving on piecemeal extensions of funding with no forward 
commitment to permanent funding). Such a scheme could 
include State-Commonwealth funding; on-going evaluation of 
demand and service provision; commitment to 100 per cent 
funding of agreed capital and recurrent costs on , say, a three
to five-year contract basis; targeted services for specific needs 
groups, State· wide policies on eligibility and service provision; 
a staff resource program and establishment of a central 
emergency accommodation unit in capital cities (along similar 
lines to the Emergency Housing Office in Adelaide). 

Such a program should also be aimed at preventing home
lessness and housing crisis (youth at 'medium' and 'low' risk in 
Table 4.12). A preventative role could be built into the 
establishment of a central housing referral and information 
service (coordinating and rationalising existing referral, 
informational and emergency programs); a local government 
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housing officer scheme (including policy development and 
housing allocation roles); expansion of CYSS (Community 
Youth Support Scheme) to include youth housing services (in 
areas where none are available), a housing skills program, and 
paid employment for youth working in community housing 
programs. 

In addition, family support services and income supple· 
ments for youth living at home may have a bearing on the 
ability of low income families to continue to accommodate 
their offspring. 

In the course of preparing this chapter, we found that the 
following issues have a bearing on government policy in the 
areas of youth housing and, more generally, income mainten
ance, housing provision, and family support services and that 
these issues require clarification. Areas for further research 
with a bearing on youth housing, unemployment, and the 
family would therefore include: 

• The impact of housing and employment policies on the 
family; 

• The impact of housing and labour market changes on the 
family; 

• Opportunities for youth employment and housing in areas 
of high youth concentration; 

• The effects on youth of the unemployment of another 
family member; 

• Circumstances in which family conflicts are precipitated by 
youth's unemployment; 

• The best way to centralise services to youth and to stream
line the plethora of inconsistent and often conflicting 
schemes under a national youth policy; 

• Patterns of leaving home and youth's desire for inde
pendence and changes in the age at which youth aspire to 
leave the family home; 

• Detailed study on youth's transition to independent living 
and the role of family support in this process; 

• Examination of anomalies in youth's legal status and the 
laws regulating the ages at which young people are 
assumed to be responsible for their actions. 
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Notes 

I Where appropriate, the authors acknowledge data drawn from 
Australian Housing Research Council Project No. 123 (Hancock and 
Burke, 1983). 

2 A study by the Victorian Emergency Relief Committee (I 982) found that 
the proportion of youth aged 20 to 30 seeking assistance from Victorian 
agencies had increased from 30.1 percent of total contacts in 1978 to 37.3 
per cent in 1981. 

3 See Senate Standing Committee on Social Welfare (I 982); Victorian 
Consultative Committee on Social Development (I979); Department of 
Social Security (I983); Carmody (I 980). 

• Swinburne Youth Interview Study Interviews with Youth in Melbourne, 
Sydney and the Upper Murray Region (Hancock and Burke, 1983). 

5 Youth Services Scheme National Evaluation Project Monitoring Data 
Interim Report (Department of Social Security, 1982) showed that 26 per 
cent of youth accommodated were from two· parent families and 39 per 
cent from 'broken homes'. However, given the high non·response rate 
(29 per cent), these figures should be viewed with caution. 

6 Youth Services Scheme National Evaluation Project Monitoring Data 
Interim Report for the period 1 October 1980 to 30 September 1981 
(Department of Social Security, 1982). 

1 About 60 per cent of city youth and about 50 per cent of country youth 
gave family conflicts, conflict with a step· parent, or parents' separation as 
their main reason for leaving home (Hancock and Burke, 1983). 

8 Cass (1981:i) noted that the likelihood of employment for young people is 
reduced and their chances of unemployment are much increased if either 
parent is unemployed. 

9 Crisis intervention and a breathing space before return to their home or 
family situation appear to account for less than one· third of youth using 
Youth Services Scheme accommodation services (Department of Social 
Security, 1983). 
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10 Interviews with youth workers at Youth Services Scheme services and 
statistics of service users identify unemployment as the most frequent 
description of their clients. The cumulative effects of unemployment and 
lack of stable, secure, permanent accommodation are evident, as are the 
negative effects of unemployment on youth's behaviour and self.image 
(Hancock and Burke, 1983; Department of Social Security, 1983). 

11 In contrast, jobs in the primary labour market offer 'security and 
stability, higher wages on an incremental salary scale, the provision of 
non·wage fringe benefits, especially superannuation, the opportunity to 
use training and skills to upgrade qualifications, and employees enjoy 
some level of control over the work process' (Cass, 1981 :23). 

12 Stricker and Sheehan (I 981: 1 78) note the especially serious position of 
teenage girls in the labour force, with a fall of 23 600 in the number of 
teenage girls in full· time employment between August 1974 and August 
1980. Commenting on the continued fall in full·time teenage 
employment since 1974 and the growth of the part· time labour force, 
Stricker and Sheehan (I 981:179) note a further division into two distinct 
teenage labour markets; one mainly providing small amounts of 
part· time employment, (taken up mainly by full· time school students) and 
the other, oriented towards full· time work and characterised by high 
rates of recorded unemployment. 

13 The above ABS figures represent a narrow range of unemployed persons. 
ABS figures exclude persons who worked for pay for short periods (of one 
or more hours) during the survey week, although they may have 
registered with the Commonwealth Employment Service as looking for 
full· time work. They include those unemployed persons aged 15 years 
and over who were not employed during the survey week and had 
actively looked for full·time or part· time work at any time in the four 
weeks up to the end of the survey week, and were available for work in 
the survey week or would have been available except for temporary 
illness (The Labour Force, Australian Bureau of Statistics, Catalogue No. 
6202.02). 

14 Twenty·one per cent had been unemployed for one to three years and 61 
per cent had been unemployed for between two months and one 
year. 

15 A survey of estate agents undertaken for a youth housing study (Hancock 
and Burke, 1983) found that in terms of these criteria, young people 
sharing accommodation ranked last as a tenant group in comparison 
with (in ascending order of priority) single parents, young persons living 
alone, families, young childless couples, and elderly couples. Estate 
agents questioned the ability of both single parents and young persons 
sharing accommodation to pay rent regularly. (Accommodating them 
was not in the interests of good business practice.) Both groups were seen 
by some agents as warranting public housing provisions of a welfare 
nature, rather than housing in the private sector. 

16 Youth on median income could afford only 51 per cent of advertised 
properties in Melbourne in 1981 and unemployed youth and students 
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could afford less than 1 per cent, taking 25 per cent of income as the 
measure of affordability (Hancock and Burke, 1983). 

17 In both Melbourne and Sydney, parents' beliefs in the suburbs as an 
appropriate environment for child.rearing and the lower housing costs in 
the outer suburbs have contributed to the concentration of youth in outer 
regions (Burniey, 1980). 
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